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FOREWORD

Th ere are many Tibets. Th ere is the administrative Tibet Autonomous 

Region, a province of the People’s Republic of China. Th ere is the geopoliti-

cal Tibet of the Government in Exile and its overseas supporters. Th ere is 

the linguistic, religious, and cultural Tibet spread out over fi ve provinces of 

China as well as parts of neighboring countries and diaspora communities. 

And there is the ideational Tibet of a venerable Buddhist civilization threat-

ened by Chinese policies and globalization. But there is also the local Tibet 

of thousands of villages and townships, each with its own linguistic, sectar-

ian, and cultural identity, and each with a diff erent relationship to the Chi-

nese regime and the global community. Suopo Township in Danba County, 

Sichuan, is one piece of this local Tibet, and Tenzin Jinba’s In the Land of 

the Eastern Queendom tells a compelling story of how this piece of the local 

Tibet is being transformed by China’s current tourism boom. 

Danba is an area that is marginal in many respects. Marginal to China 

because it is sparsely populated and most of its inhabitants are ethnic 

Tibetans. Marginal to Tibet because it is part of the traditional eastern 

Tibetan province of Kham, outside the area previously administered by the 

Dalai Lama’s government in Lhasa, with its own language and martial 

tradition. Marginal to Kham because most of its inhabitants speak various 
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Gyarong languages only distantly related to the Kham variety of Tibetan. 

And marginal to Gyarong because most of Gyarong is in a diff erent 

prefecture. But despite its quadruple marginality, Danba in recent years has 

come fi rmly within the orbit of the ethnic and scenic tourism that has 

become a favorite pastime of the Chinese urban middle class. Th e local elites 

in many parts of Danba, including Suopo, have jumped to take advantage 

of the tourism boom, both for its possible monetary benefi ts and in order to 

promote and display local cultural heritage and encourage local pride in the 

area’s culture and history. 

As part of Danba’s and Suopo’s tourism boom, a dispute has recently 

arisen over the location of a legendary capital of the “Eastern Queendom” 

of the title, a matriarchal polity that may have existed a thousand years ago, 

as mentioned in Chinese historiographical literature. Th e book describes 

in lively detail the politics of the dispute, which involves ordinary villagers, 

community elites, and cadres serving at diff erent levels of the state. Dr. 

Tenzin’s insider-outsider position as a Gyarong native, as well as his U.S. 

PhD degree, give him a combination of insider access and outsider distance 

that enables him to describe these disputes in a way that contributes much 

to our knowledge of the politics of ethnicity and tourism not only in Tibet 

but in China more generally. 

Why should we care about the Eastern Queendom, since it may or may 

not have ever existed? Th ere are three good reasons. First, we need a more 

realistic and complex knowledge of Tibet. In an era when monks are self-

immolating, governments are being repressive, and journalists are feasting 

on the more sensational aspects of that country’s tragic recent history, more 

complex and subtle things are going on. Tibet is not uniform, and its rela-

tions with China are not fully adversarial, though of course almost all 

Tibetans long to see the authorities pursue more benevolent and less para-

noid policies. Th is book helps to discredit any simplistic or romantic notions 

of Tibet. Second, we need to know more about ethnic tourism and local 

politics in China. As hundreds of millions of Chinese visit exotic places and 

peoples annually (and at least hundreds of thousands come to Danba), tour-

ism not only aff ects local communities but also aff ects the way China is put 

together and the way people conceive of its being put together. Th ird and 

perhaps most importantly, we need more ethnographies of Tibetan com-

munities. Th ere are very few, and only a minority of these are based on 

intensive, long-term research by scholars like Dr. Tenzin who know the 
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communities from the inside out and also have the academic tools to ana-

lyze their local politics and culture in sophisticated ways. 

Read In the Land of the Eastern Queendom for its analytical insights and 

its descriptive richness, to be sure, but also read it for a great story, about 

modernization, development, tourism, politics, and intrigue amidst both 

spectacular natural scenery and complicated ethnic relations. We are proud 

to introduce the Eastern Queendom in this, volume 15 of Studies on Ethnic 

Groups in China. 

STEVAN HARRELL

March 2013
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

Th is book is about a small number of villagers at the far eastern edge of the 

Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau who are struggling to fi nd a proper niche in the 

sociopolitical constitution of their native county, among the Gyarongwa 

and Tibetans, and in China. It is expected to build dialogue with two cat-

egories of queries from critical reviewers and potential readers: the scope of 

investigation and the issue of ethnicity. To be more specifi c, can this case 

study speak to a much broader range of issues regarding sociopolitical 

changes and state-society relations in Tibet and China beyond this seem-

ingly trivial incident in a tiny, out-of-the-way place? Does ethnicity or 

Tibetanness matter in this case and also in this work? 

Th is book displays the convergence of my general concerns and aca-

demic interests: Chinese nationalism and ethnic representations, civil asso-

ciation and social change, Chinese reform and collective action, tourism 

and modernity, the Tibetan riots of 2008 and their repercussions, border/

frontier and marginality, gender politics, ethnic (Tibetan) policy, grass-

roots (subaltern) agency, and so on. Simultaneously, it aims to bring to light 

the intricate and complex terrain in which the queendom dispute is situ-

ated. I also want to show that this case is both microscopic and panoramic, 

meaning that it deals with a local Tibetan society’s transition as much as it 
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addresses the transformation of Tibetan and Chinese societies in general. 

Likewise, it is as much about a borderland society as it is about the societies 

in the Chinese and Tibetan heartlands. Moreover, I expect some critiques 

of its “inadequate” attention to the locals’ ethnicity, namely, the locals seem 

not to be ethnic or Tibetan enough. As a matter of fact, this is what I am 

striving for. Many of the works on ethnic groups in China tend to highlight 

their ethnic performativity—for instance, Tibetans do what Tibetans are 

supposed to do—but I want to show that ethnicity is just one of the multiple 

identities of the locals and doesn’t matter to them all the time, even though 

it does play a role in the queendom dispute and their political agendas.Th e 

natives have the same problems as millions of other villagers or peasants 

throughout China, as they are all subject to Party-state policy and reform 

and to modernity and globalization with Chinese characteristics. However, 

I hope I have succeeded in balancing the diff erence and sameness, particu-

larity and universality, regarding the locals’ responses to social transfor-

mation vis-à-vis those of other Tibetan communities, the Han, and other 

minority villagers. 

Th is book has been inspired by three major streams of infl uence: my own 

status as a Gyarong/Tibetan native, Victor Turner’s idea of liminality, and 

James Scott’s works on subordinate groups’ resistance strategies, especially 

those occurring in borderlands like Zomia. Tsanlha Ngawang—a reincar-

nate lama and distinguished scholar on Gyarong—has been hoping that we 

could work together to dispel doubts about Gyarong’s “authentic” Tibetan 

status. Th is was the plan for my PhD program in the United States, but it 

turns out that I have been fully “brainwashed” by sophisticated anthropo-

logical theories of ethnicity and identity; that is, instead of authenticating 

Gyarong’s Tibetanness, I have been fascinated with the issue of how and why 

Gyarong’s Tibetan identity becomes problematic. Turner’s insights, added 

to Arnold van Gennep’s writing on rites of passage, kindled my initial inter-

est in the concept of liminality—a state of being “between and betwixt”—

and this eventually fueled my visualization of borders as liminal spaces that 

are ruled by ambivalence, uncertainty, outsideness, namelessness, instabil-

ity, resistance, temporariness, convertibility, and innovativeness. I have 

also benefi ted from Scott’s approach to subordinate and borderland (e.g., 

Zomia) populations by spotlighting their agency in making the best out of 

disadvantages. 

Th ese inspirations, however, are inseparable from the training I received 
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at the Anthropology Department of Boston University, which played an 

essential role in fostering my intellectual perspicacity and critical perspec-

tives. Fredrik Barth has been the greatest infl uence on my life and career. 

He is the only person I have met so far in my life who can be described as 

both truly charismatic and decently humble. He showed me with his man-

ners, dignity, and wisdom that a great scholar must be a great person in the 

fi rst place. Th is book refl ects my contemplation on his conceptualization of 

ethnic and cultural categories as unbounded entities interfacing with each 

other, as well as his advocacy of the signifi cance of individual concerns, 

interests, positionality, and creativity in cultural analysis. Charles Lind-

holm enlightened my path with his scholarly sophistication and interdis-

ciplinary approach, which helped shape the major themes in this book, for 

example, modernity, tourism, authenticity, and identity. Kimberly Arkin 

never tired of telling me that I could do better, and this book has been 

accomplished with her stimulation and urging. My encounter with Robert 

Weller, my chief adviser, was one of the greatest things that has ever hap-

pened in my life. I am inclined to count it a miracle, since he managed to 

turn such a naive and misplaced initiate into a “complicated” anthropologist. 

Th erefore, this book is my most special gift  for this exceptional mentor. 

What I acquired from people with whom I worked in the fi eld, who wel-

comed me with warmth and frankness, was no less than the contributions 

of the above-mentioned erudite scholars. Among them, I am most indebted 

to Uncle Tenzin. It was he who ushered me into the convoluted landscape 

of the queendom dispute and introduced me to his family, Moluo Tourism 

Association members, and other key informants in Suopo. All of them are 

either anonymous or pseudonymous in the book, but I hope they can feel 

my wholehearted appreciation for sharing their thoughts and concerns with 

me. At the same time, I am sorry if I have let them down by being unable to 

prove that the Eastern Queendom is theirs as they have hoped it would be. 

A better book has been made possible with important feedback from 

the following scholars: Stevan Harrell, Emily Yeh, Lorri Hagman, Leonardo 

Schiocchet, Janet Gyatso, Merry White, John G. Blair, and Jerusha McCor-

mack, to name just a few. So many others have also helped me in one way 

or another in the course of gathering ideas and completing this book, and 

I would love to extend my sincere thanks to Robert Hefner, Parker Shipton, 

Frank Korom, Jenny White, Charlene Makley, Gray Tuttle, Nicolas Sihlé, 

Navid Fozi-Abivard, Mentor Mustafa, Andrew Armstrong, Shelby Carpenter, 
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Naoko Nakagawa, Chelsea Shields Strayer, Sarah Tobin, Susan Costello, 

Chrystal Whelan, Ahmet Selim Tekelioglu, Mark Palmer, Kathy Kwasnica, 

Jiangye, and many more. 

Th is book would not have been possible without the general support of 

the Cora Du Bois Charitable Trust, which granted me a dissertation writing 

fellowship, and the Fundamental Research Funds for the Central Universi-

ties from Lanzhou University (Project Title: Th e Reconfi guration of Grass-

roots Politics in Tibetan Regions in the Transitional Era with granting No: 

12LZUJBWZD008). 

Finally, I am grateful to the Agrarian Studies Program of Yale University 

for hosting me as a postdoctoral associate in 2013–14. Th is gives me the 

opportunity to make the best use of the university’s dynamic and creative 

academic environment. Here I am able to continue my investigation of theo-

retical debates on borders/frontiers and marginality, collective resistance 

and political change, and grassroots associations and state-society rela-

tions as well as to amplify and extend my analytical model of convergence 

zone and strategic (or voluntary) marginality into the Himalayan region 

and Southeast Asia. Readers of this book will also see my further refl ections 

on the issues discussed here and those that will be broadened and freshly 

explored in the near future. Th us I would like to thank all of you in advance 

for your continuing interest. 



MAP 1 . Gyarong (Rgyal rong), which spans portions of Kham, Amdo, and  Sichuan. 
Adapted from Kolas and Th owsen 2005



MAP 2 . Danba County, major sites

MAP 3 . Suopo, sites of interest
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✴

INTRODUCTION

In May 2005, an article in a local newspaper, “Th e Capital of the Eastern 

Queendom Comes to Light,” rocked Danba County, Ganzi Tibetan Autono-

mous Prefecture, in Sichuan, China. Th e author, Uncle Pema—a cadre from 

Suopo Township in Danba—claimed that the capital of this legendary matri-

archal kingdom was located precisely in Suopo. Key offi  cials at both the 

prefectural and county levels were shocked and wasted no time in ordering 

an investigation into this matter. Th e reason for their uneasiness was that 

Danba County had already bestowed the title “Ancient Capital of the East-

ern Queendom” (Dongnü Gudu) on Suopo’s neighboring rival township, 

Zhonglu. So the article was seen as a direct challenge to county authorities. 

Th is incident marked a milestone in the eff orts of Suopo elites and villagers 

to reclaim the queendom label. Th e Suopowa, or people from Suopo (wa 

means “people” in Tibetan), accused county offi  cials of favoritism and par-

tisanship. In pressing their claims, the Suopowa were seeking to take advan-

tage of the media and initiate collective actions such as demonstrations and 

pleas to higher authority as well as make use of the legal space of their newly 

founded quasi-civil association, the Moluo Tourism Association (Moluo 

Lüyou Xiehui). However, the Suopowa’s queendom discourse is full of puz-

zles and paradoxes that are key to our understanding of the nuances, com-
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plexity, and multidimensionality of the queendom dispute. It illuminates 

local Tibetans’ concerns and interests, as their society is deeply entangled 

in unprecedented social transformation and engages more intensively with 

diff erent levels of the state in response to China’s all-inclusive political rear-

rangements and the ensuing consequences, exemplifi ed by the unfolding 

intricacy of state-and-society interactions and the proliferation of collective 

actions throughout China. 

Th e Suopowa’s claim to a lineage connection with the matriarchal queens 

seems to contradict the pronouncement of their Tibetanness and their 

desire to identify with the Khampa—a Tibetan subgroup celebrated for its 

masculine culture. If the Suopowa take pride in their Tibetan identity, why 

do they label themselves as descendants of non-Tibetan queens? If the Suo-

powa advertise local males as authentic Khampa men, who are known for 

being well built, fi ercely courageous, and socially unconstrained, why do they 

sell an apparently feminized image of themselves by declaring that women 

are more capable and politically sophisticated than men in Suopo? Th en, if 

Suopo women are superior to men, why do they seem not to have played a 

more active role in the queendom struggle and other collective actions? 

Th e Suopowa’s political stance toward the state and the Chinese Com-

munist Party is also full of puzzles: Why do most Suopowa speak highly of 

central state policy and the Party while Tibetans as a group are further 

marginalized in China’s social and political structure as a result of the 2008 

Tibetan riots? Why do they fi ercely attack the local state for all the wrongs 

it has done to them while proclaiming their faith in the absolute justice and 

purity of the central state? 

Th e queendom dispute occurs as Danba has become a nationally 

acclaimed tourist destination in China and as Danba people are increas-

ingly aware of sexualized representations of local women in the tourist mar-

ket. Th is period has also seen exacerbated confl icts within and among 

villages and townships as well as burgeoning antagonism and resistance 

against the local state—the county and township. Th ese disputes, however, 

have little to do with the Tibetan desire for independence. Th e queendom 

dispute is not merely an accident or a product of broader Tibetan ethnic 

politics; instead, it stems from the marginalized status of local people in 

both Tibetan and Chinese societies and also their experience of modern-

izing economic and social change in a distinctive local setting. Th erefore, 

the Suopowa’s local political pursuit must also be located within a macro-
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scopic picture of transformations in Chinese society. Th us, the Suopowa’s 

queendom struggle is simultaneously unique because it is embedded in 

particular ethnic, cultural, social, and political contexts and not unique 

because it is a refl ection of the profound repercussions and implications of 

China’s reforms and social change, as showcased in intensifi ed contention 

between state and society and the boom in various kinds of intermediate 

associations all over China.

Th e Suopowa’s perception of marginality, both real and imagined, 

informs their negotiations of multiple identities and their modernist pursuit 

of a better life, culturally, economically, and politically. Th eir marginalized 

status among both the Han and Tibetans as well as their assumed political 

peripherality in Danba County are conducive to their reconfi gurations of 

ethnic, political, regional, and other identities. Th e Suopowa utilize their 

marginality either as a means of subverting their peripheral position or for 

the sake of anticipated political goals. In this way, the attribution of mar-

ginality sets the stage for their constant negotiations and orchestration of 

their multiple identities—on the one hand, they have to conform to the 

framework prescribed by the state and pursue their political aspirations in 

accordance with that framework, but on the other hand, they are left  with 

much room for playing with and maneuvering within this framework. 

As members of a minority ethnic group, and especially as members of the 

offi  cially identifi ed Zangzu (Tibetan ethnic group), the Suopowa are subject 

to China’s ethnic and Zangzu policies. Despite the state’s eff orts to incorpo-

rate Zangzu as an integral part of China, their cultural and linguistic diff er-

ences and, particularly, the supposedly rebellious nature of some Zangzu 

distinguish them from the Han and most other less diff erent and thus “loyal” 

and “patriotic” minorities. Th erefore, the Suopowa’s queendom struggle and 

political claims are informed by this broad social and political environment 

that has placed them on the margin. As “colorful” and “exotic” minority 

members, the Suopowa’s identities and self-representations are shaped and 

structured by the offi  cial/state and Han popular discourses. Th eir queendom 

and other political claims as well as their identity quests are embedded in 

their marginalized position among Zangzu. Th e Suopowa and the Gyarongwa 

(people of Gyarong) as a whole—a subgroup to which the Suopowa belong—

are situated on the periphery of the Tibetan ethnic group and are oft en not 

recognized as “authentic” Tibetans in the eyes of many “mainstream” Tibet-

ans. Th e Suopowa’s contested Tibetan identity has had a profound impact on 
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their identity construction and political positioning. Simultaneously, their 

struggle for the queendom label also derives from their perceived or imag-

ined political peripherality in Danba—that is, they complain that they have 

been neglected and taken for granted by the county government. Th e queen-

dom dispute serves only as an outlet for the expression of such a status on 

the sociopolitical map of Danba County. Th erefore, their queendom dis-

course is a direct response to and refl ection of their ethnic and political 

marginalities and plays out in the framework of these marginalities. 

Yet marginality should not be looked at as merely a constraint that cir-

cumscribes actors’ choices. Marginality can also be an opportunity to act 

as agents. Marginality connotes diff erence, uniqueness, and, therefore, 

authenticity in certain circumstances. Th e Suopowa appropriate their eth-

nic marginality in order to construct an image of their distinctiveness 

among all Zangzu subgroups and, thus, their irreplaceable role and “authen-

tic” status in the Tibetan family. Th ey also use this marginality to advertise 

Suopo as an exceptional and particularly appealing destination in the Chi-

nese tourism market. Making use of their political marginality, the Suo-

powa hope for possible compensation or rewards from the state and also 

outsiders’ attention to their grievances and political claims. In so doing, 

they sometimes situate themselves on the margins, as they consider a state 

of strategic marginality to be instrumental in engendering positive changes 

and achieving anticipated political goals. 

THE SINO-TIBETAN BORDER AS A CONVERGENCE ZONE 

Th e Suopowa’s identity construction is inseparable from their multiple mar-

ginalities as well as the constraints and opportunities these may evoke, and 

this state of being has everything to do with their status as a people on the 

Sino-Tibetan border. Th erefore, it is necessary to reexamine the concept of 

border to see how the redefi ned border illustrates the fl uidity and elasticity 

of marginality and helps identify and unravel the convoluted intricacy of 

the queendom discourse.

Th e concept of a border or frontier embodies marginality or peripherality—

a state of being distant or withdrawn from sociopolitical and cultural cen-

ters or mainstreams; thus the border oft en becomes a site of escape and 

fl ight from the state or similarly powerful political entities (Scott 2009). 
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Many scholars have pointed out that borderlands are also sites of heteroge-

neity and transcultural dialogue (Tsing 1993), “interstitial zones” (Gupta 

1992)—creative grounds for the making and unmaking of oft en competing 

sociocultural worlds (Makley 2003, 598)—or sites for “(border) crossing” 

(Rosaldo 1993) and transgressing boundaries (Ewing 1998) that entail cre-

ative cultural productions and intersections of power and diff erence.1 

Th erefore, borders are locations not simply where political or cultural ter-

ritories end but where they meet, contest, negotiate, converge, and fuse and 

thus where hybrid and new cultures and identities fl ourish. 

Danba, part of the Gyarong region, is situated on the border of the Han 

and Tibetan regions both geographically and culturally. Danba and Gyarong 

exemplify the ambiguity, mobility, vitality, creativity, restlessness, and 

diversity of the border. Th us, Danba and Gyarong may be seen not as 

peripheral to both the Han and Tibetans but as a convergence zone where 

the Han and Tibetan peoples and cultures connect, interact, exchange, 

compete, blend, and coexist. Th ey are places where locals not only incorpo-

rate various elements from these two peoples and cultures but also carve 

out a new space for their survival, cultural expressions, identity construc-

tion, and political positioning. Th e term “convergence zone” may embrace 

hybridity (Bhabha 1994) and creolization (Hannerz 1992); however, this 

notion best describes Gyarong’s in-between status as well as its distinctive-

ness in relation to the Han and Tibetans.

A hybridized condition requires a space where the center and the periph-

ery (e.g., colonizers and the colonized, or the West and the East) are no 

longer positioned as antitheses but exist in dialectic ongoing interactions 

with “intertwined histories and engagement across dichotomies” (Prakash 

1994, 1486; see Bhabha 1994). As a consequence, the hybrid breaks down the 

symmetry and duality of self/other, inside/outside (Bhabha 1994, 165). In 

this way, hybridity opens up a space of ambivalence and ambiguity charac-

terized by the blurring of the once clear-cut center-periphery boundary. 

Th us it creates a possibility for the once marginalized to move from the 

periphery toward the center. Nevertheless, the center will simultaneously 

remap itself as the authority and embodiment of purity and authenticity in 

contrast to the peripheral “bastards” who are very close to “us/white” but 

not quite “white,” or who simply present black skins with white masks (ibid., 

88, 172; see also Fanon 2008). 

Th e idea of creolization demonstrates a similar form of interaction 
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between the center and the periphery. Creolized cultures are seen to be satu-

rated with power structure and asymmetric relations because the cultures 

that interact are not equal to each other and at least one is always situated 

in a dominant position; however, the cultural processes of creolization 

involve much more creative center-periphery interactions (Hannerz 1992). 

A new (creolized) culture emerges out of multidimensional cultural encoun-

ters as unique combinations and creations.2 Th erefore, creolized cultures 

are not simple replicas of dominant cultures; instead, they are combinations 

of innovative and selective appropriations of dominant cultural forms and 

indigenous readings and applications of them in a particular local context. 

Th e agency of the marginal is underscored in the way that the periphery is 

believed not only to be able to talk back but also to possess the potential of 

rising as the center (ibid., 266).

Th e notions of hybridity and creolization are useful for identifying 

aspects of a dynamic convergence zone. Gyarong forms a hybridized or 

creolized society due to the considerable impacts of the Han/state and 

Tibetans on local cultures, politics, and identities in their intensive encoun-

ters. Gyarong’s representations and positioning vis-à-vis the Han/state and 

Tibetans exemplify the dialectic interplay between the center and the 

periphery as illustrated by these notions. A noteworthy example is the 

locals’ use of their ambivalent ethnic and linguistic origins and their mar-

ginal status as leverage in negotiating their identities with the centers. Nev-

ertheless, both concepts still tend to underline the predominant role and 

“purity” of the center and thus the secondary value of the periphery. As a 

result, the relatively separate cultural forms and distinctive identities of 

peripheral societies are left  unattended. 

What distinguishes the idea of a convergence zone from these two 

notions is the importance it attaches to a peripheral society’s status as an 

active local center. As a convergence zone, Gyarong is the site where the Han 

and Tibetan centers coalesce, fuse, and contend and where the local society 

engages and intersects with the Han and Tibetan centers simultaneously. In 

this instance, Gyarong is not always in a peripheral position; in fact, in local 

discourse, Gyarong is viewed as a dynamic center. What comes out of these 

multiple encounters and convergences is a new, heterogeneous, and dynamic 

Gyarong culture and identity. Th is new culture and identity carry imprints 

from both of the centers, but in this convergence zone, one also sees the 

fl ourishing of distinctive local culture and identity. Th erefore, Gyarong 
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society is not simply the equivalent of Tibetan elements plus Han/state com-

ponents. Gyarong society has its own indigenous traditions and local socio-

political contexts; thus, Gyarong stands as a relatively independent political 

and cultural entity. Th is suggests that the Suopowa’s queendom struggle 

and identity construction are embedded not only in engagement and con-

tention between state politics and Tibetan identity/ethno-nationalism but 

also in the local society’s distinctive historical, cultural, and political con-

texts and its positioning vis-à-vis the Han/state and Tibetans.

Th e queendom discourse is deconstructed not so much through the mar-

ginalizing of the Gyarongwa and the Suopowa as through their persistent 

eff orts to challenge or even reverse the dominant discourse and political 

structure that oft en place them at a disadvantage. Th eir ingenious applica-

tion of their peripheral status, noteworthy strategic marginality, is rooted 

in their liminal standing as a people straddling two worlds on the Sino-

Tibetan border—a convergence zone where a dynamic center-periphery 

paradigm is constantly reconfi gured and renegotiated. Th ey are peripheral 

to the Han/state center and the Tibetan center but are simultaneously ush-

ered into both; alternatively, they take the initiative and validate their 

unequivocal centrality, and in their local representations, Gyarong is also 

seen as a self-sustained vital center. In this way, three major dimensions of 

their identity are brought into being: worthy Chinese citizens, “authentic” 

Tibetans, and distinctive Gyarongwa. Each of these identities and other 

derivative identities come to prominence in diff erent contexts. Although the 

Suopowa cannot always choose who or what they are, they have managed 

to secure space for manipulating these and other identities to their advan-

tage. In constructing and negotiating their identities, they activate and 

invigorate an intertwined network of sociopolitical restructurings: evolving 

Chinese ethnic landscape and fl uctuating Tibetan policy, the repositioning 

of the local society vis-à-vis the township, county, and other levels of the 

state, and an upsurge in collective action or rural unrest as well as the het-

erogenization of the societal sector and the state. Th is state of being will not 

only bring to light the nuanced and involuted sociopolitical landscape of 

the queendom discourse but also provide a glimpse into transforming Chi-

nese, Tibetan, and Gyarong societies. 
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Chapter 1 

SETTING FOOT IN THE QUEEN’S LAND

Th e Suopowa’s queendom discourse is not simply a product of tourism 

propaganda, nor is the uncovering of the Eastern Queendom (Dongnüguo) 

merely an accident. Occurring at a time of sweeping social and political 

changes, this discourse sheds light on the Suopowa’s negotiation of various 

identities and their initiatives for strategizing marginality in pursuit of their 

political objectives. Th e Suopowa’s peripheral status vis-à-vis the Han/state, 

and Tibetans has been critical in shaping this discourse, and their struggle 

exemplifi es China’s ethnic policy and Tibetan politics. How did the Suo-

powa and the Gyarongwa become “offi  cial Tibetans,” or Zangzu, in the fi rst 

place? And how does their contested Tibetan identity inform their choices 

and concerns through the queendom dispute? Was the queendom discovery 

coincidental? Under what circumstances was the queendom unearthed? 

And how has the queendom discourse been propagated? 

MAPPING THE EASTERN QUEENDOM 

Scholars point out that the title “Eastern Queendom” was used to describe 

two diff erent political entities at the time of the Sui (581–618) and Tang (618–
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907) dynasties: one south of Cong Ling, or the Pamir Mountains (running 

across western China and southeastern Central Asia), or, more precisely, in 

western Tibet adjacent to the Himalayas (Shi 2009a), and the other some-

where between Tibet and Sichuan.1 Th e exact location of the second diff ers 

in Chinese historical sources: the Book of Sui (Suishu) and the History of 

Northern Dynasties (Beishi) suggest it was in today’s Chamdo (C: Changdu) 

in the east of the present-day Tibet Autonomous Region, while the Old Tang 

History (Jiu Tangshu) and the New Tang History (Xin Tangshu) indicate that 

it was in the Dajinchuan region (today’s Jinchuan and Danba Counties) in 

western Sichuan.2 Most scholars tend to favor one over the other, and thus no 

consensus has been reached. According to Guo Shengbo (2002), there are 

two other plausible explanations that have oft en been overlooked: fi rst, that 

there were two Eastern Queendoms located somewhere between Tibet and 

Sichuan and, second, that the queendom in Chamdo migrated to the Dajin-

chuan region in western Sichuan. Guo espouses the second claim, arguing 

that the migration occurred in the fi rst half of the seventh century when the 

rising Tibetan empire severely threatened the Chamdo queendom’s survival 

or invaded its territory. 

Many scholars acknowledge that the record of the Eastern Queendom 

in the Old Tang History is more accurate than the record in the New Tang 

History, which confl ates the queendom in western Tibet and the one in 

western Sichuan. Nevertheless, some accounts of the Eastern Queendom 

in western Tibet in the Book of Sui are almost exactly the same as those of 

the Eastern Queendom in western Sichuan in the Old Tang History, such 

as the use of ornithomancy—divination by the use of birds—burial prac-

tices for nobles, the reign of a major and a lesser queen, succession prac-

tices, and housing styles. Some scholars argue that these two queendoms 

did have much in common, yet others  assert that the queendom in western 

Tibet migrated to western Sichuan. According to Shi Shuo, it would have 

been nearly impossible for these two queendoms to share so many similari-

ties considering the distance between them, diverse geographic and ecologi-

cal environments, and diff erent modes of livelihood; in addition, a move to 

western Sichuan would not have been practical (see Shi 2009a). Th us, Shi 

argues that the Old Tang History incorporates accounts of the queendom in 

western Tibet from the Book of Sui in its depiction of the queen dom in west-

ern Sichuan. In his view, the name “Eastern Queendom” originally referred 

exclusively to the one in western Tibet and was also used for the one in 
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western Sichuan at the turn of the ninth century. Th erefore, the existence 

of one single title in documenting two diff erent Eastern Queendoms in 

historical works has resulted in confusion for later historians and modern-

day scholars. He concluded that the records of queendom customs and 

political systems such as ornithomancy, burial traditions, ruling and suc-

cession practices, and housing styles were incompatible with those of the 

queendom in western Sichuan and thus were historical accounts of the 

queendom in western Tibet instead. 

Although there has been wider acknowledgment among scholars today 

that the Eastern Queendom was located in the Jinchuan region in western 

Sichuan, many have overlooked the distinction identifi ed by Shi Shuo. 

Th erefore, scholars commonly use various unfi ltered accounts of dif-

ferent queendoms from the Book of Sui, the New Tang History, the Old Tang 

History, or other historical canons in describing the ancient practices of this 

specifi c queendom in western Sichuan. Some also identify these features 

among today’s Gyarongwa residing in the Jinchuan region, who are believed 

to descend from the ancient queens and their subjects. In this way, an equa-

tion between Gyarong and the Eastern Queendom is roughly established. 

Queendom traditions allegedly evident among the Gyarongwa include 

housing styles, women’s clothing, an abundance of beautiful women, wom-

en’s high status, and courtship and marriage customs; these are off ered as 

proof of the “uninterrupted” heritage passed down from the ancient Eastern 

Queendom.3 According to the Old Tang History and other historical records, 

the queen lived in a nine-story building, while commoners lived in six-story 

houses. Some scholars equate these structures with the stone watchtowers 

(C: diaolou) that were and are still spread all over Gyarong (Wang Huailin 

2006). Gyarong women wear a long cloak over their shoulders and a special 

kind of skirt with dozens of pleats or folds, both of which are said to have 

been inherited from the queens, and their beauty is claimed as proof that 

they carry the noble blood of elegant queens. 

In the queendom, women supposedly had absolute control in the socio-

political sphere and held offi  cial posts, leaving men with lowly positions such 

as aides and soldiers. Correspondingly, Gyarong women are said to enjoy 

high status at home and in society. Some authors interpret various queen-

dom practices documented in historical works, such as polyandry (one 

woman with multiple husbands) and matrilineal kinship (children carrying 
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on the lineage of the maternal line), as a sign of romance and free love. Th ese 

scholars claim that Gyarong courtship and marriage customs such as 

“climbing the wall,” in which a young man climbs the wall and sneaks into 

his lover’s room at night, are equally “romantic” (Ma 2006; Wang Huailin 

2006). Some also point out that the name of Gyarong and the names of other 

geographic features, such as the Dadu River, are unambiguously connected 

with the queendom (Ma Chengfu 2006; Wang Huailin 2006). In Tibetan, 

the full name of Gyarong and of the Dadu River start with “Rgyal Mo” (Th e 

Queen), suggesting that there was a queen who used to rule Gyarong, and 

thus Gyarong is the Land of Women, as is the Eastern Queendom. 

Various scholars highlight these cultural and historical connections 

between Gyarong and the Eastern Queendom in order to justify their 

claims that the queendom used to exist in today’s Gyarong, although the 

exact location of the queendom or its capital is in dispute. Some claim that it 

was situated in Jinchuan County, Aba Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Pre-

fecture (Aba Zangzu Qiangzu Zizhizhou), while others contend that it was 

in Danba County, Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (Ganzi Zangzu 

Zizhizhou). Proponents for each location are predominantly scholars, 

 cadres, or offi  cials originally from or working in that particular area. Both 

counties take advantage of media and scholarship to promote their claims. 

However, due to Danba’s infl uence in the tourist market, as well as its asso-

ciation with the Valley of Beauties, its claim has received more attention. 

Nevertheless, even within Danba, two townships, Suopo and Zhonglu, com-

pete for the queendom.

DEFINING THE FIELD SETTING

Danba County (30°23'–31°29' N, 101°17'–102°13' E) is under the jurisdiction of 

Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture in western Sichuan, in southwestern 

China. It is an important eastern entrance to Ganzi prefecture from the 

Chengdu Plain. Its altitude ranges from 1,700 to 5,820 meters (5,577–19,094 

feet). Th e county seat is 1,842 meters (6,043 feet) above sea level. Th e summit 

of Mount Murdu, the most important holy mountain in the Gyarong region, 

which lies within the territory of Danba, is at 4,820 meters (15,813 feet). Five 

major rivers run through Danba, of which the Dadu River is the biggest. 
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Danba administers fi ft een townships and 181 villages with an area of 5,649 

square kilometers (2,181 square miles). It has a population of a little over 

sixty thousand. Zangzu make up 77 percent of the total population. Th e 

Han, Qiang, Hui, and other minority ethnic groups compose the rest of the 

population. In Danba, Zangzu residents speak four major languages or dia-

lects. Roughly 37 percent of the total Zangzu population in Danba speak a 

Kham Tibetan dialect, about 34 percent speak the Ergong language/dialect, 

nearly 27 percent speak the Gyarong “offi  cial” language/dialect, and the 

remaining 2 percent speak the nomadic Amdo Tibetan dialect (Lin Junhua 

2006b). Each language/dialect is incomprehensible to speakers of the others. 

As a result, Chinese, specifi cally the Sichuan dialect, has become the stan-

dard language of communication among various Zangzu groups in Danba. 

Danba’s economy was based largely on logging and agriculture until 

1998, when China launched the large-scale Natural Forest Resources Pres-

ervation Project (Tianranlin Ziyuan Baohu Gongcheng), which aimed to 

protect the environment in the upper and middle reaches of the Yangzi 

River and the Yellow River. Due to the breathtaking landscape, magnifi cent 

stone watchtowers, and exquisite Tibetan-style farmers’ houses as well as 

the area’s reputation for an abundance of beautiful women, the Chinese 

tourist market has held Danba in increasing esteem since 2000, and tourism 

has become one of the pillars of Danba’s economy. 

Th e seat of Suopo Township is merely 5 kilometers (3.1 miles) away from 

the county seat. Th is township has an area of 138.8 square kilometers (53.6 

square miles). It is composed of eleven administrative villages with 664 

households and 3,333 residents. Th e Han make up a little more than 6 per-

cent of the whole population, and most of them are from Dongfeng Village; 

Zangzu villagers normally refer to them as the Han Gang (Hantuan). 

Zangzu villagers in Suopo speak a Khampa dialect, but most men and the 

majority of women under the age of fi ft y can speak either fl uent or compre-

hensible Sichuan dialect. Th e Dadu River cuts across the township, and 

Moluo Village, where the township government is located and also where I 

did most of my fi eldwork, is situated on the eastern bank of this river. It has 

sixty-three households with a population of 232, of which only two are Han. 

Suopo is well known for its large number of stone watchtowers, and Moluo, 

with its cluster of imposing and spectacular watchtowers of diff erent 

styles—quadrangular, pentagonal, octagonal (see fi g. 1.1)—has been desig-

nated a Famous Historical and Cultural Village of China (Zhongguo Lishi 
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Wenhua Mingcun) by the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Develop-

ment and the State Administration of Cultural Heritage. 

Danba, including Suopo, is part of the Gyarong region, which is situated 

on the southeastern fringe of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau.4 Most parts of 

Gyarong are included in today’s Aba Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Pre-

fecture in Sichuan, while Danba belongs administratively to Ganzi Tibetan 

Autonomous Prefecture.5 Gyarong as a whole covers an area of roughly 

160,000 square kilometers (61,776 square miles); it is more than four times 

as big as Taiwan (Quedan 1995). Th is region used to be ruled by offi  cially 

recognized tusi, local chiefs, or the kings.6 Gyarong is popularly referred 

to as the Eighteen Kingdoms of Gyarong (T: Rgyal Rong Rgyal Khab Bco 

Brgyad). Th e Gyarong region is inhabited not only by the Gyarongwa but 

also by Tibetans from two other Tibetan subgroups—Amdo Tibetans and 

Khampa Tibetans—as well as ethnic Qiang, Han, Hui, and others. Th e 

overall number of the Gyarongwa is about 300,000.7 Gyarong has several 

FIG. 1 .1 .  Ancient watchtowers of Moluo, Suopo, along the Dadu River, 2009. 
Photo by the author
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distinct languages/dialects, and linguists are still debating their classifi ca-

tion. Despite such linguistic diff erences, generally speaking, speakers of 

various dialects recognize each other as Gyarongwa. 

INSIDER FROM THE OUTSIDE 
AND OUTSIDER FROM THE INSIDE 

I am a Gyarongwa, and my native tongue is the “offi  cial” language of 

Gyarong (Rgyal Rong skad). As a Gyarong local, I have been constantly 

questioned by other Tibetans about my own and the Gyarongwa’s Tibetan 

identity. Consequently, along with other Gyarongwa, especially intellectu-

als, I am required to constantly negotiate both my Gyarong identity and my 

Tibetan identity. Th us, as an insider, I have empathy for the Suopowa’s 

struggle for the queendom brand as well as their denial of Gyarongness. 

Due largely to my local connection, many Suopowa whom I encountered 

and interacted with believed that, as “one of them,” I could understand their 

frustrations and concerns. Th us, I was able to witness various aspects of the 

locals’ daily lives and hear about their frustrations, hopes, and desires dur-

ing my one year of fi eldwork in Suopo (June 2008–June 2009) and multiple 

short trips for fi eldwork in 2007, 2010, 2011, and 2012. I also gained the trust 

of Uncle Pema, a Suopo township cadre and the principal queendom advo-

cate, and members of the Moluo Tourism Association, who expected that 

as a scholar from Gyarong, I would undoubtedly play a part in preserving 

and promoting local cultural traditions, including queendom legends and 

customs. Th us, I was invited to participate in their meetings as their “cul-

tural consultant” and off er my suggestions for the association’s agendas and 

development programs. Likewise, due to my local roots, I had relatively easy 

access to more than forty township and county cadres and offi  cials, most of 

whom talked freely about the nepotism, power struggles, and bureaucracy 

prevalent in Danba, cadre-peasant relations, and governmental agendas as 

well as discussed China’s Tibetan and other policies. 

I am also an outsider. My outsiderness matters not only in terms of how 

I was treated by locals but also in how I refl ected upon my own position. 

Sometimes the Suopowa saw me as “one of them” because of my Gyarong 

background and local connections. Nevertheless, due to the diff erence 
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between my native Gyarong tongue and their Khampa dialect—a sign of 

their “authentic” Tibetan origin—some people referred to me as “(one of) 

you Gyarongwa.” Since I was from outside Suopo, I didn’t have lineage and 

sociopolitical ties with them, either. Th erefore, for many of them, I was 

merely a curious unrelated observer who would leave for good at a certain 

point. In my intensive interactions with the Suopowa, I came to realize how 

little that I, a Gyarong local, had known about them. Th is had much to do 

with my anthropological training in the United States. I have been exposed 

to diff erent ideas and thoughts in books, lectures, and discussions as well 

as to the complexity and diversity of American society. I have also cultivated 

sensitivity toward things I had taken for granted; I now think twice about 

the “thick” meanings behind them. Being brought into direct contact with 

the concepts of ethnicity and other identities as “constructed,” “imagined,” 

and “invented” has revolutionized my mind. Such experiences have been 

instrumental in developing my new perspective toward Tibetan and 

Gyarong societies and identities. I started to drop the essentialist frame of 

mind that had inclined me to propagate Tibetan greatness and Gyarong 

distinctiveness and to see Tibetan and Gyarong identities as “naturally 

born” rather than socially constructed and politically informed. In this way, 

I have become an outsider to Tibetan and Gyarong societies.

When I looked at Suopo and Gyarong as an outsider, a completely new 

world opened up in front of me, as if I had never known the local society. 

What struck me most in the fi eld were the Suopowa’s global outlook and 

complexity. Many villagers I encountered did not hesitate to express their 

concerns about the queendom dispute, Suopo’s marginalized status in Danba, 

the bureaucracy of the township and county government, village elections 

and factionalism, the prospects for tourism, the consequences of the Tibetan 

riots, the Beijing Olympic Games, China’s international status, the United 

States’ role in the world, and so on. Although they are oft en dismissed as 

narrow-minded “peasants” (nongmin), their knowledge of domestic and 

world aff airs and of various policies in China showed me how complicated 

and modern the Suopowa really are. Th eir multifarious concerns also kept 

reminding me of what a labyrinthine web of connections the queendom 

dispute invokes. Th us, I became more and more aware that by looking at the 

queendom dispute merely as a village or regional matter, one runs the risk 

of losing sight of the complexity and intricacy of the whole picture. 
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DISCOVERING THE EASTERN QUEENDOM 

Few Danba locals had heard of the Eastern Queendom before 2004. Th e 

spread of the name “Eastern Queendom” has much to do with Mr. Wang, then 

head of the Propaganda Department of Ganzi prefecture. Mr. Wang is very 

interested in the Eastern Queendom’s history and culture and has been writ-

ing about it since the early 2000s. He argues that the queendom did exist and 

that Danba still maintains many of its cultural traditions, such as the  courtship 

and marriage customs, the architectural style of stone watchtowers, women’s 

dress styles, religious beliefs (e.g., Bon, or Bon po, an indigenous Tibetan 

religion), life rituals such as the girls’ puberty ritual, and so on (Wang Huailin 

2006). He claims that some of these cultural elements can also be found now 

at Lugu Lake on the border of Sichuan and Yunnan—the well-known Wom-

en’s Country (Nüerguo)—and some other places but that Danba was the hub 

of the queendom culture as well as its political center. At fi rst he didn’t specify 

the exact location of the palace of this queendom in Danba. Since he was one 

of the most important offi  cials in Ganzi prefecture, his words had consider-

able weight among Danba offi  cials. Danba County’s Party committee and 

government started to collect evidence of the queendom’s historical existence 

throughout the county. Th is task was carried out chiefl y by two units: the 

Propaganda Department and the Culture and Tourism Bureau. 

Th e county’s action was not simply about taking orders from higher 

authorities but also had much to do with its ambitious project of advancing 

Danba’s image in the Chinese tourist market. County offi  cials were fully 

aware that the queendom label would be “exotic” and “mysterious” enough 

to attract the attention of tourists, so they ordered the appropriate depart-

ment to search Danba for more substantial proof, such as relics, folk tales, 

and traditions, that would authenticate this claim. When the Culture and 

Tourism Bureau sent its instructions down to Suopo Township, the town-

ship head (xiangzhang) had no clue what the Eastern Queendom was but 

assigned the task of investigating it to his subordinate, Uncle Pema. Uncle 

Pema was regarded as the best person for this assignment because, as a 

Suopo native, he knew the local people and language and was keen on the 

study of local legends and history. However, according to him, he was com-

pletely at a loss when given this task because he had never heard of the 

Eastern Queendom. He started to think about writing something on local 
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legends so that he would not be blamed for doing nothing, and in the pro-

cess of collecting Suopo legends, he became convinced that there must be a 

connection between Suopo and the Eastern Queendom. In Suopo, stories 

about the queens were very popular with villagers. Local legend says that a 

queen from somewhere else fl ed to Suopo hundreds of years ago; she kept 

moving her residence until she found the ideal site for her palace on a cliff  

where the topography formed a natural barrier against invaders. Th e ruins 

of the palace still remain, and some locals were said to have seen an appari-

tion of the queen and her retinue there before the 1980s. Since the queen was 

known as the “queen of (or from) the East” (shar mo rje [?] rgyal po), this 

coincides perfectly with the name of the Eastern Queendom. Uncle Pema 

was convinced that the legendary queens in Suopo must be the ones who 

had ruled the Eastern Queendom. Since then, he has become a devoted and 

energetic advocate of Suopo as the site of the queendom’s palace. 

Having made up his mind, he began to write out the queendom legends 

he had recorded. However, since he had only a primary school education, he 

thought it would be too hard to complete the task by himself. In May 2005, 

an old friend, the vice-head of Danba’s Propaganda Department, who had 

worked in Suopo Township in the 1980s, came to inspect the township. Aft er 

being ushered into Uncle Pema’s home, he happened to see the draft . He was 

very excited about this great discovery but also concerned about its conse-

quences. If what Uncle Pema recounted here was newly invented instead of 

being authentic legends, Uncle Pema and this offi  cial, who was in charge of 

the collection of queendom legends, would have serious problems, since the 

county government had already endorsed Zhonglu’s claim to being the site 

of the queendom’s ancient capital. Uncle Pema assured his friend that every-

thing he had written was a truthful account of popular local legends that had 

been passed down since ancient times. Convinced of Uncle Pema’s sincerity, 

this offi  cial promised that he would edit the manuscript and have it pub-

lished by the local newspaper. Th e article was given the sensational title “Th e 

Capital of the Eastern Queendom Comes to Light” (Dongnüguo guodu fuchu 

shuimian). Th is article proved to be a great shock for some key offi  cials at 

both the prefectural and county levels. Th e prefecture’s Propaganda Depart-

ment telephoned the head of Danba County’s Propaganda Department sev-

eral times on the same day, ordering the latter to investigate. Th e head of the 

Danba Propaganda Department was also summoned by the county’s Party 

secretary to explain the situation, and Uncle Pema and his friend became 
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the focus of attention. Uncle Pema was more than happy to see the commo-

tion this article generated since it sent an important message to the county 

government that the queen’s palace was located nowhere but in Suopo. 

Uncle Pema’s discovery put the county’s leading offi  cials in a delicate 

situation: they couldn’t dismiss his assertion out of hand because Mr. Wang, 

who represented higher authorities, was impressed with the article and 

expressed his support for its claim aft er completing an investigative journey 

in December 2005; however, the county had already started to promote 

Zhonglu Township as the capital of the queendom. As a result, the Danba 

government decided to take a wait-and-see attitude. In my interviews with 

Uncle Pema, local elites, and villagers, most argued that the leadership’s 

ambivalent attitude resulted from the fact that some important county offi  -

cials were Zhonglu natives and were believed to be manipulating the queen-

dom agenda. Uncle Pema and his supporters were upset about this “fact” 

and urged the county to deliver justice to Suopo by withholding its support 

for the Zhonglu clique. Suopo queendom advocates took advantage of the 

media and other opportunities to present their campaign to a wider public. 

Th eir claim was supported by more and more villagers, who pressured the 

county to reconsider its queendom agenda. As a consequence, the county 

government had to take the Suopowa’s claim more seriously in order to 

prevent the Suopowa from taking radical actions against them. Th is explains 

why although Zhonglu Township was offi  cially renamed Dongnügu Town-

ship (Township of the Eastern Women’s Valley) in 2007, the change was 

never made public, and it is still known as Zhonglu Township. 

Uncle Pema has played the most important role in promulgating Suopo’s 

queendom discourse. He not only “discovered” the Eastern Queendom but 

also successfully engaged a large number of Suopo elites and villagers in the 

struggle for the queendom label that had been “stolen” by Zhonglu with the 

supposed complicity of county offi  cials who were acting out of favoritism. 

Uncle Pema and his supporters contend that the Suopowa are “authentic” 

descendants of the ancient queens, that queendom traditions such as the 

girls’ puberty ritual remain vital in local life, and that the queendom heri-

tage is evident in Suopo women’s status, which is higher than men’s. A 

frequently cited example is that three female village heads of Suopo were 

sent to Beijing to meet with Chairman Mao Zedong in the 1950s and 1960s 

because of their exceptional leadership and extraordinary capacities, which 

were unmatched by men. 
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BECOMING MARGINALIZED TIBETANS

Gyarong had relatively independent political entities, distinctive traditions, 

and a characteristic identity in relation to other Tibetans long before Libera-

tion in 1950. However, the Chinese government’s nationwide ethnic identi-

fi cation project has had profound impacts on the Gyarongwa’s identity 

construction, as it has for all offi  cially identifi ed ethnic groups in China 

including the Han. Th e Gyarongwa’s classifi cation as Zangzu, or “offi  cial 

Tibetans,” has evoked their Tibetan awareness, but that classifi cation has 

contributed to their marginalized status within the Tibetan ethnic group. 

Th is situation underlies their struggle to fi nd their proper niche among 

Tibetans and in China’s ethnic and political landscape. 

 When China launched its ethnic identifi cation project in 1950, the newly 

liberated Gyarongwa were fi rst identifi ed as Gyarongzu (zu means “ethnic 

group”). But because of persistent petitions and protests from former nobles 

who were recruited by the Party into the leadership in today’s Aba Tibetan 

and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture in Sichuan, the Gyarongwa were offi  cially 

recognized as Zangzu in 1954; however, the Gyarongwa’s Tibetan identity 

has been questioned by other Tibetans and scholars ever since. Th e majority 

of Tibetans either deny the Gyarongwa’s Zangzu status or proclaim the inad-

equacy of their Tibetanness. As a result, many Gyarongwa feel that they are 

marginalized, and some choose to identify with the Khampa, as the Suopowa 

and other Danba people tend to do. In extreme cases, they do not reveal their 

Gyarongness in their interactions with other Zangzu.8 In reaction, some 

Gyarongwa emphasize their uniqueness and invaluable traditions in com-

parison to other Zangzu, a claim that has gathered momentum through the 

process of tourism development. Nevertheless, most Gyarongwa take pride 

in both their Zangzu status and their Gyarongness. Th is creates a dilemma 

for the Gyarongwa identity—they are Tibetans, at least offi  cially, yet they are 

not Tibetan. Th is dilemma has informed their struggle to fi nd their place in 

the Tibetan family as well as in China’s ethnic and political terrain. 

Th e controversy over the Gyarongwa’s Tibetanness has to do fi rst with 

the disputable place-name and group name Gyarong: Rgyal Rong or Rgya 

Rong. Most Tibetan scholars agree that “Rgyal Rong” is the correct spelling 

and accurate appellation from ancient Tibetan texts (Btsan Lha 1994; Dmu 

Dge 1997). “Rgyal Rong” is said to be an abbreviation of “Shar Rgyal Mo Tsa 
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Ba Rong,” which means “the temperate agricultural area ruled by the queen 

in the east” or “the temperate agricultural area around Mount Murdu in the 

east.” Th e slight diff erence between these two interpretations derives from 

the connotation of the expression “Rgyal Mo.” Both groups of scholars agree 

that “Rgyal Mo” literally means “the queens,” but the second version goes 

further by saying that “Rgyal Mo” is the short form of “Rgyal Mo Dmu 

Rdo”—the full name of Mount Murdu, the most sacred mountain in this 

region. However, another common interpretation identifi es the name of 

Gyarong as Rgya Rong (Ma 1944). “Rgya” literally means “Han,” so “Rgya 

Rong” means “the agricultural area close to the Han region.” 

Th e existence of these two divergent interpretations suggests the ambi-

guity of Gyarong’s origin and history.9 Th erefore, deciphering the meaning 

of the term “Gyarong” is oft en regarded by scholars as a fi rst essential step 

toward bringing Gyarong’s history out of obscurity. As far as strong advo-

cates for the spelling “Rgyal Rong” are concerned, relating the Gyarongwa 

to the Han is a serious misinterpretation of Gyarong’s Tibetan origin. 

Rejecting the general claim that Gyarong was not Tibetanized until it was 

taken over and governed by the Tibetan empire from the seventh to ninth 

century, these advocates argued that Gyarong has been ethnically Tibetan 

since antiquity, as documented in Tibetan literature (Dmu Dge 1997; Btsan 

Lha 2007). However, a relatively mild reading of Gyarong’s history and ori-

gin by other proponents for this spelling is that the Gyarongwa are a hybrid 

of diff erent peoples who were later assimilated with the expansion of the 

Tibetan Empire. Th erefore, they contend that the Gyarongwa descend not 

from a single line, namely, Tibetans, but from multiple sources as recorded in 

ancient Chinese literature: Ranmang in two Han periods (206 BCE–220 CE), 

Jialiangyi in the Sui dynasty (581–618), and Xishan zhuqiang (various Qiang 

peoples of Xishan) in the seventh and eighth centuries, as well as invading 

Tibetans in the seventh to ninth centuries.10 

Although Tibetans most commonly refer to this region as Rgya Rong, 

“the agricultural area close to the Han region,” their emphasis is oft en not 

on geographic proximity but on cultural and ethnic closeness to the Han. 

If the Gyarongwa are not so diff erent from the Han, how can they qualify 

as Tibetans who have a distinctive language and unique cultural traditions? 

Th e legitimacy of the Gyarongwa’s Tibetan identity is thus questioned. 

Th e most noticeable diff erence between the Gyarongwa and other 

Zangzu is linguistic, and in most cases, the latter’s doubt of Gyarong’s Tibet-
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anness is based on this easily perceived distinction. People from other 

Zangzu regions and the Gyarongwa themselves argue that the Gyarongwa 

speak a totally diff erent language that has little similarity to “standard 

Tibetan.” Although native speakers of one of the three primary Tibetan 

dialects from three major Tibetan subregions—Central Tibet (Ü-Tsang), 

Amdo, and Kham—cannot necessarily communicate with one another very 

easily, linguistic variations among these dialects are largely perceived as 

diff erences within a single language. 

What other Zangzu refer to as “Gyarong language” is, in fact, only one of 

several languages/dialects spoken in the Gyarong region, although it is the 

principal one in Gyarong and is spoken by the largest population. It is oft en 

labeled the “offi  cial language of Gyarong” (C: Jiarong guanhua; T: Rgyal Rong 

skad). So far, scholars have not reached agreement on the academic classi-

fi cation of this language. Some contend that since its vocabulary, expres-

sions, and pronunciation are close to ancient or classical Tibetan,11 it is the 

oldest existing Tibetan language. Others claim instead that it is a sub-

category of the Tibetan language family (Luo and Fu 1954; Qu 1984). Some 

hold that it is an independent language category parallel with Tibetan in the 

Tibeto-Burman language family (Lin Xiangrong 1993). And fi nally, some 

maintain that it belongs to the Qiangic language of this same family.12 

Th ere are several other major distinctive languages/dialects spoken by 

the remaining Gyarongwa: Ergong, Amdo, and Khampa dialects as well 

as the Qiang language. Some scholars assert that Ergong should be classi-

fi ed as a distinctive language in relation to the “offi  cial” Gyarong language 

(Sun Hong kai 1983; Huang Bufan 1988), but others claim that it is the west-

ern dialect of the “offi  cial” language (Qu 1990; Lin Xiangrong 1993). Most 

nomads in Gyarong speak the nomadic Amdo Tibetan dialect, while many 

other local residents speak a Khampa Tibetan dialect. Th e Suopo people I 

worked with speak this Khampa dialect, and a little more than one-third of 

the total Zangzu population in Danba uses it (Lin Junhua 2006b). A group 

of people in today’s Heishui County in Aba Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous 

Prefecture speak the Qiang language, but they don’t identify themselves as 

Qiangzu, an offi  cially recognized independent ethnic group in China. Instead 

they have oft en been classifi ed—though vaguely—as Gyarongwa. 

Th erefore, Gyarong’s ethnolinguistic map is very complicated. Since the 

majority of Gyarong’s population speak either the “offi  cial” language or 

Ergong, communicating with other Zangzu is nearly impossible. Even those 
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who speak a dialect that is recognized by scholars as a Khampa one have 

diffi  culty conversing with people from other Kham regions because of their 

distinctive accent. Yet, since the Suopowa and others in Danba who speak 

this Khampa dialect are so embedded in Gyarong—a region that is popu-

larly perceived to be geographically and culturally close to the Han—many 

Khampa Tibetans don’t even count their native tongue as a Khampa dialect 

or even as a version of Tibetan. Th is holds true even though there is a sub-

stantial variety of dialects among diff erent groups of Khampa Tibetans, 

who also have considerable trouble understanding one another. Th is reveals 

the power of popular images of Gyarong distinctiveness among Tibetans 

and how little these images have been aff ected by the arguments of scholars 

and linguists. 

Tsanlha Ngawang from Gyarong, a scholar of classical Tibetan and 

Gyarong language and history, has continued to argue in our conversations 

that the “offi  cial” Gyarong language is the closest to ancient Tibetan and 

that this fully demonstrates the truth of the Gyarongwa’s Tibetan status. 

However, his infl uence is limited to the academic fi eld, and his scholarship 

has not had much eff ect on the generally disapproving attitude of other 

Zangzu toward the Gyarong dialect and the Gyarongwa’s Tibetan identity. 

If the Gyarongwa’s Tibetan origin and identity are ambiguous and dis-

putable, why did the central government reidentify them as Zangzu in 1954? 

Th is may have happened in part because, despite the historical and linguis-

tic ambiguity, Tibetan cultural elements in Gyarong are easily visible to 

outsiders. Religion is the strongest Tibetan element that has been high-

lighted by the Gyarongwa and other Tibetans. By the 1950s, almost the 

entire Gyarong population was either Tibetan Buddhist or Bon. As in other 

parts of Tibet, most households sent at least one male child to the monas-

tery to become a monk. Monks, particularly reincarnate or learned lamas, 

enjoyed very high esteem among the nobles and the general public. Monks 

who learned scripture well and/or who had fi nancial resources, especially 

those from the Gelugpa tradition, or Yellow Hat Sect, would normally be 

sent by their families and monastery for further study at one of the three 

major Gelugpa monasteries in Lhasa (Ganden, Drepung, and Sera). Th e 

returnees, particularly those who managed to earn the highest monastic 

degree of geshe, automatically gained tremendous respect among the 

Gyarongwa. Other easily recognizable Tibetan elements include architec-

ture, traditional foods such as tea, yak butter, and tsampa (roasted barley 
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fl our),13 and certain customs that are normally religious in nature, such as 

mountain worship and the celebration of Tibetan religious festivals. Th ere-

fore, the work team the central government sent for its ethnic identifi cation 

project couldn’t deny Gyarong’s Tibetanness, although the locals were tem-

porarily identifi ed as an independent ethnic group, Gyarongzu, based 

largely on the team’s classifi cation of the Gyarong language as distinctive. 

Some of Gyarong’s former nobles who had become important high-

ranking offi  cials in the newly founded Sichuan Tibetan Autonomous Region 

(today’s Aba Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture) insisted that 

Gyarong had been part of the Tibetan ethnic group since ancient times and 

simultaneously affi  rmed that the Gyarongwa shared cultural traditions 

(religion) and lifestyle with other Tibetans, despite the work team’s explana-

tions and linguistic categorizations. Eventually, the central government 

agreed to change its ethnic label from “Gyarongzu” to “Zangzu.” In the early 

1950s, the political situation was still volatile and a number of rebellions had 

arisen in Tibetan and other regions. Th us, support from those who had been 

tusi and nobles, and still had the loyalty of their former subjects and com-

moners, was essential for the Party’s maintenance of stability in Tibetan 

regions. Th is compromise awakened both the Gyarongwa’s consciousness 

as Zangzu and their sense of marginalization among Zangzu. 

In point of fact, the ethnic identifi cation project has had a very profound 

impact on offi  cially identifi ed ethnic minorities and on ethnic relations in 

China. One direct consequence is that people from segregated villages and 

regions who had limited contact with other groups or people who were rarely 

conscious of being an integrated ethnic community were now “unifi ed” 

under an ethnic umbrella created by the state (see, e.g., on the Zhuang, Kaup 

2000). Before the 1950s, Tibetan societies were so diversifi ed that they had a 

limited sense of shared political, national, or even religious identity. Except 

for Central Tibet, which was literally a unifi ed political entity under the Dalai 

Lama and the Tibetan Kashag government, other Tibetan regions, including 

Gyarong, had been ruled separately by more than eight hundred tusi as well 

as by offi  cials dispatched by the Nationalist regime. In Gyarong, the whole 

region was traditionally under the control of a number of tusi, but by the early 

twentieth century, all the offi  cial titles of Gyarong tusi had been rescinded by 

either the Qing court or the subsequent Nationalist regime, which established 

administrative units in Gyarong and designated or appointed their own offi  -

cials to govern the region. In reality, however, most tusi retained considerable 
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power in their territory and continued to exist until 1950, when the Chinese 

Communist Party fi nally abolished the system.

Although the Dalai Lama’s spiritual infl uence went far beyond the Cen-

tral Tibetan region, there were varying degrees of discord and the dev -

elopment of separate identities among diff erent schools of Tibetan Buddhism, 

not to mention between the believers of the Bon religion and those of Tibetan 

Buddhism. Th e three principal Tibetan subgroups—Central (Ü-Tsang) 

Tibetans, Amdo Tibetans, and Khampa Tibetans—were also mutually exclu-

sive to the extent that even today many Central Tibetans don’t recognize 

people from Amdo and Kham as Tibetans or “authentic” Tibetans. Due to 

linguistic and other diff erences, the Gyarongwa had developed even less 

collective identity in relation to any of these Tibetan groups. 

Th erefore, in a real sense, it was the Chinese central government that 

created a unifi ed Tibetan nationality. With the awakening of an ethno-

national identity among all peoples labeled “Zangzu,” a popular conception 

began to evolve among those designated as such. According to this ethnic 

stereotype, Zangzu share a common origin, a glorious history, and a set of 

cultural traditions, and the bonds among the various subgroups have never 

been weakened. Th is perception has given rise to a Tibetan ethno-nation-

alism that is not necessarily about Tibetan independence. It is oft en just a 

sense of pride and reaffi  rmation of Zangzu uniqueness and unity. Many 

Zangzu, particularly intellectuals and lamas, take delight in the idea that 

the Zangzu have a “superior” culture and traditions vis-à-vis the Han and 

others due largely to the great tradition of Tibetan Buddhism, which they 

characterize as a faith of profundity and compassion. Th is pride has much 

to do with the infl uence of the Dalai Lama, whose reputation as one of the 

most important spiritual leaders in the world has convinced most Zangzu 

of the vitality and supremacy of Tibetan Buddhism. 

Most Gyarongwa share this pride, too. Th ey are proud of being members 

of this great ethnic group and of having such a charismatic and world-

renowned spiritual head. However, the Gyarongwa’s distinctiveness still 

makes them stand out as “diff erent” from other Zangzu. Since, in the view 

of some Zangzu, the Gyarongwa are actually culturally close to the Han or 

very much Sinicized, they are sometimes seen by other Zangzu to be pro-

Han and thus pro–Chinese government. 

Th e Gyarongwa are oft en confronted with questions about their cultural 

identity and their relationship with the Han, as I can illustrate from my own 
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experience. On an aft ernoon in March 2009, aft er shopping at Wuhouci14 

in Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan, a lama friend and I were looking for a 

taxi to take us to Kangding, the capital of Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Pre-

fecture. While we were walking to a hotel where many drivers from Ganzi 

prefecture park their cars, two young Tibetan men stopped us, inquiring in 

Tibetan, “Are you going to Kangding?” Aft er we answered in the affi  rmative, 

they asked where we were from. 

I said, “We are from Danba.” 

Th ey seemed somewhat surprised and asked, “Why can you speak 

Tibetan?” 

My friend replied, “Isn’t the Gyarong language Tibetan, too? It is an 

ancient dialect. We [our ancestors] used to speak the same language.” 

Th en these two men told us that their car would head for Kangding “in just 

a short while.” As my friend and I were chatting with each other while we were 

waiting, a Tibetan woman came up and asked the drivers when they were 

leaving. One man whispered that they might not leave until the next morning 

if they were unable to get enough passengers. I told them that we couldn’t wait 

any longer, and they asked what we would do then. My friend said that we 

would go to Baigongling Bus Station to purchase tickets and leave from there 

for Danba directly the next morning. Th e following conversation then took 

place between one of the two Tibetan men (A) and my friend (B): 

A:  Why do you want to go there? Do you want to go there to stay at a Han 

hotel, eat their food, and take their bus?

B:  Whether it is a Han bus or a Tibetan bus, it is the only bus that will take 

us back to Danba. . . .

A:  You Danba people just love the Han. Whatever they do, you will 

follow. 

B:  What do you mean? You hate the Han? What clothes are you wearing 

[they were wearing Han-style clothes]? Do you love hot pot [a typical 

Sichuan food popular with Tibetans]? You don’t eat Sichuan food at all? 

Don’t treat us like this. Aren’t we the same [Tibetans]?

Seeing the atmosphere heating up, I stopped my friend, and we left . But 

he was still upset, saying that “many [Tibetan] nomadic people are just like 
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this. Th ey don’t know much. Th ey are not really open-minded. Th ey just say 

that we are not Tibetan. It is not good to have such divisions among us.” 

Th is attitude toward the Gyarongwa is not unusual. Some Zangzu com-

plained that the Gyarongwa didn’t stand behind other Zangzu in the Tibet 

riots in 2008 and instead acted “as if nothing had happened.” In early 2006 

in various Tibetan regions, people started to burn otter, leopard, tiger, and 

fox pelts, which they had normally used for their hats, clothes, and adorn-

ments. Th is action came in response to the Dalai Lama’s call for an end to 

the killing of wild animals and the illegal wildlife trade by Tibetans at the 

Kalachakra ceremony held in Amaravati, Andhra Pradesh, India, in Janu-

ary 2006. However, nothing happened in most Gyarong regions. A lot of 

Gyarongwa continued to purchase these pelts and wear such “fancy” 

clothes. Later I heard many complaints from other Zangzu who couldn’t 

fi gure out “what was wrong with the Gyarongwa.” According to my lama 

friend, a well-respected Buddhist master, the Gyarongwa were “too practi-

cal” and too concerned about “secular stuff ” and didn’t devote themselves 

to religious matters as much as other Zangzu. Th is view is shared by many 

Gyarongwa and other Zangzu, although it is hard to measure what is “too 

practical” and “too secular.” 

As in all other Tibetan regions, most monasteries in Gyarong were 

destroyed during and aft er the Democratic Reform (Minzhu Gaige) of the 

late 1950s. Although the 1980s saw a vigorous religious revival, the restora-

tion of monasteries and religion per se in Gyarong was less impressive than 

in most other Tibetan regions. As a result, the importance of monasteries 

as well as Tibetan religions proper in local society has decreased to varying 

degrees in most parts of Gyarong. Besides political control and limited 

funding as well as perceivable Sinicizing processes,15 the lack of systematic 

monastic training and the scarcity of important religious fi gures and 

learned lamas in Gyarong is a major factor in the dilution of religious iden-

tity among many Gyarongwa. Before the 1950s, it was a general practice for 

monks to go to Lhasa and important temples in other Tibetan areas for 

further learning, and when some of them came back with prestigious reli-

gious degrees, they usually had a signifi cant infl uence on the general public 

and even nobles. It was not until the early 1980s that this practice resumed. 

However, the government continued to regulate and monitor the activities 

of monasteries and monks, and it discouraged monks from traveling far to 
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mix with those from other Tibetan regions in the name of learning scrip-

ture. Th e systematic monastic training in Lhasa and many other places was 

not fully restored either. As a result, aft er the old learned lamas passed away, 

they were replaced by young monks who lacked sophisticated monastic 

training and thus did not have their elders’ infl uence. Th is is the problem 

faced by most monasteries in Gyarong. I have heard many complaints from 

Gyarong villagers about the lack of great lamas in their region. Without 

important and charismatic religious fi gures, the Gyarongwa’s faith in the 

monasteries and religion has been seriously aff ected. 

With esteemed religious fi gures, how would the situation be diff erent? 

Maerkang (‘Bar Khams), the capital of Aba Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous 

Prefecture, is a cultural hub in the Gyarong region. Many locals there have 

very strong religious beliefs. Th is is probably due to the fact that, since the 

1980s, some elderly monks who fl ed to India in 1959 have come back and a 

number of children and youth have found their way to India to learn scrip-

ture there. Some of them were able to return aft er years of rigorous monastic 

training. Despite the political control and surveillance, the returnees and 

other lamas have been able to renovate or rebuild quite a few monasteries 

and establish monastic schools where they can train novices, thanks to 

tremendous support from local villagers, businessmen, and even offi  cials 

and cadres.16 Th e reason for this enthusiastic local support has to do not 

only with the locals’ religious beliefs and their desire for the restoration and 

development of religion in this region; it is also linked to the shining exam-

ple set by learned lamas. Th ese lamas’ mastery of religious philosophy, per-

sonal decorum, and charisma has exerted great infl uence on the locals’ 

perceptions of religion and thus on their religious identity.17 For instance, 

several years ago, a village head in Maerkang told me that many village 

parents let their children quit elementary school in order to attend a local 

monastery because these parents were frustrated that the boys didn’t learn 

“good things” from school—they oft en fought among themselves, played 

truant, didn’t do their homework, and didn’t help much at home aft er 

school. Just several months aft er having been sent to the monastery, they 

were transformed: they started to work hard, talk politely to the elderly, and 

care for their parents. He attributed these positive changes to the infl uence 

of great masters at this monastery. Later I heard many similar claims about 

the signifi cant infl uence of outstanding lamas on the local community. As 
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a result, local religious identities have been reinforced. However, in many 

parts of the Gyarong region, the lack of such charismatic religious fi gures 

has taken a toll on religious identity. 

Th e dilution of religious identity for the Gyarongwa is a complicated 

issue. In other Zangzu regions, there has been anxiety about the negative 

eff ect the Party’s Zangzu and religious policies and modern forces like com-

mercialization and tourism have had on religious identity, but the situation 

is extreme in Gyarong. Th is shift  toward secularization marginalizes the 

Gyarongwa among Zangzu, as Tibetanness oft en boils down to demonstrat-

ing reverence for the Dalai Lama. Zangzu are united as a close-knit whole 

by their tremendous love for this great leader, so the Gyarongwa’s “indiff er-

ence” to the call of the spiritual leader and less devotion to religious matters 

disqualify them as “authentic” Tibetans in the eyes of other Zangzu. 

Suopo’s case is even more complicated. Th e majority of the Suopowa 

practice the Bon religion. Bon is an indigenous religion in Tibet, but with 

the rise of Buddhism in the eighth century, it suff ered serious setbacks. 

When Bon priests eventually lost their ground in Central Tibet, some 

escaped to Gyarong. With the support and patronage of local kings, Bon 

fl ourished in Gyarong. However, in the late eighteenth century, Emperor 

Qianlong of the Qing dynasty ordered the eradication of the Bon religion 

in Dajinchuan (today’s Jinchuan County) and Xiaojinchuan (today’s Xiaojin 

County). He labeled Bon a “vicious cult” (xiejiao) because it had “colluded” 

with local kings against the Qing troops dispatched to subdue the rebellions 

and had the Gelugpa replace the Bon (see Peng 2003). Although the Qing 

court didn’t take such drastic measures against those Bon Gyarong kings 

who were not involved in the rebellions, this policy of advocating Buddhism 

while curbing Bon in Gyarong signaled the further erosion of Bon’s status. 

Th e situation remains unchanged today. Th us, due to the disparity in infl u-

ence wielded by Buddhism and Bon, many common Tibetan Buddhists 

accuse Bon of “heresy,” with some even claiming that Bon is “un-Tibetan” 

or not Tibetan enough—an ironic assertion considering that Bon is the 

indigenous religion of Tibet. When the Suopowa seek temporary employ-

ment in other Khampa counties in Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, 

many don’t reveal their religious background for fear of discrimination. 

Th ese examples show that although the Gyarongwa are offi  cially recog-

nized as Zangzu, their Tibetan identity has been constantly challenged and 

disputed. But how do the Gyarongwa look at and evaluate their relationship 
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with other Tibetans? In my interviews with dozens of Gyarong villagers, 

nearly all expressed the idea that they are “diff erent from other Tibetans.” 

Th e most frequently mentioned diff erence is language, followed by cultural 

diff erences, especially the “wildness” of Tibetan men from Kham or 

nomadic regions, whom they believed to be short-tempered and easily pro-

voked into fi sticuff s or even knife fi ghts. Th ey also mentioned the male 

supremacy or “male chauvinism” of “typical” Tibetan men who don’t help 

much with household chores and treat their wives badly, in contrast with 

Gyarong men, who do most of the heavy labor at home and care more for 

their wives. Another common opinion is that other Tibetans are usually too 

religious, having an almost fervent faith in their lamas and spending exces-

sive amounts of money and time on religious matters. Sanitation and foods 

were frequently mentioned, too. In these villagers’ views, “typical” Tibet-

ans, especially nomads, are not clean and don’t care much about cleanliness 

in clothing, food, and housing. Th ey also commented on the fact that 

nomads eat very simple traditional food like tea, yak butter, tsampa, and 

yak or mutton and don’t even know how to cook properly. However, not 

everything about “typical” Tibetans or nomads was negative. Some of the 

villagers who have had frequent contact with the former argued that they 

are straightforward, honest, and, once friendship was established, trustwor-

thy and loyal, unlike “sophisticated” and “practical” farmers, including the 

Gyarongwa. Nevertheless, on the whole, these villagers’ portrayal of Tibet-

ans and nomads, who were said to be too “uncultivated,” “conservative” 

(regarding men’s attitude toward women), overreligious, and unclean, 

expressed a sense of superiority. 

In contrast, from the perspective of many Gyarong elites with whom I 

interacted—including state employees, scholars, teachers, lamas, and others—

despite diff erences between the Gyarongwa and other Zangzu, what really 

mattered was that they were all Tibetans. Like my lama friend, these elites 

were frustrated with other Zangzu’s demeaning attitude toward the 

Gyarongwa. But from my friend’s point of view, this attitude arose from 

ignorance of the fact that the Gyarong language and culture are classifi ed 

as among the most authentic subcategories of Tibetan language and culture. 

Th us, authenticating the Gyarongwa’s Tibetanness has become a great con-

cern. Tsanlha Ngawang’s proposition that the “offi  cial” Gyarong language 

is the ancient, classic Tibetan and that Gyarong has always been part of the 

Tibetan ethnicity was quite infl uential and well received in academic circles, 
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where he was much respected for its erudition and rigorous reasoning. Some 

Han and Zangzu scholars with whom I am personally acquainted have been 

convinced by his works and have used some of his concepts to buttress 

similar claims. But beyond the academic fi eld, do common Gyarong villag-

ers care about their Tibetan identity at all? Or do they make an eff ort to 

prove their Tibetanness? 

In general, the Gyarongwa are fully conscious of their status as Zangzu, 

the label imprinted not only on their registration records and ID cards but 

also in their minds, thanks to the ethnic identifi cation project and ethnic 

policy implemented by the state. Th ey identify themselves with other 

Zangzu as “a single unity,” but only with increasing interactions with 

outsiders—Tibetans, Han, and tourists—has the issue of how to best repre-

sent themselves and reconfi gure Gyarong-Tibetan relations become an 

immediate and important concern to the common Gyarongwa. As indi-

cated above, when encountering other Zangzu, the Gyarongwa tend to 

highlight their common Tibetan identity, and from time to time, some do 

so by concealing their Gyarongness and Bon background. When the 

Gyarongwa interact with the Han in Han regions, they may just claim their 

Zangzu status, since most Han have little knowledge of Gyarong. However, 

when tourists come to Gyarong, locals are faced with inquiries about their 

relations with other Zangzu because local dress and customs are diff erent 

from what tourists expect to fi nd among Tibetans. Several local guides and 

villagers in Danba consulted me on Tibet-Gyarong relations as well as other 

issues on Tibetan and local history because they didn’t know how to answer 

tourists’ questions. 

In their interactions with tourists, they have developed “standard” inter-

pretations of Tibetan and local history and culture, assuring tourists that 

they are not only authentic Tibetans but also the most unique Tibetan sub-

group. Th ey take pride in their Tibetan heritage but realize that the local 

culture is what tourists come for and so immerse themselves in it. In this 

way, they not only subvert other Zangzu’s discourse of their non-Tibetan 

identity but also assert their uniqueness among the Zangzu subgroups. 

Th e Suopo case is even more distinctive. Th e Suopowa speak a Khampa 

dialect; thus, many of them claim that they are real Tibetans, unlike other 

Gyarongwa who speak various non-Tibetan languages. However, as men-

tioned, their assertion is not usually accepted by other Khampa people. As 

a result, a paradox emerges: some Suopowa feel that they are marginalized 
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by other Khampa people for their “impure” Tibetan language and “con-

taminated” Tibetan blood, while the Suopowa feel superior to other 

Gyarongwa because of their “purer” Tibetan blood. Th e Suopowa are aware 

that their Bon religious beliefs further disqualify them as “authentic” Tibet-

ans in the eyes of some “radical” Tibetans. In an eff ort to subvert this nega-

tive stereotyping, Suopo elites constantly reminded me and other outsiders 

that Bon in Suopo has taken such a broad-minded approach that it coexists 

peacefully with Buddhism.18 An example of this harmonious relationship 

is said to be the locals’ great reverence for Berotsana, a renowned translator 

and master of Buddhist scripture and one of the fi rst seven monks ordained 

in Tibet. Berotsana was banished to Gyarong by anti-Buddhist forces in the 

court of King Trisong Detsen in the eighth century. Aft er arriving in 

Gyarong, he started to propagate Buddhism and gathered a large following 

(Dmu Dge 1997), although one might logically expect that the Suopowa or 

Bon believers would have had a strong animosity toward this Buddhist mas-

ter. Suopo elites suggest that local admiration for Berotsana reveals the 

tolerant open-mindedness of both the Bon religion and the Suopowa. In 

doing so, they seriously challenge the degraded portrayal of Bon and assert 

their sense of pride in this liberal religion. 

In their campaign for recognition, the Suopowa, especially elites, have 

also long denied the translation of the place-name Suopo (T: Sog Po), which 

in “standard” Tibetan means “Mongols.” Th is interpretation suggests that 

the Suopowa are descendants of Mongols, who were said to have come and 

settled in the area in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (see, e.g., Wang 

Huailin 2006). Suopo elites oppose this explanation, declaring that they have 

nothing in common with Mongols and thus proclaiming their “unadulter-

ated” Tibetan origin and culture. 

Th e Suopowa’s reactions toward perceived negative labels suggest that 

their Khampa or Tibetan identity is insecure and that they must fi nd a 

counterexample, other Gyarongwa with “impure” Tibetan blood, to serve 

as a foil in order to authenticate their claim. Suopo possesses a unique 

resource in the stone watchtowers that have become a well-known tourist 

site in China and which Suopo elites and villagers assert is the most unique 

and invaluable representation of the best of Tibetan architecture through-

out all the Zangzu regions. Suopo has 175 remaining watchtowers that are 

hundreds of years old and make up nearly one-third of the total number of 

such buildings in Danba County. Due to their important historical and 
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cultural value, the Chinese government has nominated them for World 

Heritage status.19 Th ese exquisite and imposing high-rise structures stand 

in the breathtaking landscape of Suopo, making them a magnet for tourists. 

Th e Suopowa make use of the towers as an example of both their distinctive-

ness and their Tibetanness. Th ey also take pride in their folk songs and 

dances as being the most unique and thus the most “authentic” in Danba, 

Gyarong, and even the whole Zangzu region. Th ese forms of heritage, how-

ever, can also be found in Gyarong and other Zangzu areas. It is the ruins 

of the palace of the matriarchal Eastern Queendom as well as the supposed 

queendom traditions that set Suopo above all the rest. 
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✴

Chapter 2 

MASCULINE AND FEMININE 

INTERNAL OTHERS IN CHINA

One of the paradoxes in the queendom discourse is the elevation of the 

Suopowa’s feminine image along with their assertion of Khampa Tibetan 

masculinity. Although concerns and interests are manifested in this 

approach, their self-representation is not merely a matter of free choice, and 

it is shaped by a well-established framework of ethnic representations rooted 

in both the offi  cial and popular discourses in China. Minority representa-

tions also oft en refl ect state agendas and tourist capital and interests. Th e 

roots of the Zangzu villagers’ dedication to the queendom cause and their 

motives for self-feminization are evident in the landscape of ethnic repre-

sentations and in the offi  cial and popular discourses of ethnic Others that 

inform sociopolitical change and ethnic relations in China. 

What has characterized and come out of minority representations is that 

ethnicity is sexualized by the fact that minority members are oft en identi-

fi ed with such images as “oversexed,” “promiscuous,” “hypermasculine,” 

and “hyperfeminine.” At the same time, sexuality is ethnicized, since these 

same labels are oft en reserved predominantly or exclusively for minority 

members who become the testing ground for the “standard” performances 

of diff erent categories of sexuality under the umbrella of “masculinity” or 

“femininity.”1 Two signifi cant cases of minority representations will be 
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introduced here for the purpose of examining, on the one hand, how sexu-

alized ethnicity and ethnicized sexuality play out and, on the other, how 

each of these two cases—a “masculinized” image of Mongols and a “femi-

nized” image of the “Women’s Country” at Lugu Lake in Yunnan, in south-

west China—serves as a prelude to the discussion of the Eastern Queendom, 

in which both masculinity and femininity inform the local villagers’ strug-

gle for the queendom label. 

WOLFISH OTHERS VERSUS SHEEPISH HAN 

In the preface to a collection of folk songs from Hunan, Guizhou, and Yun-

nan provinces in which minority groups have a strong presence, Wen Yiduo, 

one of the most infl uential and outspoken poets of the New Cultural Move-

ment generation, wrote: “You say these [poems] are primitive and savage. 

You are right, and that is just what we need today. We’ve been civilized too 

long, and now we have nowhere left  to go. We shall have to pull out the last 

and purest card, and release the animal nature that has lain dormant in us 

for several thousand years, so that we can bite back” (quoted in Oakes 1997, 

67–68). Th is is the representative voice of the New Cultural Movement 

(1917–23), characterized by a radical intellectual break with the past, and it 

asserts that China should absorb vital energy and strength from uncor-

rupted and “wild” Others in order to remove the suff ocating yokes of semi-

colonialism and feudal dogmas of Confucianism and gain entry to the 

modern world.2 In this portrayal, the Han civilization per se is believed to 

be the fundamental cause of China’s degeneration and the reason it has 

become the prey of bullying Western powers—that is, Confucianism has 

stifl ed the animal nature and wild instinct of the Han, and thus both Han 

bodies and minds were weakened and emasculated, putting China in a very 

disadvantaged position in the face of the militaristic and aggressive West. 

Such concern and anxiety is resounding again in China at the turn of 

the twenty-fi rst century, a time of intensifi ed reforms, increasing infl uence 

in the world, and skyrocketing nationalism rooted in popular longing for 

the restoration of China’s great glory. Th e most representative work of this 

endeavor is the autobiographical novel Wolf Totem (Lang tuteng)—one of 

the best-selling and most infl uential literary works in China in the fi rst 

decade of the twenty-fi rst century—which claims that only the “wolf spirits” 
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of nomadic people can cure China’s “civilization malady.” Th is book has 

created tremendous controversy and stirred heated debate among its mil-

lions of Han and minority readers in China. Many speak highly of its ideas 

as off ering a solution to China’s intrinsic problem, but it also receives enor-

mous criticism for its romanticization or untruthful representations of 

Mongols and its irrational and excessive degrading of Chinese civilization.

WHY wolf totem?

Wolf Totem comes at a time of an aggravated crisis of masculinity as well as 

rising nationalism in China. Th e calls for restoring masculinity among Chi-

nese youth and in nationalist discourse occur side by side. Th e discourse 

about masculinity is embedded in China’s desire to become a predominant 

world power and the Chinese public’s wholehearted embrace of this ambi-

tious agenda. Th ese Chinese nationalist aspirations are oft en conveyed and 

exhibited through masculinized expressions, such as assertiveness, determi-

nation, strong bodies, fearlessness, perseverance, and, above all, virility—

the very qualities that are oft en associated with dominant males. 

Th ere is increasing concern about the emasculation of the younger male 

generation in China. Many intellectuals and the general public express great 

worry about boys and male youth taking on “weak” and “fragile” person-

alities that are unassertive, highly dependent, emotional or sensitive, and 

timid. As to the reason, most scholars are inclined to attribute it to the 

feminization of preschool and primary school education, meaning that the 

majority of teachers and instructors in pre-secondary schools and even 

in secondary schools are female, especially in urban settings. It is said that 

the problem with such an unbalanced sex ratio among school faculty is that 

male students are insulated from the virility, courage, determination, and 

optimism that a male teacher can transmit and inspire in them, while 

female teachers, serving as authority fi gures and role models, pass on femi-

nine qualities like sensitivity and tenderness.3 More than that, an intrinsic 

problem in the Chinese educational system is believed to evolve from the 

fl awed educational philosophy that attaches too much importance to col-

lective discipline and exams rather than (male) individuality—that is, obe-

dience (tinghua) and examination scores are oft en the most important 

criteria in evaluating students as “good” or “bad.” Many boys who are 
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“hyperactive” or “naughty” at school, and thus don’t do well on their home-

work and exams, are susceptible to being labeled “bad students” by teachers. 

As a result, many of these students become so frustrated with the negative 

image that they conform to the school norms at the cost of their virile 

“nature” (tianxing) (Wu Wenyu 2008; Sun, Li, and Zhao 2010). 

Another important factor is that China’s one-child policy led to parents 

(and also grandparents) spoiling their only child to the extent that all chil-

dren are raised like daughters who have received too much attention and 

emotional support, which results in overdependence, timidity, and hyper-

sensitivity.4 Some scholars also attribute feminization to the lack of the 

dominant male fi gure in family education (Han 2007). Th e patriarchal fam-

ily structure in China is to be blamed for this because the father is tradition-

ally associated with the role of breadwinner while the mother is assigned 

the duty of taking care of and educating the children. As a result, boys are 

believed to become “demasculinized” through their mothers’ excessive care 

and fondness.5 

Feminized boys are seen as an obstacle to China’s rise, apart from the 

negative judgment of their sexuality and their “confused” or inverted gen-

der roles. Since feminization is seen as a tendency among the younger male 

generation throughout the country, especially in urban settings, these femi-

nized children—the pillar and backbone of China’s future—seem unable to 

fulfi ll their responsibility for the country’s revival and prosperity, as their 

“weak” personalities lack virility and the strength to face challenges and 

overcome diffi  culties (Sun Yunxiao 1993; Sun, Li, and Zhao 2010). Besides 

the spiritual or personality weakness of the younger generation, many of its 

members are also physically weak, due largely to the lack of physical exercise 

and sports. As a matter of fact, in China, the “sickly bodies” image is oft en 

linked mostly with intellectuals who are the equivalent of the “pallid-faced 

scholars” (baimian shusheng)6 of old times (Brownell 1995). 

What is the relationship between a weak body and a weak mind? Th ere 

are two explanations: one says that although a weak body cannot be trans-

lated into a weak mind directly, those with weak minds are inclined to have 

weak bodies, and vice versa; the other suggests that a weak body will defi -

nitely bring about a weak mind or that a weak mind always goes together 

with a weak body. Chen Duxiu, a leading fi gure in the New Culture Move-

ment, cofounder of the Chinese Community Party, and an advocate for the 
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latter explanation, once commented: “Every time when I encounter the 

intellectual youth, who are too weak to truss up a chicken, too spineless to 

assert virility as a man, with pallid face and slim waist, as eff eminate as 

virgins, and as feeble as the sick, [then I cannot help thinking that] counting 

on such physically and mentally weak citizens, how is it possible for them 

to take great responsibilities?” (Chen Duxiu 1915). 

In this way, the bodies and minds of nationals become the index and 

point of reference in Chinese nationalist discourse. A strong nation requires 

strong bodies and minds. Th e West and/or Japan were the models for China 

in that they were believed to have successfully integrated these two aspects 

in their national characters and thus were empowered to dominate other 

nations. China was weak during its “unhappy” encounters with Western 

powers beginning in the fi rst half of the nineteenth century and the New 

Culture Movement in the early twentieth century, and, in the eyes of some 

Chinese intellectuals, this situation remains true—China continues to suff er 

from its “weak” national character exemplifi ed by weak bodies and minds. 

Th erefore, the weakened bodies and emasculated minds of the younger 

generation in China pose a great challenge to China’s ascension to the rank 

of the great world powers. 

Th en what is the fundamental cause of these weak bodies and minds? 

Th e New Culture Movement intellectuals and other progressive or reform-

minded intellectuals attribute this to the corrupted feudal system or Con-

fucianism, which “esteems literacy and despises martiality” (zhongwen 

qingwu), as the Chinese Communist Party did and still does. Physical exer-

cises and sports are also important components of martiality in a broad 

sense in China (Brownell 1995). Th erefore, many of these intellectuals—

including Wen Yiduo, Chen Duxiu, and Jiang Rong, the author of Wolf 

Totem—have called for the revival of the “animal nature” and virility of the 

Han that have been stifl ed by Confucianism and traditional values. Only 

when this animal nature is restored can the Chinese nation be reinvigo-

rated, achieve a privileged status in this world, and regain its long-lost glory. 

It is believed that not only Western Others but also Internal Others are 

endowed with such virile attributes. Th us, for some intellectuals, those 

“wild” minorities who have maintained their “natural instincts” in harsh 

environments and under tough conditions are also models for the Han. As 

a result, the status of minorities is transformed from being on the periphery 
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to being at the symbolic center in the sense that minorities are needed to 

reconstruct and masculinize the Han-self by transmitting their “wild” ener-

gies to the Han. Nevertheless, the centralizing of minorities in Chinese 

national discourse also refl ects their challenge to the hegemonic Han-self 

(see Gladney 1991). 

Wolf Totem

Wolf Totem is an example of this tendency. It is an autobiographical novel 

in that it is based on the author’s experience of living for more than a decade 

in the Inner Mongolian grassland. It also expresses his perspective on the 

wolves’ role in sustaining the ecological system of the grassland, the 

nomadic lifestyle and national spirit of the Mongols, and the Mongols’ sig-

nifi cance to the rejuvenation of Chinese civilization. It also contains his 

refl ections on Han chauvinism and shortsighted governmental agendas. 

Th e author’s points of view are elucidated by the two protagonists: Chen 

Zhen and Yang Ke. Th ese two young students from Beijing are sent down 

to Inner Mongolia during the Cultural Revolution (1966–76) to be “reedu-

cated by the great masses” in response to Chairman Mao’s call for urban 

students, referred to as “intellectual youth” (zhishi qingnian, or zhiqing for 

short) to go “up to the mountains and down to the countryside.” In the 

book, the two students, especially Chen Zhen, go through a dramatic trans-

formation, from Han-centric students whose fear and hatred of wolves were 

rooted in the “petty peasant mentality” of the Han to spiritually reborn 

Mongolian men and worshippers of the Wolf Totem. 

In Han folklore and popular expressions, wolves are the most evil and 

atrocious of animals. Consequently, as Chen phrases it, “We [Han] call the 

most malicious people wolves; we call sex fi ends wolves; we say the greediest 

people have the appetite of a wolf; the American imperialists are referred to 

as ambitious wolves; and any time an adult wants to frighten a child, he cries 

out ‘Wolf!’}” (Jiang 2008, 271–72). With this notion ingrained in their minds, 

the revolutionary cadres in Olonbulga, where the story is set, and the Ujim-

chin Banner in Inner Mongolia (both places populated by the Han and 

Sinicized Mongols who have “forgotten their roots”) blame wolves for 

infl icting massive damage on their herds and embark on a large-scale cam-

paign of exterminating wolves “until every Olonbulag wolf is dead” (201). 

Like other Han, Chen has an instinctual aversion to wolves at fi rst. As time 

goes on, however, he comes to realize that wolves play an indispensable role 
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in safeguarding the grassland and are part of the Mongols’ identities, and 

thus the extermination of wolves would mean the complete destruction of 

the grassland and the Mongolian nomadic way of life. But that is not all. Th e 

Han and the government would pay a great price for their destructive acts 

because the environmental deterioration of the Mongolian grassland would 

have a devastating impact on northern China, including Beijing. Further-

more, destruction of the nomadic way of life and grassland would mean that 

China would lose the stronghold for its revitalization. 

In Chen’s close observations, he discovers that wolves possess the admi-

rable qualities of courage, wisdom, cooperation, organization, discipline, 

patience, and perseverance, as well as deference to authority and defi ance 

of inhospitable conditions. Aft er having understood this, the Mongolian 

troops’ crushing military victories in history and the invincible robustness 

of Genghis Khan and his descendants are no longer a mystery for him, and 

he is convinced that the wolves had trained the Mongols through their 

encounters and mutual struggles to be the most skillful, intrepid, and for-

midable warriors and fi ghters in the world. Wild animals, such as gazelles, 

fi eld mice, ground squirrels, hares, and marmots, and livestock such as 

cattle, sheep, and horses would overgraze and destroy the grassland without 

the wolves to check their uncontrolled growth by killing them. Wolves also 

ward off  epidemics or plagues and purify the grassland by quickly disposing 

of the dead bodies of animals killed by natural disasters. Th erefore, wolves 

have a unique place in the Mongols’ lives and form an intricate and intimate 

relationship with the nomads: on the one hand, both sides constantly battle 

each other as people try to protect their livestock from these insatiable 

predators, and in confronting their powerful rivals, Mongols have culti-

vated outstanding combat skills and remarkable virility; on the other hand, 

the Mongols regard the wolves as protectors of the grassland and as their 

totem. Th is relationship constitutes the spiritual core of the grassland civi-

lization, manifested in the Mongols’ broad-minded attitude of living with 

nature rather than struggling to overcome it. As a result, the Mongols’ for-

midable virility is “rational virility” rather than “savage virility.” Th e latter 

is a partial or incorrect representation of Mongolian virility that is oft en 

associated with bloody ferocity and crude brutality, but instead, the virility 

of the Mongols is balanced by their profound understanding of nature and 

respect for life. 

In comparison, Chen realizes, the Han civilization is rooted in agrarian 
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culture characterized by a narrow-minded “petty peasant mentality” (xiao-

nong yishi). Th is mentality has resulted in conservative outlooks, a lack of 

pioneering spirit, self-importance, and, above all, a weak and submissive 

national character. Th e situation is exacerbated by the detrimental impact 

of Confucianism embedded in agrarian culture, and the two are inter-

twined to defi ne the Han-self and national character. According to Jiang, at 

its very beginning, Confucianism embraced the elements of virility and 

robustness due to its origin in the seminomadic environment, but it has 

developed to an extreme since the eleventh century, when its focus on 

“maintaining the heavenly principle and eradicating human desire” (cun 

tianli mie renyu) was promulgated. If the goal were to eradicate human 

desire, there would be no place for a “wolfi sh nature” at all. In essence, this 

ideology was designed to mold people into submissive and loyal subjects 

who would not object to the status quo. Th erefore, the wolfi sh nature of 

nomadic people posed a serious challenge to the ruling order and had to be 

disputed and demonized. As a result, the wolfi sh nature of the Han, who 

evolved from nomadic life, has been stifl ed, and people have become so 

docile and soft  that a “sheepish nature” has almost come to defi ne the Han 

national character. Consequently, China has been bullied or overwhelmed 

by foreign powers who have managed to maintain their wolfi sh nature 

while developing sophisticated sociopolitical systems and advanced tech-

nologies. Th us, in the novel, Chen refers to the West and Japan as “civilized 

wolves.” So in order to change the contemporary world order and rejuve-

nate itself, China must learn from the West and Japan and especially from 

its own Internal Others, masculinize the national discourse, and shed the 

sheepish character of its people. Mongols are the best potential mentors for 

the Han, yet instead of learning from the Mongols, the Han have spared 

no eff ort in attempting to destroy the grassland and the Mongols’ mascu-

line, nomadic way of life. Wolf Totem is a relentless critique of Han chau-

vinism and a sincere plea for the Han to become aware of this problem. 

Jiang describes in a strikingly vivid way the inferior and pitiful nature of 

the sheep:

Sheep are truly stupid animals. When the wolf knocked the unfortunate 

sheep to the ground, the other sheep scattered in fright. But the entire 

fl ock soon calmed down, and there were even a few animals that timidly 

drew closer to watch the wolf eat a number of their fl ock. As they looked 
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on, more joined them, until at least a hundred sheep had virtually penned 

the wolf and its bloody victim in; they pushed and shoved and craned their 

necks to get a better look. Th eir expressions seemed to say, “Well, the wolf 

is eating you and not me!” Either that or, “You are dying so I can live.” 

Th eir fear was measured by a sense of gloating. None made a move to stop 

the wolf. 

Startled by the scene, Chen was reminded of the writer Lu Xun, who 

had written about a crowd of dull-witted Chinese looking on as a Japa-

nese swordsman was about to lop off  the head of a Chinese prisoner. 

What was the diff erence between that and this? No wonder the nomads 

see the Han Chinese as sheep. A wolf eating a sheep may be abhorrent, but 

far more loathsome were cowardly people who acted like sheep. (Jiang 

2008, 319)

What a dramatic scene this is! Lu Xun (1881–1936), one of the most infl u-

ential writers in twentieth-century China, known for his sharp and pene-

trating satirical writing style, lamented the sheepish and slavish national 

character of the Han. Now Jiang Rong is revealing the same deplorable 

reality—that is to say, the problem of the soft  Han character has never been 

resolved and continues to haunt China. Although socialist China has 

replaced (or attempted to replace) Confucianism with a Marxist-Leninist-

Maoist creed as the state ideology and has sped up its industrialization and 

modernization process, state policy and popular conceptions are still rooted 

in the narrow-minded petty peasant mentality. Th e cadres in Olonbulag 

were trying to exterminate “evil” wolves and planning to turn the fertile 

grasslands into farmlands. Native nomads and “converted” Mongols like 

Chen and his friend Yang Ke couldn’t resist this hegemonic policy openly, 

for their actions would be labeled as “local ethno-nationalism” (difang 

minzu zhuyi) or antirevolutionary. 

At odds with the normative eulogy of the hegemonic Chinese civiliza-

tion, the author argues that Confucianism and petty peasant mentality had 

almost rendered China powerless against invading foreign powers in the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Th erefore, it was not the Manchu rulers 

of the Qing dynasty who were to blame for the loss of sovereignty and ces-

sion of territory. According to this theory, if it had not been for the “blood 

transfusion” the Manchus gave to Chinese civilization as well as the residue 

of their wolfi sh nature, which was sustained to the end of the Qing dynasty, 
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the three northeastern provinces, Xinjiang, and Tibet would be absent from 

China’s map today. Th is declaration is not a simple challenge to the contem-

porary Chinese offi  cial discourse; it is a complete inversion. Jiang asserts 

that nomadic peoples, mainly Mongols and Manchus, have contributed 

much more than the Han to the preservation and continuation of Chinese 

civilization by constantly providing “wild” and vigorous new blood. Th e 

tragedy, however, is that the Han and the state have given these minorities 

little credit. On the contrary, they are demonized as barbarians or margin-

alized as ancillary to Chinese civilization rather than recognized as its 

mainstay and savior. Th e Party and the Han populace have not been aware 

of the fact that they are digging their own graves by exterminating wolves 

and destroying the grassland. If the Han do not act in time to halt their 

excessive appropriation of natural resources in the vast Inner Mongolian 

grassland and end the destructive act of turning it into farmland, there will 

be no way to recover from the loss of the last hope for China’s revival or to 

repair the damage caused by desertifi cation. 

In pointing out the inherent “disease” of the Han, Jiang earnestly calls 

for the replacement of the Han sheepish nature with the wolfi sh nature that 

they can learn from the “superior” Mongols. Th us, the Han must bow to the 

Mongols as their serious and sincere students. Chen—the novel’s protago-

nist (perhaps a stand-in for the author himself)—has succeeded in convert-

ing himself spiritually to Mongol values aft er realizing that his unmanliness 

and cowardliness have been fi rmly embedded in his Han blood: “}‘I’m worse 

than useless,’ Chen said with a sigh, deeply ashamed. ‘Gutless as the sheep. 

A dog is worth more than me, not to mention a woman. Even a nine-year-

old boy showed me up’}” (Jiang 2008, 11). 

Here, a Han person unprecedentedly positions himself as inferior to a 

Mongolian dog, a Mongolian woman, and a Mongolian boy, justifying the 

legitimacy of the Others as masters and superiors. An unpretentious and 

self-eff acing attitude on the part of the Han is the key to learning the essence 

of the Mongols’ wolfi sh nature, and only by being transfused with new 

Mongolian blood will China be able to strengthen and elevate itself into an 

unquestioned world power. In this way, Jiang has brought forward both an 

alternative to the normative discourse of the Han as civilizer and a reaffi  r-

mation and reinforcement of the indispensable role of virile and strong-

willed Internal Others as the model for and holder of authenticity that the 

Han may resort to whenever necessary. 
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In all, Wolf Totem not only serves as a serious challenge to the Han-self 

but also suggests a way of ameliorating and perfecting Han-selfh ood. In 

doing so, it imagines ethnic Others as existing for the Han, and their mas-

culine image is appropriated for Han consumption and nationalist expres-

sion as well as for the reconstruction of Han-selfh ood. In consequence, the 

identity of some ethnic Others is defi ned largely by “us” as masculine and 

tough in contrast to “our” eff eteness and soft ness. Although it is true that 

in this book Mongols take pride in their virility while mocking Han “cow-

ardliness” and “weakness,” it is an outsider, Chen, who acts as the spokes-

man for the Mongols, whose voices would otherwise be silenced. It is still a 

Han who has taken the responsibility of telling “us” Han what “they” Mon-

gols really are aft er having experienced personal rebirth and revitalization. 

Th erefore, “their” identity continues to be represented through the lens of 

“us.” Th us, “the use of the Other(s) to off er criticism of the self is not neces-

sarily emancipatory for the represented Others,” and, quite the contrary, the 

impact of the positive stereotyping “on the exoticized represented was oft en 

predictably the same—a prelude to control, dominance, and exploitation” 

(Anand 2007, 40–41). Th at being so, in essence the tribute to Mongolian 

virility refl ects in inverted fashion the same asymmetric power relationship 

between the Han and ethnic Others as is embedded in both the offi  cial/state 

and popular discourses in China.

Th us, an examination of how such asymmetrical power is exhibited in 

these discourses and what implications it has for both Han-selfh ood and 

Internal Others will present a general picture of the ethnic landscape in 

order to draw a sketch of dynamic ethnic relations in China. As much of 

the literature on the dominant-subordinate paradigm points out, the 

symbolization of asymmetrical power relations through gender imagery 

or sexual metaphor is usually a most eff ective tactic employed by the pow-

erful to justify their advantaged standing by prioritizing their notion of 

sexuality and concept of masculinity/femininity as a norm or model.7 Th is 

self-congratulatory stance puts identity politics in a place that is centered 

on the palpably oppositional characteristics transplanted from gender 

stereo types and thus on confl icting identities imposed to fulfi ll the myth 

of rule by the “selected.”8 As will be shown, sexual symbols are more 

pronounced in Han popular discourse about ethnic Others in China, 

which is, however, informed and guided to a large extent by the offi  cial/

state discourse. 
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INTERNAL OTHERS IN CHINA

Th e representations of Internal Others in China thus exhibit the collusions 

or convergences of two streams: the offi  cial/state force and the force of the 

populace.

Th e Offi  cial Discourse 

A consensus in Western academia is that the hierarchical or patriarchal 

relationship between the Han and minority Others today has been inher-

ited from the Qing and earlier Chinese empires.9 Th is legacy is character-

ized by the notion that the Han were (and are) at the center of civilization 

while minorities were (and are) at the periphery. Th e Chinese empire had 

long ago endorsed a set of doctrines and practices that came to be charac-

terized as “Chinese Culturalism” (Harrell 2001, 27). Th is is an ideology that 

sets Confucian ideals and political doctrines as the model of human civi-

lization. Th e civility level of minorities and their relationship with the civi-

lizing center were defi ned mostly in moral-cultural terms. Kinship and 

origin were not counted as the most important criteria, but the degrees to 

which minorities adopted Han cultural practices were measured on a scale 

of their “evolution” and assimilation. Some of them were very close to 

“civilized” Han or even verged on becoming Han.10 Based on their civility 

level, other minorities were classifi ed in two broad categories: “strange 

barbarians” (sheng fan) and “familiar barbarians” (shu fan).11 Th e empire 

at the center launched a “civilizing project” to educate these minorities 

about the “proper rites” (li) and correct manners, and it measured their 

civility based on how much they accepted and absorbed these “high” cul-

tural practices (Harrell 1995, 2001). 

With the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949, the Chinese 

Communist Party started to revise the empire-civilizing project to fi t the 

socialist ideology of minorities and classes. Based on Marxist-Leninist 

theories of ethnic relations, the minority issue is understood as one form of 

class struggle, and social inequality was the soil and “nutrition” of minority 

diff erence. So the Party considered its most pressing task to be erasing the 

sources of such inequality, ultimately bringing minority groups to full and 

equal status with the Han. Th e Party also claims that such inequality will 

not easily disappear and will linger for a long time, but what the Party can 
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do fi rst of all is to grant minorities full political equality and equal rights to 

economic and cultural development. In this process, the Han have the obli-

gation to help minorities advance together. According to Stevan Harrell 

(2001), the Party’s civilizing project in China resembles neither an empire 

model nor a nation-state model. Th e empire model, characterized by the 

paradigm of the polarized center versus the periphery and superiority ver-

sus inferiority, was accused of being feudal and oppressive due to its legiti-

mization of unequal relationships between the Han and minorities. As for 

the nation-state model, seeing that it intends to erase the cultural diff er-

ences of minorities in order to promote a unifi ed cultural system, the Party 

views this model as hegemonic and chauvinistic. 

As a result, the Party promotes a new model that it refers to as “a unifi ed 

country of diverse ethnicities” (duo minzu de tongyi guojia) or “a single 

unity with multiple cells” (duoyuan yiti geju), an expression coined by a lead-

ing Chinese sociologist-anthropologist, the late Fei Xiaotong (1910–2005), 

in 1989. Th e socialist model proposes that minority cultures are an integra-

tive and indispensable part of the Zhonghua (the pan-Chinese nation 

including minorities) civilization and enjoy equal status with the Han cul-

ture. Nevertheless, in reality, what is promulgated as “a single unity” turns 

out to be “unifi ed with or under the Han.” Th us, the basic structure of the 

Han as the core with minorities on the periphery remains. Th erefore, 

although the socialist model claims to be diff erent from both the empire 

model and the nation-state model, it is actually a combination of the two—

that is, the patronizing-patronized relationship between the Han and 

minorities still informs and shapes ethnic policies and ethnic interactions 

in China, while “a single unity with multiple cells” means that the minority 

Others must erase some, if not all, of their diff erences in order to fi t into that 

unity with the “civilized” Han. In this way, the offi  cial discourse of ethnic 

Others has come into being. 

From 1953 to 1957, the Chinese government organized a large-scale ethnic 

identifi cation project.12 Th is project and the Party’s concept of ethnicity 

were informed by and embedded in the Morgan-Engels paradigm of social 

evolutionism: primitive society → slave society → feudalism → capitalism → 

socialism. Minorities were said to be on the lower rungs of the evolutionary 

ladder. Some ethnic groups were thought to be at the stage of primitive 

society, such as the Jinpo, Wa, Jinuo, Dulong, and Oroqen, among others. 

Many minority cultural practices were depicted as “primitive” and “back-
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ward,” such as the “walking marriage” (zouhun) of the matrilineal Mosuo 

people (discussed below), and thus in need of reform. In Chinese offi  cial 

discourse, this custom is a remnant of the primitive “matrilineal clan” 

(muxi shizu), which is not congruent with socialist morality and ideals and 

thus must be eradicated.13 Ironically, this “primitive” custom has now 

become an object of tourist fascination and source of revenue. Th e Party 

employed the evolutionary paradigm to legitimize its civilizing project of 

moralizing and “helping” minorities by changing their modes of produc-

tion, lifestyles, and “outdated” customs, including “primitive” sexuality and 

even “mentality” (sixiang guannian), in order to accelerate their evolution. 

In this way, the Han act as fatherly fi gures or older brothers who will lead 

minorities in the construction of a socialist modernity. 

However, the offi  cial discourse about minorities in China has been 

changing since then. In offi  cial propaganda, media, and textbooks today, 

there has been a growing tendency to incorporate Internal Others into the 

Chinese historical self through a new narrative that, in contrast to their 

portrayal as “foreigners” in the early 1950s, claims that they have always 

been Chinese (Baranovitch 2010, 85). As a result, not only the Han but also 

all minorities in China become “creators of history.” Th is shift  has to do 

with the Party’s refl ection on intensifi ed ethnic confl icts in both interna-

tional and domestic political arenas. Th erefore, it is of strategic importance 

to defi ne Tibet, Xinjiang, and other minority regions (as well as Taiwan) as 

“inseparable parts of China since antiquity [ziguyilai]” in textbooks, media, 

and other channels by refuting the separatists’ claims. It is undeniable that 

the natural resources of minority regions, political stability, and support of 

state agendas by minorities are of great signifi cance to China’s economic 

and political success in the world. Th us, the state fi nds it benefi cial to bring 

minorities’ initiatives into play as well as to reassert China’s sovereignty 

over minority regions and the legitimacy of extracting various resources. 

Some scholars have also argued that this change is inseparable from the 

growing infl uence of minority elites in challenging the Han-centric dis-

course (though not the unity of multicultural China) (Baranovitch 2010; see 

also Harrell and Li 2003). 

Th e Popular Discourse

Apart from the offi  cial discourse, there is also a popular discourse deeply 

grounded in mainstream Chinese society that informs the images of minor-
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ities and ethnic relations, which range from demonization to romanticiza-

tion in the eyes of both elites who do not represent the state or offi  cials and 

the common Han populace. Th e offi  cial discourse sets the framework for 

representations of minority groups, and, to a large extent, the popular dis-

course about minorities echoes the same theme of high (Han) culture versus 

low (minority) culture with the image of the Han as father or elder brother 

to minorities. As both discourses are embedded in each other, any attempt 

to separate them is doomed to fail. Th e popular discourse is characterized 

by the debasing of certain minorities as “wild,” “dangerous,” “barbarian,” 

or “backward,” on the one hand, and fascination and mystifi cation of the 

“exotic” customs and cultures of minorities, on the other. Tibetans and 

Uyghurs have been denounced as ungrateful and treacherous largely as a 

result of the 2008 Tibet riot and 2009 Xinjiang upheaval. Th is negative 

labeling is the result of large-scale political propaganda about the nature 

of these rebellions, which describes them as separatist riots undertaken in 

collusion with vicious anti-China Western powers and diasporic cliques as 

well as violent incidents characterized by ruthless attacks on innocent civil-

ians, governmental agencies, and other facilities. As this rhetoric invoked 

anti-Tibetan and anti-Uyghur sentiments, the whole Chinese nation, includ-

ing minorities, united to condemn the violence of the rebels. Oft en such 

indignation among the general public was extended to innocent Tibetan 

and Uyghur people, who, as members of their ethnic groups, were also 

reviled and discredited. 

On the whole, however, the popular discourse is overloaded with the 

exoticization of minority culture, and Others continue to be fetishized for 

their exoticness. According to Dru Gladney (1991, 1994) and Louisa Schein 

(1997, 2000), this is an exemplary manifestation of internal orientalism. A 

most prominent orientalist image is the portrayal of minorities as the 

embodiment of purity, simplicity, and unaff ected optimism, while many 

urban Han people argue that they are lacking in such qualities because of 

the negative eff ects of modern life. In modern society, the common obses-

sion with authenticity and traditions14 typically refl ects nostalgia for some-

thing that has been lost, and these “virtues” are oft en promoted as models 

for “corrupted,” “desperate,” and “civilized” Han that will allow them to 

lead authentic and meaningful lives. 

Th roughout Chinese history, some negative qualities normally associ-

ated with Others, such as wildness and savagery, have been praised and 
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promoted as the remedy for the Han’s deadly and morbid civility. In this 

way, some reform-minded individuals employ the “savagery” of Others as 

a critique of the “too civilized” Han. Wolf Totem is the best illustration of 

the Han’s self-refl ectivity in this respect, and the author’s call for the Han 

to “go wild” by absorbing the wolfi sh nature of nomadic Mongols subverts 

dominant discourses about minorities and acknowledges the indispensable 

role of Internal Others in sustaining Chinese civilization. Once again, the 

Han construct selfh ood as opposed to minorities but this time elevate 

minorities as masters and models for the Han to imitate. In so doing, this 

image of “noble Others” reverses the normative Han-self, which is culturally 

and morally superior to the “barbarian” Others. 

Besides these two images of “authentic Others” and “noble Others,” the 

image of “sexualized Others” is a common representation of Internal Others 

in China. In this portrayal, some minority men are recognized for their 

virility, toughness, and fearlessness—quintessential masculine properties 

that Han males are seen to lack and which they badly need in order to 

invigorate themselves.15 Th is masculinized image of Others is consistent 

with the popular image of minority men, such as Tibetans and Mongolians, 

as hypermasculine or oversexed—well-built, courageous, rough, wild, and 

sexually potent. As a result, Other men become the object of both desire and 

fear for many Han men and women, in whose eyes Others qualify as “real 

men” for whom scholarly, “weak,” urban Han men are no match. Other men 

could also be dangerous and unpredictable due to their unfettered 

wildness. 

Likewise, minority women are oft en pictured as sexually open and pro-

miscuous (Harrell 1995; Davis 2005). Some Han men complain that Han 

women are too rigid and “conservative” (baoshou) in sexual relationships, 

while the minority women of their imaginations are not confi ned by Confu-

cian and traditional ideals and are more “open” (kaifang) and “free” (ziyou) 

in their selection of sexual partners. As a result, Other women became 

objects of sexual desire or of the male gaze. Propelled by this fantasy, many 

a male tourist goes to “the land of seductive women” to “have fun,” and in 

some ethnic-tourist destinations, prostitution is booming.16 Real minority 

women and Han women in ethnic costumes use their bodies to satisfy Han 

men’s thirst for wild romance (Hyde 2001; Davis 2005, 10). Th e most popular 

image of free love in China is associated with the Mosuo people living by 

Lugu Lake.
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THE LURE OF LUGU LAKE: 
DISCOURSE OF THE WOMEN’S COUNTRY

Lugu Lake is located at the border between Yunnan and Sichuan in south-

western China and is well known as the Women’s Country throughout 

China. It is inhabited by the Mosuo, whose offi  cial status is contested.17 Th e 

unique practice of walking marriage among the natives—a sexual partner-

ship based on “romantic” love between a woman and her lover(s)—is highly 

popularized in China. Th e Han and other minority ethnic groups tend to 

react in two distinct ways to this practice. Many detest the “looseness” and 

“barbarism” of this custom, which seems completely at odds with the Confu-

cian ideal of marriage and family and so-called universal standards prac-

ticed all over the world; many others are amazed by and envious of the free 

love at Lugu Lake, viewing it as an antithesis of or resistance to the rigid 

Chinese institution of marriage, which stifl es people’s sexuality and barely 

has any place for romance. Whatever the reaction, the practice at Lugu Lake 

is exotic to the Han and triggers their curiosity about the Women’s Country. 

As a result, it has become a popular tourist destination and attracts tens of 

thousands of tourists each year, both from home and abroad. 

Mosuo society is oft en advertised as “the last matriarchy on earth” or 

“the living fossil of matriarchy.” Its walking-marriage practice fuels the 

imaginations of Han men, who imagine that Mosuo women can have rela-

tions with any man they like, that they just wait in their chambers for their 

lovers at night, and that they can also break up with and change their sexual 

partners at will. For some, the best part of it is that men are not obligated to 

take any responsibility for the possible consequences of their romantic love 

with these women, namely, children, who will be taken care of by their 

maternal families. Th is is believed to constitute the essence of free love. Th is 

myth appeals to an increasing number of Han and other male and some 

female tourists.18 It also contributes to the popularization of the idea of the 

Women’s Country all over China. 

Th e reason Mosuo society is said to be a matriarchy has much to do with 

the fact that it is founded largely on matrilineal kinship: the children born 

out of the union of a woman and her partner(s) belong to the mother’s lin-

eage and are brought up by the immediate members of this lineage; the 

genitor doesn’t normally participate in the economic life of this lineage. As 
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mentioned above, the label of “matriarchy” is sanctioned by the offi  cial dis-

course stemming from the Morgan-Engels evolutionary pattern of human 

societies, and the popular discourse also takes it as such. Th e concept of the 

Women’s Country is extremely popular with the Han and other minorities 

due to the unprecedented infl uence of the novel and adapted TV series 

Journey to the West, which is based on a legend about a Tang dynasty monk 

and his three disciples overcoming hardships as they travel all the way to 

Buddha’s Land (India) to acquire holy scriptures. In one of their adventures, 

they set foot in the Women’s Country, which is populated exclusively by 

women who become pregnant and give birth to female off spring by drink-

ing from the Motherhood River. Th e Han and others can easily connect the 

Women’s Country with Mosuo society. 

In the popular imagination, the Women’s Country or Mosuo society 

represents a number of features: (1) an abundance of good-looking women; 

(2) high female status, with women (usually elderly) taking the role of 

household head and women’s opinions being more important in public 

aff airs; (3) the popularity of female-centered local customs, such as the girls’ 

puberty ritual and worship of the female mountain deity; (4) practices asso-

ciated with women’s freedom and control in matters of love, such as the 

ability to walk out of ordinary marriage and initiate as well as terminate 

sexual relationships; and, last but not least, (5) the predominance of coop-

erative, caring, and devoted relations among members of the extended fam-

ily as well as in the whole community. In the eyes of many Han people, this 

utopian way of life contrasts with that of the Han at every point.19

THE WOMEN’S COUNTRY—AN UNFULFILLED DREAM

A novel titled Th e Remote Country of Women (Yuanfang youge nüerguo), 

written in 1988 by the famous Chinese writer Bai Hua, is one of many works 

that have contributed to the creation, popularization, and essentialization 

of such images. As one of the most infl uential books on the Women’s Coun-

try, this work distinguishes itself from most media products (movies, docu-

mentaries, travel brochures, books, blogs) on this “mysterious” land by 

being a serious refl ection on and sharp critique of Han “civility” and men-

tality.20 Like Wolf Totem, it juxtaposes the “sophisticated” Han with “inno-

cent” minority people, namely the Mosuo, as a way of expressing the 
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protagonist’s, as well as the author’s, frustration with the Han’s shallowness, 

arrogance, and chauvinism. Mosuo society is portrayed as a paradise where 

people live a simple but happy life and celebrate and savor free love. 

Th e main character, Liangrui, is swept up in the revolutionary tides of 

the 1960s and 1970s that undermined personal conscience and human 

nature. He shows no sympathy for his parents, who commit suicide at the 

beginning of the Cultural Revolution, declaring that their deaths are “as 

light as a feather.” Appalled by the political chaos, he grows more and more 

disturbed by his own impassivity and cruelty. He becomes a pained but 

awakened observer of the craziness and consequences of endless political 

struggles: distrust, hypocrisy, hatred, mercilessness, violence, and betrayal. 

His life is overwhelmed by darkness, and he is unable to see any hope ahead. 

His only light is his girlfriend—the daughter of the former vice mayor—who 

provides a temporary refuge from the harsh and stifl ing reality. However, 

when her life returns to normal aft er the Cultural Revolution, their rela-

tionship comes to an end. Liangrui decides to leave his suff erings and 

urban life behind and work in a faraway land. His accidental encounter 

with two hospitable Tibetan girls when he arrives at his destination con-

vinces him that he has come to a place where the people are simple and pure 

of heart.

Th e other thread in Th e Remote Country of Women is the story of Suna-

mei, a beautiful and innocent Mosuo girl who has grown up in a totally 

diff erent environment where people are sincere, caring, warm, trustworthy, 

lighthearted, free-spirited, and good-natured. In her harmonious society, 

there is no murder for love, confl ict between in-laws, family discord over 

money or power, or abandonment of the elderly and orphans, and women 

are free to love or not to love and, above all, are the soul of society. Th ey are 

diligent in work, dedicated to their families, and capable of managing a big 

household. However, their most distinctive quality is that they love just for 

the sake of love without considering external factors such as wealth, “moral-

ity,” or family pressure. Th erefore, Mosuo men are the luckiest men in the 

world because their lovers devote their whole hearts to them. Likewise, 

Mosuo women are the most blessed because the Mosuo men here are unusu-

ally understanding and broad-minded, never starting fi ghts or making 

trouble if their women fi nd new loves. Since this culture doesn’t keep a rein 

on people’s hearts and allows them natural expression, Sunamei’s life is full 

of joys. Her lovers treat her as a priceless gem, and she enjoys passionate 
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moments of physical and emotional unity with them. However, her life is 

transformed when she is selected to work in the county’s performance 

troupe due to her extraordinary singing talent. 

Th e two threads converge when the disillusioned former revolutionary 

youth and passionate and “wild” Sunamei—two people from totally diff er-

ent worlds—meet at the county theater where Liangrui works and Sunamei 

performs. Th ey fall in love and live together in secret. She is lonely and 

homesick in the county seat where people (Han) are afraid of expressing 

love in either words or actions. She is watched and guarded against all the 

time because of the assumed promiscuous and unbridled nature of Mosuo 

women. Th e women in town are worried that she will slip into their houses 

at night to sleep with their husbands. She becomes a target of gossip. Lian-

grui is also concerned about her “wildness” and hopes to use marriage to 

curb her unruliness. As he wishes, she turns into an obedient “small wife” 

(xiaoxifu), and he assumes that she belongs to him only. Th is dream is shat-

tered when they go to her natal home and she and her ex-lover are caught 

cheating on him. In a fury, he beats her and causes a big fi re. She disappears, 

and he realizes that he will never belong to this world and so must return 

to the world he has tried to escape. 

Unlike most Han, Liangrui thinks highly of Mosuo culture, including 

walking marriage, and asserts that Mosuo society has a higher moral stan-

dard than the Han’s, thanks to their unfettered passion for life and the 

ability to be true to their own hearts. In spite of this, he attempts to subju-

gate his “wild” Mosuo wife and educate her with the ethics of “modern” 

marriage. His failure is manifested not only in his marriage but also in his 

life more broadly, when he ends up being unable to belong to either the 

Other world or the “civilized” modern world. Th e word “remote” in the 

book’s title doesn’t simply refer to geographic distance but refl ects psycho-

logical distance and a cultural gap that make the remote land even more 

alluring. 

Bai Hua’s work essentializes and idolizes Mosuo culture and practices, 

especially free love, catering to and enhancing the Han’s craving for this 

mysterious and faraway land. His refl ections on Han sophistication and 

chauvinism also reinforce the image of “innocent,” “carefree,” and “sensual” 

Mosuo people, especially the women. Th e protagonist represents merely one 

of millions of Han tourists and others who travel to Lugu Lake with extrava-

gant yearnings. 
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Being Real for Tourists

Th e utopian way of life at Lugu Lake and especially such “exotic” customs 

as walking marriage have great appeal for Han tourists who fl ock to Lugu 

Lake to explore or experience this unusual tradition. Many of them are 

eager to fi nd out how many partners locals have and how they form such 

relationships. In 2004, when I fi rst visited this lake, a local woman told me 

that tourists always liked to ask these private questions, which embarrassed 

or even irritated her a lot at fi rst, but she eventually got used to it. In fact, 

many locals engage in “auto-orientalism” in order to cater to the curiosity 

and desires of tourists (see Blumenfi eld 2010). For instance, some Mosuo 

people joke with inquisitive tourists about their so-called free-love practices 

and tease them about “tasting” local women or men. Many Mosuo counter-

act the negative eff ect of their reputation for free love or promiscuity by 

emphasizing their loving and harmonious family structure in front of visi-

tors (Walsh 2005). 

Nevertheless, locals know that the free-love myth is the part of their 

culture that attracts tourists’ interest and money. Yang Erche Namu, a 

highly controversial female celebrity in China, a writer and former singer 

originally from Lugu Lake, plays an important role in promoting the image 

of Mosuo as carefree lovers. Yang’s portrayal of the innocent and sexually 

“instinctual” Mosuo is so infl uential that several minority members told 

me that Yang was causing not only Mosuo but all minorities to lose face. 

To quote one Tibetan woman, “Yang Erche Namu must be out of her mind. 

What is she doing? She created the image that we minorities are luan gao 

[having chaotic sexual intercourse]” (luan means “chaotic,” and gao means 

“doing,” “making,” or, in this case, “sexual intercourse”). Yang Erche Namu’s 

self-orientalizing and sexualizing of the Mosuo have also been mentioned 

by critics of her coauthored English-language autobiography Leaving 

Mother Lake (Yang Erche Namu and Mathieu 2003). 

Lugu Lake is thus imagined by many Han and others as a land for 

romantic encounters, where one can leave behind all one’s sexual con-

straints and live purely for love—at least for one amorous night. It happens 

that some local women and men may want to “taste” outsiders, too, but 

surely such impulses are not enough to meet the demands of the tourist 

market. As a result, prostitution appeared and returns from time to time in 

spite of governmental crackdowns. Th e sex workers, mostly non-Mosuo 
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from other poor regions, all wear Mosuo costumes and satisfy the desires 

of guests who seek free love with “authentic” Mosuo women, even though 

it is obvious that this love is not free (Walsh 2005). 

Th e matriarchy discourse plays into such essentialized erotic scripts, 

and escalating tourism revenues have spurred further commercialization 

of the Women’s Country and local traditions (see Blumenfi eld 2010). Draw-

ing from Lugu Lake’s successful experience, Danba County in Sichuan and 

some other places also hope to promote their versions of the Women’s 

Country. 

In the tourist markets of China, the Eastern Queendom is well known, 

too. Like the Women’s Country at Lugu Lake, Danba is also advertised by 

the local government and media as the land of beautiful women who are 

higher in status than men and engage in romantic love at will. Th is advertise-

ment has contributed to the infl ow of tens of thousands of tourists each year, 

many of whom are fascinated with this myth. Th erefore, the popularity of 

the matriarchy discourse emanates at least in part from the market value of 

the sexually charged label “Women’s Country,” which is, however, deeply 

rooted in the offi  cial and popular discourse about minority women and men. 

Although women in the Women’s Country tend to be depicted as “femi-

nine” or “gentle and soft ” (wenrou), Yang Erche Namu is notorious for her 

wildness and bluntness. Th e most common comments I heard from people, 

both the Han and minorities, are that she is “crazy,” “thick-skinned,” and 

“unashamed.” She is inclined to make audacious remarks to the media. For 

instance, her proposal of marriage to French president Nicolas Sarkozy dur-

ing his visit to China in 2007 became sensational news in China and abroad. 

She has labeled herself “the biggest bitch in China.” Since Yang oft en speaks 

as if she were the spokesperson for all minorities, her self-portrayal reaf-

fi rms the image of “unruly” minority people in the Han popular discourse 

in China. A popular myth even credits Miao women with poisoning outsid-

ers by magic (see Diamond 1988; Harrell 1995; Schein 2000). Nevertheless, 

the “wild” nature of minority women may make them even more attractive 

to Han men, who see their own ability to tame the former’s wildness as a 

public declaration of their heroism and virility.

Wolf Totem and the discourse on the Women’s Country help illustrate how 

minorities are represented in both the popular and the offi  cial discourse in 

China. In the popular discourse, minorities are oft en sexualized, normally 
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portrayed as either hypermasculine or hyperfeminine. Th ese images are 

shaped and structured by the offi  cial discourse, which is dominated by Han-

minority patronization. Although minorities sometimes become symboli-

cally central in the Han endeavor to rediscover themselves through Internal 

Others, this doesn’t necessarily bring about due respect or even liberation 

for minorities. Minority images, whether feminized or masculinized, posi-

tive or negative, are oft en appropriated by the state and the Han for their 

own consumption and nationalist self-absorption.

Th is is mostly a one-sided fantasy. Th e voices and self-expressed interests 

of Others are oft en not of concern; thus, minority people’s intentions and 

opinions can be brushed aside and their identities defi ned and interpreted 

through the lens of the Han or the state. In this context, the Suopowa’s 

struggle for the queendom label is of particular signifi cance. 
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Chapter 3

FROM THE VALLEY OF BEAUTIES 

TO THE EASTERN QUEENDOM

Due to its breathtaking landscape, exquisite Tibetan-style buildings, and 

unique customs, the media promote Danba as the Most Beautiful Country-

side in China ( Zhongguo Zui Meili de Xiangcun). However, Danba’s popu-

larity among tourists has much to do with its fame as the Valley of Beauties 

(Meirengu). Th e media and tourists undeniably have played an essential role, 

but the local state, elites, and villagers have also actively participated in the 

process of forging the Valley of Beauties and the Eastern Queendom. Th eir 

involvement raises many questions: Are locals conscious of the negative or 

sexualized connotations of popular labels? How do their responses speak to 

the complex terrain of ethnic representations in China? How can we make 

sense of the competition over the Eastern Queendom brand and the brand’s 

coexistence with “authentic” Khampa hypermasculinity? More specifi cally, 

why do Suopo men choose to feminize themselves in order to cater to the 

Han’s or tourists’ fantasies? Are they doing so because they intend to reverse 

the dominant power structure, or is their choice subject to more nuanced 

macroscopic and microscopic conditions that defi ne them as more than 

potential “insurgents”? Th e making of the queendom and the Valley of Beau-

ties is largely in the hands of men. If women are superior to men, as Suopo 

male elites claim, why are women not more active in the queendom project? 
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MAKING THE VALLEY OF BEAUTIES

Th e media’s successful promotion of the “Valley of Beauties” label since 2001 

has brought an increasing number of tourists to Danba each year. An 

important agenda for many tourists is seeing (and perhaps embracing) 

good-looking Danba women. Th e local government has been working 

closely with the media to enhance Danba’s status as the land of beauties in 

the Chinese tourist market. Danba County has organized fi ve Gyarong 

Charm Festivals (Jiarong Fengqingjie) since 2001 (see fi g. 3.1) and invited 

TV stations, newspapers, and magazines to these events. 

Th e most popular component of this festival is the beauty contest. Doz-

ens of beautiful young women from all over Danba, wearing elegant cloth-

ing and magnifi cent jewels, gather at the county seat for this competition 

(see fi g. 3.2). Th e winners are granted three levels of prizes: Golden Flower 

is fi rst prize, Silver Flower is second prize, and Guava Flower is third prize.1 

Journalists from important media are oft en invited to serve as judges. As a 

result, elaborate reports on and numerous photos of graceful and glamorous 

FIG. 3 .1 .  Gyarong Charm Festival, Danba, 2009. Photo courtesy of the Danba 
 Culture and Tourism Bureau
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Danba women are spread all over China, especially on the Internet. Th is 

practice has contributed greatly to the soaring reputation of Danba as the 

Valley of Beauties. 

An ironic consequence of the escalating regard for Danba beauties in 

China is that a lot of tourists complain that they don’t see very many beauti-

ful women in Danba. Sometimes, locals respond that the beauties have all 

gone to big cities for jobs, leaving behind their mothers and grandmothers 

for the tourists’ gaze. Hundreds of young Danba women have in fact been 

hired by singing and dancing troupes or companies in tourist attractions 

all over China and in such big cities as Chengdu, Beijing, Shanghai, and 

Guangzhou. 

Many locals take pride in the “Valley of Beauties” label. Th ey oft en 

authenticate and defend Danba’s claim to fame in front of tourists. I have 

oft en heard local guides and others introduce courtship customs and free-

love practices in Danba to tourists. In this way, locals cater to tourists’ fas-

cination with the “authentic” and “romantic” local traditions of the Valley 

of Beauties. 

FIG. 3 .2 . Beauty pageant contestants, 2009. Photo courtesy of the Danba Culture 
and Tourism Bureau
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RESPONSES TO THE SEXUALIZED IMAGE 
OF WOMEN IN THE VALLEY OF BEAUTIES

Are locals aware that some tourists come to the Valley of Beauties not just 

for a glimpse of beautiful local women or to hear stories of “exotic” customs 

but for free love or romantic encounters with Danba women? During an 

early stage of tourism development at the turn of this century, many locals 

didn’t realize that local women would become sexual objects for male tour-

ists, but in the past several years in Jiaju, Suopo, and other parts of Danba, 

people oft en reminded me that some tourists had “other thoughts” when 

they came to Danba because of their fascination with the name “Valley of 

Beauties” or “Eastern Queendom.” Some local people expressed concern 

about possible “degeneration” among the youth, especially girls, who par-

ticipated in the tourism industry as local guides or receptionists, and about 

the corruption of local culture and traditions. In tourist-frequented villages 

such as Jiaju—best known for its magnifi cent architecture and landscape 

(see fi g. 3.3), which attracts the largest number of tourists who visit Danba—

there were oft en rumors among villagers that some girls had sexual relations 

with tourists. As one Jiaju man in his late fi ft ies commented, “Now society 

has changed. Th e girls [in the village] used to feel very shy when they saw 

strangers. Today only the ‘shameless’ girls can make money. Th ey would do 

anything for tourists for the sake of money. Sometimes two girls would be 

fi ghting with each other for a wealthy [male] tourist. Many elderly villagers 

say that these ‘thick-skinned’ girls have made all our Jiaju [people] lose face 

completely.” 

I knew an unmarried female guide from Jiaju in her early twenties who 

was oft en designated by county governmental agencies to be a guide for 

guests such as visiting offi  cials and journalists due to her excellent standard 

Chinese (Mandarin), eloquence, and elegance. She was later off ered a tem-

porary position as a “receptionist” at the county’s Reception Offi  ce, which 

received and entertained visiting VIPs and other guests of the county gov-

ernment and Communist Party committee. Aft er one or two weeks at work, 

she returned home for a short break and was dumbfounded when her father 

asked, “Have you slept with someone?” although she knew that many vil-

lagers thought that the Reception Offi  ce was staff ed by handsome young 

men and especially beautiful women who were good at speaking and drink-
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ing and might try every means to entertain guests, including sex. According 

to one villager, because of her job, some villagers labeled this girl a “Tibetan 

whore.” Local female guides and other “fl irtatious” girls who interacted 

with male tourists in an “overly friendly” manner were also portrayed in 

this way. Such labeling expresses the accumulated anxiety among villagers 

over the negative eff ect of tourism on local society, in which a money-driven 

mentality has disrupted traditional values including self-dignity and sexual 

norms for women. 

“Sexually open” Jiaju girls are oft en blamed for having sexual relations 

with tourists, while some locals claim that tourism and the Han, or abstract 

agents such as social change or money, have contributed in general to sexual 

exchange or moral decay. According to one high school teacher, 

In the past, [local ] people lived a good life without much money. Now there 

is more money, and tourists also come. Th ere are all kind of tourists—

some are good, some are bad, and some just come here to look for women. 

Th ey have destroyed everything. Now society develops, [but local] people 

FIG. 3 .3 . Jiaju is promoted as the Most Beautiful Village in China. Owners 
repaint their distinctively styled houses every year based on tradition and/or 
in return for a portion of the county’s tourism revenue. Photo courtesy of 
the Danba Culture and Tourism Bureau
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are not happy anymore. Some women rely on their [beautiful] faces to 

make a living. . . . Th ese are all caused by money.

Another view, represented by an elite man from Suopo, blames the Han 

and tourists as well as locals.

Many Han [men] came here just for women. Th ey even asked me where 

they could fi nd beautiful women for the night. What are they thinking 

about? Th ey think they can do everything they want because they have 

money. We minority people have our dignity. But to tell you the truth, 

sometimes I don’t know what to say. Some [local] people don’t [have dig-

nity]. Th ey do everything possible for the sake of money. Even people from 

Jiaju are talking about their women. Th ey [Jiaju women] don’t know what 

they are doing. We Zangzu have precious traditions. What has happened? 

Some people [Zangzu] are even worse than the Han. I don’t even want to 

talk about it [sighs]. 

Th is man was upset about the condescending attitude of Han tourists 

who believe in the power of money and impose a “dirty image” on local 

Zangzu women. He was also annoyed by “shameless” local people who 

exchange their dignity or bodies for money. In his view, Zangzu generally 

have higher moral standards than Han, who are believed to have no religion 

and thus lack restraint. However, because of the infl uence of tourists and 

“bad” Han culture, some locals have changed and become Sinicized. Th ere-

fore, the blame belongs both to the Han and tourists who have brought 

infl uences such as prostitution and to locals who cannot resist the tempta-

tion of immoral earnings. 

To this elite Suopo man, “loose” Jiaju women are an object of ridicule 

and condemnation. I oft en heard some Suopo villagers accuse certain Jiaju 

women of being “promiscuous” and “selling their bodies.” To quote one 

woman from Moluo, in Suopo Township,

While I was selling apples [to tourists] at the viewpoint platform [guan-

jingtai; a platform by the highway across the Dadu River from which to 

view the stone watchtowers in Moluo and several other villages in Suopo], 

I saw a bus come to a stop, and a [female] guide from Jiaju got off , followed 
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by a group of tourists. A woman at the end of this group said to another 

one, “Tibetan whore” [zangmao; lit., “Tibetan cat”], pointing to this Jiaju 

guide who stood at the edge of the platform far away. I didn’t know what 

she was referring to. I thought there was a cat somewhere, so I looked 

around but didn’t see any. Th en another young girl from my village told 

me that she didn’t mean “cat,” and she was talking about “prostitute.” . . . 

I heard later that many Jiaju girls did such a thing with [male] tourists. 

What a shame! We Suopowa can never do it. 

Two important messages are conveyed here: fi rst, some locals have 

become conscious of the sexualized image of local women among tourists 

as their interactions increase; and second, condemning “loose” Jiaju girls 

delineates a boundary between “pure us” and “impure them.” Th is negative 

attitude toward Jiaju women (and the money-loving Jiajuwa in general) was 

not uncommon among Suopo villagers. A direct reason for the general 

negative impression of Jiaju in Suopo is that many a person from Suopo has 

not been happy about the Jiajuwa’s success in the tourist market. Many 

Suopo villagers blame the Jiajuwa for sullying Suopo’s reputation by telling 

tourists that Suopo is “dirty,” that there is “nothing” to see over there, that 

it is a “nest of tuberculosis,” and that the Suopowa “always cheat tourists.” 

In reproaching the Jiajuwa for decadence and corruption, the Suopowa 

oppose these insults and assert their own moral superiority. In their por-

trayal, Suopo villagers have held onto the authentic Tibetan identity, while 

Jiaju has been “polluted” by money and the “bad culture” of the Han. Suopo 

women are said to be morally superior to and better than Jiaju women 

because they uphold ancient tradition, which Suopo’s queendom advocates 

will assert is the queendom tradition that is centered on women’s prestige 

and dignity. 

Th erefore, although the Suopowa’s embrace of the “Eastern Queendom” 

label can be easily read as an indigenous marketing plan in the tourist mar-

ket, it is at the same time a conscious retrieval of their portrayal from the 

sexualized image and negative connotation of the Valley of Beauties. It also 

marks an ethical boundary that diff erentiates them from the “disreputable” 

Jiajuwa. Th us, what the Suopowa are stressing in the queendom discourse 

is not physical beauty but women’s political wisdom and dignity—a con-

scious shying away from the Valley of Beauties discourse in favor of the 

Eastern Queendom discourse of women’s authority.
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“SUPERIOR” WOMEN, BUT THE MEN’S QUEENDOM

A popular explanation for the charm of women from Danba is that their 

noble blood is responsible for their unusual elegance and gracefulness, since 

they descend from the Xixia king and nobles, some of whose immediate 

family members managed to fl ee to Danba and neighboring places when 

their kingdom was destroyed by Mongol troops in 1227 (see, e.g., Xueniu 

2003; Yang and Yang 2004).2 Th is story explains the abundance of beauties 

in Danba as well as the label “Valley of Beauties.” In 2001, Danba County 

even sent several beautiful local women to pay a visit to their “ancestors” in 

Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region in northwest China, which attracted 

much attention from the media and the public (Wu 2001). Another common 

explanation is based on local connections with the Eastern Queendom (see 

also Xueniu 2003; Yang and Yang 2004). Local people are said to carry noble 

blood from the elegant queens. Danba locals, especially tour guides, oft en 

call upon these beliefs to explain the abundance of beauties in the Valley of 

Beauties. Nevertheless, the Suopowa’s queendom discourse is very diff erent 

from these two claims in that it focuses on women’s status in sociopolitical 

life in Suopo rather than on royal blood.

To be more specifi c, Uncle Pema and other Suopo queendom advocates 

have been cognizant of the negative implication of the labels attached to the 

Valley of Beauties and the Eastern Queendom. Although they claim that 

Suopo women are elegant and beautiful, they argue that this does not make 

local women special but that it is their esteemed status and natural leadership 

that render them extraordinary. Th ese Suopo elite men routinely mention 

what a glory it was for the Suopowa that three local women village leaders 

were sent to Beijing and received by Chairman Mao in the 1950s and 1960s. 

But if local women are more politically sophisticated, why are all the princi-

pal queendom advocates men? How did this men’s queendom come about?

A simple answer is that the supposed superior status of women in Suopo’s 

sociopolitical life is manipulated by local men for tourists and outsiders. 

Women’s inconspicuous and indirect involvement in the queendom dispute 

is consistent with the low profi le of women in local political matters in 

general, such as elections. At present, not one woman holds an important 

position in any of the eleven villages in Suopo Township. According to the 

two former women heads of Moluo Village who were sent to Beijing to see 
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Mao, most of the young men were dispatched to various positions outside 

the village in the 1950s and 1960s, and thus women were obliged to do men’s 

work, such as plowing the land and taking important positions that they 

had not sought. One was promoted to the village leadership because of her 

husband’s position in the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). As the wife of a 

“glorious” PLA offi  cer, she proved her qualifi cations and loyalty to the Party 

but had to demonstrate her “redness” by taking more demanding jobs, like 

being village head. Th e other former village head indicated that she hadn’t 

wanted to be a Party member because she had no idea what it entailed, and 

she hadn’t aspired to village leadership because it required her to take on 

many more responsibilities. Due to her “red” class background of coming 

from a poor family and her diligence at work, she was promoted as a Party 

member fi rst and then became the village head against her wishes. Although 

both of them demonstrated their excellent organizational skills and leader-

ship by establishing Moluo Village as the Model Village throughout Danba 

County, it was not the so-called queendom tradition of valuing women over 

men that had put them into such positions. Moluo women’s leadership and 

prominent role were instead a political product of a time and circumstance 

when eligible men were not present. 

When that era was over, men returned and started to take over most of the 

important positions. In 1998, the last woman village head, who was well rec-

ognized for her uprightness, fairness, and working capacities, died of cancer, 

and since then, no woman has taken a village leadership position. Today, 

women’s traditional roles as wives and mothers remain intact despite signs of 

positive change.3 Men dominate the political and nondomestic spheres in 

Suopo and Danba, and women are not actively involved in political matters. 

When I asked Suopo women for their views on the queendom dispute, 

many expressed a negative attitude toward Zhonglu “thieves” and the complic-

ity of county cadres. Nonetheless, very few were enthusiastic advocates for 

the queendom cause. Th ey attributed their lack of involvement to low liter-

acy, lack of skill at public speaking in standard Chinese, and preoccupation 

with farmwork and housework. A consensus is that the queendom dispute is 

a public matter that involves intensive negotiations with outsiders—township 

and county cadres, the media, and interested scholars or tourists. Since most 

women received little education, they are not confi dent about their negotiat-

ing and speaking skills, especially when the language used is Chinese. Most 

of them also claim that men have more time for political matters like the 
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queendom struggle, while women have to take care of most of the household 

chores. It is interesting to note that many men expressed the same opinion 

on women’s “indiff erence” toward this dispute. 

At another level, theories of gender symbolism and hierarchy may shed 

light on Suopo men’s enthusiasm for “their” queendom. As previously out-

lined, the powerful, such as colonial authorities and the political appara-

tuses they represent, may feminize Others by polarizing their normative 

notion of masculinity against subordinates’ femininity as a way of justifying 

their own advantaged standing.4 Surprisingly, however, men in a marginal-

ized group may apply the feminizing strategy to their women as well (Schein 

1997). Why do they do so? One theory is that the dominant party has incul-

cated the less privileged group with the ideology of the “proper order” of the 

world, so that the latter simply copies, repeats, and maintains the order 

established by the former (see, e.g., Bourdieu 1977). Th e other theory is that 

the less privileged people, males in this case, are able to circumvent the rul-

ing party’s control by empowering themselves through objectifying “their 

women” and commercializing their own ethnicity and traditions (Schein 

1997; Oakes 1998). Th is latter theory doesn’t deny the constraints of the struc-

ture but argues that the less powerful can fi nd ways to get around them. 

Th e Suopowa’s struggle for their queendom cause exemplifi es the second 

interpretation. Th e men gain both economic and symbolic capital and assert 

their identities by selling Suopo women’s “superior” status and “political 

wisdom” to the media and tourists while simultaneously reminding them 

that good appearance does not constitute the essence of their Eastern 

Queendom agenda. Th us, the Suopowa’s queendom discourse is a challenge 

to the superfi cial popular discourse of the Valley of Beauties that has put so 

much emphasis on good looks and sexualized images of Danba women 

while ignoring the women’s important role in family and society. 

WHY SELF-FEMINIZATION?

As has been said, the Suopowa’s queendom discourse attaches great impor-

tance to the signifi cant status and unparalleled prestige of women in Suopo 

society. However, locals are engaged in more than promoting the political 

wisdom and high esteem of local women to the outside world: they are 

simultaneously feminizing themselves through propaganda exalting wom-
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en’s ingenuity and superiority vis-à-vis men throughout history. What com-

plicates the picture is that they take pride in their masculinity at the same 

time. How can one make sense of this paradox? 

Th e Suopowa speak a dialect close to the Kham Tibetan dialect, and this 

is cited as evidence of their status as “authentic” Khampa people whose 

culture is popularly characterized by virility among Tibetans and the Han. 

Some Suopo villagers I have encountered have a sense of superiority in 

comparison to other Gyarongwa, expressed by remarks such as “You 

Gyarongwa . . .” that declare their diff erence from other Gyarongwa. But if 

they are proud of their Kham lineage and masculinity, why don’t they pro-

mote masculinity to the media and tourists as other Kham regions do? A 

practical reason may be that the assumed “women’s culture” has been a part 

of traditions and customs as well as folktales and legends, and it is more 

convenient for them to embark on the queendom project. 

Th eir claimed masculinity, however, is not well recognized by other 

Khampa people and the Han. Although they (and sometimes other Gyaron-

gwa in Danba as well) are referred to as “Khampa” by the local state, the 

media, and tourists, they are marginalized Khampa, since other “authentic” 

Khampa do not accept them as equals. According to Suopo villagers who 

took odd jobs in other Khampa counties in Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous 

Prefecture, they were sometimes referred to as “fake Tibetans” or, even 

worse, “Han.” Many villagers claim that they are Gyarongwa, so even if some 

Suopowa want to promote Khampa masculinity on a large scale, they may 

have diffi  culty obtaining enough support from within. Th erefore, the Suo-

powa are at a disadvantage in competing in the tourist market for the 

authentic virility label with a broad area of Khampa regions in Sichuan, 

Yunnan, Qinghai, and the Tibet Autonomous Region. Th e feminine queen-

dom model is much more viable and touristically appealing. 

To some extent, self-feminization can be a strategy for seeking rewards 

from the powerful, including alleviated surveillance and loosened control. 

It may even serve as a challenge to the dominant structure. For instance, 

according to Mrinalini Sinha, Bengali elites’ acceptance of the feminine 

image imposed by British colonists was not nonstrategic or passive, as it 

seemed to be:

On the one hand . . . the self-perception of eff eminacy was itself an expres-

sion of the hegemonic aspiration of the Bengali elite: for the degeneration 
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of the body of the elite Hindu male became the symbol of the negative 

impact of colonial rule on indigenous society as a whole. On the other 

hand, the self-perception of eff eminacy also facilitated a challenge, how-

ever limited and contradictory, to the dominance of the colonizing elites: 

for the emasculation of Indians was also the basis for challenging specifi c 

colonial policies. (1995, 7) 

Th e self-feminization of Bengali elites thus transformed the negative 

image of feminization into a critique of colonial policies and resistance to 

hegemonic colonial masculinity. Th e Suopowa’s self-feminization may also 

be a challenge to the dominant structure and a strategy that accentuates the 

Suopowa’s moral superiority. Th e queendom discourse about the superior 

status of women in Suopo is a public declaration that Suopo men value and 

respect women to an extent that men in other societies are unable to do. 

Suopo elites and villagers oft en express shock at the misogyny and low 

status of women in other Tibetan societies and among the Han. Suopo 

males thus know how to treat women “properly” and are morally superior 

to other Tibetans, the Han, and even Westerners. As real men, they are more 

masculine than all other men. As they highlight women’s political wisdom 

and capacities rather than physical beauty, they emphasize the humanistic 

or gentlemanly aspect of masculinity instead of physical strength. 

Suopo’s elevation of women’s status refl ects the infl uence of the socialist 

gender-equality ideology of the Chinese state. A standard interpretation of 

women’s status before Liberation in 1949 was that women were largely 

“owned” and treated as “property” by their families and thus were merely 

sacrifi ced to the feudal system. In seeking to revolutionize the new China 

and eradicate the residues of feudalism, the liberation of women from the 

tyranny of the outdated patriarchal system was an important task for the 

Party. Th erefore, granting women equal status with men by law was at 

the top of the new government’s agenda. Th e fi rst Marriage Law of China, 

enacted in 1950, states that women have the freedom to marry or divorce 

and enjoy equal rights in all aspects of family and sociopolitical life. If 

women were to achieve this goal, the fi rst step was to enter the public sphere 

that has been dominated by men (He 2008). Th e logic behind this statement 

is that women should take the same jobs as men and work as hard as men 

in order to prove their equality. As a result, femininity and womanhood 

were rejected. Th is view was developed to the fullest during the Cultural 
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Revolution, when “the Iron Girls—strong, robust, muscular women who 

boldly performed physically demanding jobs traditionally done by men”—

became a model for millions of women in China, including minority women 

(Honig 2002, 55). 

Suopo women, too, took important positions and played a signifi cant 

role in political life between the 1950s and 1970s. Th e two women leaders of 

Moluo Village who were sent to Beijing to see Mao and several other women 

in their seventies and eighties all mentioned that they had to work as hard 

as they could for the commune—like men—and gender was not considered 

an excuse for any dereliction of duty. Th e socialist sexual-equality ideology 

had a great impact on the Suopowa’s lives as it did in every part of China. It 

was not merely the temporary absence of men that caused women to be 

promoted as village heads; their elevation had everything to do with Maoist 

egalitarian ideology. 

All the major queendom advocates were born in the 1950s and had inten-

sive experience with political propaganda. Since the Cultural Revolution, 

the concept of gender equality has resounded in Suopo and all over China. 

Women’s rights in politics, education, employment, and property owner-

ship, as well as their rights as free individuals, are promulgated through 

offi  cial documents, the media, and schools. Almost all Suopowa are con-

scious of this “basic national policy” ( jiben guoce) of China. 

Although the notion of gender equality informs the Suopowa’s queen-

dom discourse, Suopo elites went further by proclaiming the superiority 

of Suopo women. Th ey did this both to be consistent with the popular 

image of a queendom where women are absolute rulers and men are their 

subordinates and to appeal to tourists. Suopo males have also earned sym-

bolic capital in so doing—their masculinity is not weakened but is, on the 

contrary, reaffi  rmed and strengthened.

In China’s ethnic landscape and tourism market, Danba people, includ-

ing the Suopowa, are sexualized or feminized, as are many other minori-

ties. Th is representation situates locals in an inferior position, which 

constrains their choices and neglects their concerns. However, it also sets 

in motion their own initiatives in reinterpreting cultural traditions and 

expressing their modernist pursuits as agents of local social development 

and political reconfi guration. As is showcased in Danba and more specifi -

cally in Suopo, although the labels “Valley of Beauties” and “Eastern Queen-
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dom” have negative connotations, they have enhanced the locals’ sense of 

pride and identity construction as well. In interactions with tourists, many 

Danba people have come to recognize the negative eff ect of sexualized 

images of Danba, and some, like the Suopo queendom advocates, have pre-

sented an alternative discourse that gives prominence to women’s 

unmatched intelligence and prestige as well as their moral superiority to 

others, including the Han. Th e Suopowa’s queendom discourse highlights 

local agency in their eff orts to defi ne “who we are” rather than being defi ned 

as “who they are” by the Han or the state. Although it does play a part in 

challenging the asymmetrical power structure between the Han and minor-

ities and between tourists and locals, it is fair to say that this alternative 

discourse is oft en a response to specifi c state, Han, and tourist agendas 

rather than constituting full-scale resistance against the dominant struc-

ture or the state. As is demonstrated in the way that the Suopowa discredit 

the Jiajuwa in delineating the boundary and declaring their superiority, 

diff erent segments or individuals in a given minority group may fi nd scape-

goats by stigmatizing others for the negative eff ects of such a structure and 

unbalanced power.
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Chapter 4

THE QUEENDOM AND 

GRASSROOTS POLITICS 

Despite diff ering approaches to grassroots politics, many China scholars 

argue that intensifi ed reforms in China have resulted in accumulating ten-

sions in the countryside and that peasants have responded by acting col-

lectively in protests, sit-ins, demonstrations, and petitions and also by using 

legal means of expressing their frustration and dissatisfaction with the 

state.1 Rural agitators are usually “conscious of central government rules 

and adept at seizing on offi  cial rhetoric to press their claims” (O’Brien 2002, 

146). In this way, they oft en situate themselves as supporters and defenders 

of central state agendas rather than as opponents and insurgents, seeking 

to legitimize their political claims in the hope that higher authorities and 

preferably even the central government will hear them and eventually 

address their grievances. 

In the fi eld, I was oft en surprised by the villagers’ knowledge of the cen-

tral government’s political principles, such as “preferential policies for peas-

ants” (huinong zhengce), including tax exemption and rural democratization. 

I was surprised because many of these mountain-dwelling Zangzu villagers 

were illiterate and could barely speak Chinese. How did they gain access to 

such knowledge?2 Demonstrations, sit-ins, and “group appeals to higher 

authority” (jiti shangfang) have also increased sharply since 2005. Th ese 
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concern mostly disputes over mining, such as damage to houses and dese-

cration of holy mountains, as well as protests over the expropriation of land 

and the unequal compensation provided by governmental agencies and 

state-owned or private corporations for their development programs, 

mainly hydroelectric power projects. 

Toward the end of 2008, a little more than half a year aft er the Tibetan 

riots, the demonstrations resumed and even intensifi ed. A township cadre 

expressed consternation, saying of the villagers who went to a sit-in at the 

county hall in May 2009, all of whom were women, “I don’t know where 

these illiterate people learned this ‘trick.’ Some of them may have never been 

to the county seat before.” Local Zangzu not only have learned to use protest 

to voice their opinions but also have mastered it surprisingly well. Th e strat-

egy of having only women demonstrators is based on the assumption that 

the government and police wouldn’t dare to treat them roughly due to the 

general public’s natural sympathy toward this “weak” group. 

Why were local Zangzu villagers engaged in collective action? It became 

clear to me that their opposition had little to do with independence, as 

many outsiders or Tibet-cause advocates or sympathizers in the West and 

other parts of the world imagine. Instead, they were fi ghting for their rights 

as peasants and citizens in a mountainous region of China; they shared 

the same concerns as their Han counterparts throughout China and 

applied the same tactic of using “the regime’s own words as a weapon” with 

which to safeguard their “lawful rights and interests” (hefa quanyi) (O’Brien 

2002, 147). 

It was apparent that cadres and villagers in Danba distrusted each other. 

Cadres sometimes called villagers “rogue civilians” (diaomin), while villag-

ers accused cadres of being lazy, selfi sh, irresponsible, corrupt, and bureau-

cratic. Several Suopo Township cadres claimed that Suopo villagers were 

the “wildest” in Danba County because they dared to challenge the cadres’ 

authority face-to-face, drove the township Party secretary into the river, 

vandalized a gold mine, and demonstrated against the government at the 

county seat. I also observed the frustration, anxiety, and confl ict Suopo 

villagers experienced in their daily lives and in pervasive disputes within 

and among villages over elections, the distribution of social welfare, and 

rights to the land, water, trees, stone watchtowers, and gold mines, as well 

as in their interactions with township and county cadres.

Although cadres and villagers specify diff erent reasons for their mutual 
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dislike, they agree on one point, which is that the policies of the central 

government are very good, since both have benefi ted a great deal from 

expanding development projects in this Zangzu region.3 At fi rst, this state-

ment perplexed me. If state or Party policies are very good, why is there 

tension between cadres and villagers? Some cadres argue that villagers are 

“spoiled” by the central state’s preferential policies, while villagers grumble 

about the good things from above that go bad on the way down because the 

local state is tainted by “vice.” I came to realize that villagers are negotiat-

ing their own identities as members of a specifi c village, segment,4 and 

township, as Zangzu or Han and also as residents of Suopo Township and 

Danba County, and, fi nally, as Chinese citizens. Th erefore, their dissatis-

faction and frustration with local cadres is neither simply the amplifi cation 

of their struggle at the grassroots level for their proper niche in the social 

and political structure of Danba nor only a struggle to reclaim the touristi-

cally lucrative “queendom” label. It is also the crystallization of internal 

and external diff erentiation and boundaries along the lines of locality, his-

torical connections, culture and traditions, ethnic diff erence, and legal 

rights as Chinese citizens. 

Suopo villagers declare that they are largely marginalized in Danba, 

based on their assumption that the county government has not attached 

enough importance to them. Many attribute this neglect to the fact that 

there are no native offi  cials “at the court,” namely, in county or higher-level 

governmental agencies. Villagers are most upset at present about the Suopo 

Bridge and the queendom issue. Th e bridge controversy has built up con-

siderable tension and hostility since 2004.5 Th e queendom dispute exacer-

bated this situation and is the issue most frequently brought up by the 

Suopowa as proof of their marginalized status in Danba. Many villagers 

express their contempt for the county for displaying favoritism on this issue. 

It is believed that Danba’s preference of Zhonglu Township over Suopo as 

the supposed site for the ancient queens’ palace has to do with the infl uence 

of Zhonglu native offi  cials “at the court.” Villagers vehemently curse these 

offi  cials, and many swear that they will take extreme actions whenever nec-

essary to force the county to back down. 

Extreme actions are defi ned by the state as demonstrations of any kind, 

including “violent” acts against government agencies, public places, and 

innocent civilians. Also condemned under this label are group appeals to 
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higher authority without local governmental approval. In response to such 

actions, the Chinese government has adopted a hard-line policy toward its 

Zangzu subjects by increasing the presence of the army as well as intensify-

ing political surveillance and propaganda in all Zangzu regions, including 

Danba. Nonetheless, in the past fi ve years, demonstrations have escalated 

in scale and number in Danba. Faced with defi ant public denunciations of 

local offi  cials, the county government has threatened to label the partici-

pants “insurgents” who are working against the Party’s “stability mainte-

nance” (weiwen) policy, the fi rst and foremost principle in Tibetan regions 

since the riots. Suopo villagers say they may resort to even more extreme 

actions for their queendom cause if the government continues to ignore 

their petition to reclaim the queendom; however, they recognize the need 

for caution since the endless propaganda about the “Tibetan situation” on 

TV and from cadres has reminded them that this may not be the best time 

for them to take action. If the queendom dispute were labeled a political riot, 

all their eff orts would be rendered meaningless. 

Th e queendom dispute has thus become a symbolic stage on which the 

Suopowa stand up against the “vicious” local authorities to redress all the 

wrongs done to them, yet they must weigh the situation and deal with it 

skillfully. Th ey must be careful not to claim Tibetan independence or disap-

prove of Party rule. Th eir attitude toward the newly established tourism 

association at Moluo Village also speaks of this political ingenuity. Th e 

township government founded this association in an eff ort to make peace 

with the villagers by allowing them to manage tourism on their own. How-

ever, local elites and some villagers assert that this is a devious strategy 

intended to transfer the township government’s duties as administrator of 

tourism to the Moluo villagers and thus avoid the inevitable frictions over 

tourism interests. One villager even uses a Chinese idiom to describe this 

phenomenon: “playing off  the barbarians against each other” (yiyizhiyi). 

Nevertheless, some key members of the tourism association, as well as many 

ordinary villagers, realize that the association has provided a legal frame-

work within which they can push their claims for the queendom and other 

tourism agendas further. It also gives them a means of minimizing the 

township’s interference as much as possible while recognizing its leadership 

in name only, allowing them to enjoy any benefi ts, will be distributed 

through township cadres. 
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Th e queendom dispute invokes and enhances the common identity of 

the people of Suopo, who feel ill-treated by the county and who must fi ght 

together for their rights. Th eir collective identity is based on geopolitical 

affi  liation and diff erentiation: Suopo Township as a unit of solidarity versus 

its rival neighbor Zhonglu and other townships and also versus county 

authorities. However, on the issues of who are the more authentic Suopowa 

and who have more justifi able and legitimate claims to descent from ancient 

noble queens, Suopo is divided. Th e most noticeable boundary marker is 

the Dadu River, which bisects Suopo. Another marker is the Zangzu-Han 

diff erence. Zangzu villagers from the two sections on the eastern side of the 

Dadu River consider themselves to be the more authentic Suopowa and 

bearers of the queens’ heritage compared to those on the western side, who 

formed close historical ties with those on the eastern bank only aft er 1950 

and were merged into Suopo Township in 1992. Th e Han immigrants, 

referred to as “the Han Gang” by their Zangzu neighbors, make up a little 

more than 6 percent of the Suopo population; they constitute a marginal 

layer of the Suopowa identity but are completely excluded from the queen-

dom identity. Finally, an underlying male-versus-female struggle plays out 

in complex ways in the queendom dispute.

HEY, THE QUEENDOM IS OURS!

Not all villagers in Suopo know what the Eastern Queendom is, and some 

have never even heard of it. Th e legend of the queens is very popular, how-

ever, and they know that Suopo, along with a much larger region, used to 

be ruled by elegant queens who had the palace built at Jiadu (Suopo), in the 

midst of thick, dark forests, fl anked by formidable cliff s on three sides. And 

they all believe that Zhonglu Township is “stealing” their queendom. Most 

do not blame the Zhonglu villagers and instead believe that county offi  cials 

are responsible. Th e direct target is Mr. Tashi, a Zhonglu native and head of 

the cultural station, which is administered by the Culture and Tourism 

Bureau of Danba County. He is said to have taken advantage of his posi-

tion to elevate Zhonglu as the site of the queen’s palace, with another Zhong-

luwa standing behind him—Mr. Tsering, then vice-head of the county 

government and incumbent head of the county’s People’s Congress. Th e two 

Zhonglu natives, especially Mr. Tsering, are said to have manipulated their 
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wide connections with other key county offi  cials, who then voted for Zhonglu. 

Several representatives have been to the county seat on behalf of Suopo and 

accused the offi  cials of favoritism. 

Th e villagers’ sense of frustration and unfairness has been channeled and 

guided by elites, who include local cadres, teachers, government employees, 

village heads, Bon priests and lamas, and others who have ample social and/

or fi nancial resources at their disposal and thus the power to have their 

voices heard in the village. In the relatively egalitarian local environment, 

however, there is no clear-cut line distinguishing elites, whose authority is 

sometimes challenged.6 On the whole, local elites tend to be more keen on 

the queendom issue than other villagers. 

Of the queendom advocates, Uncle Pema, a cadre of Suopo Township, is 

the best known in and outside of Suopo. Nicknamed the “King of the East-

ern Queendom,” he has devoted most of his time and energy to publicizing 

Suopo as the “authentic” site of the ancient queens’ palace. One of his col-

leagues comments, “Uncle Pema cares about nothing but ‘his queendom’.” 

Very oft en, when I entered his room at the township, he was talking to vil-

lagers about “his queendom.” I became one of his most loyal listeners, listen-

ing to him talk for hours about his favorite topic. Each narrative is literally 

the same: queendom legends; the analysis of why Suopo, not Zhonglu, is the 

site of the queens’ palace; his squabbles with Mr. Tashi and encounters with 

Mr. Wang, one of the most important leaders in Ganzi Tibetan Autono-

mous Prefecture; and his interactions with scholars and the media, for 

whom he acts as local guide and queendom counsel. Uncle Pema’s queen-

dom research may contribute to Suopo’s tourism development, so township 

leaders have freed him from most administrative work, giving him time to 

pursue his own interests. He is also assigned to assist the township govern-

ment’s head of tourism development in Suopo, especially in Moluo Village, 

the only village in Ganzi prefecture and Danba County that has been rated 

a Famous Historical and Cultural Village in China. In this way, Uncle Pema 

is recognized not only by the township as the queendom expert whose 

knowledge it can use for tourism’s sake but also by most villagers as the 

spokesman for their queendom due to his position as a township cadre and 

his courage in accusing the county authorities of favoritism. 

In 2005, Uncle Pema’s newspaper article on the discovery of the queen-

dom palace in Suopo rocked the county and even the prefecture, calling the 

county’s stance on the Zhonglu queendom into question. Since then, he has 
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been a determined defender of the Suopo queendom cause. He is confi dent 

that he will be able to collect enough evidence to authenticate his claim but 

worries that Zhonglu offi  cials may fi nd ways to prevent the truth from being 

revealed. Uncle Pema asserts that major county offi  cials, including the Party 

secretary, have recognized the legitimacy of Suopo’s claim but that propa-

ganda and publicity lag behind, while Zhonglu continues to appropriate the 

queendom label that rightfully belongs to Suopo. According to him, the 

reason for Mr. Tashi’s unethical behavior is that he has made a large invest-

ment in his hostel in Zhonglu and thus will not easily give up the lucrative 

queendom trademark. 

Uncle Pema takes every opportunity to propagandize his version of the 

queendom legends and to relay the evidence he has gathered, especially to 

scholars, whom he considers to be unbiased. He is always eager to share his 

queendom expertise with visiting university teachers and scholars, in the 

hope that his petitions will be publicized through these scholars’ writings. 

He also avails himself of the media to trumpet his queendom cause as news-

papers, magazines, and TV stations move in because of Danba’s increasing 

prominence in the Chinese tourism market. However, he became frustrated 

with some of the “irresponsible” media who sought to determine the agenda 

themselves instead of unveiling what he saw as historical truth.7 At one 

time, he was very interested in promoting the queendom to tourists and 

would meet them at the Suopo Bridge, volunteering to guide them and 

recount queendom legends. A local guide told me that on one occasion, his 

guests got so tired of Uncle Pema’s harangue that they rudely told him to 

stop. Th is “indiff erence” has dampened his enthusiasm for publicizing the 

queendom to “unserious” and “uneducated” tourists. 

Uncle Pema is fully aware that generating support among local villagers 

is essential for the success of his queendom cause. Aft er all, his career is 

rooted in Suopo, and without the villagers’ collaboration, he would not be 

able to regain his proprietorship of the queendom. As a Suopo native, he has 

wide connections among villagers. He is a hospitable host, and his room is 

oft en fi lled with villager guests who have come to the township on business. 

Aft er off ering them tea, he always takes the opportunity to lead his visitors 

into the world of the mythic queendom. Likewise, when he meets villagers 

on other occasions, it is not unusual for him to broach this subject. Unaf-

fected by the sarcastic connotation of his “honorary” title, King of the East-

ern Queendom, he persists in his campaign. His promotion of the queendom 
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cause and determination to fi ght against county authorities have made him 

a rising star in Suopo Township. In his late fi ft ies, he is now too old to run 

for township head aft er failing to be elected vice-head several years ago. “If 

I were younger, I could be [elected as] the head of the township govern-

ment,” Uncle Pema sighed. Indeed, his popularity has increased so dramati-

cally that he might be able to secure enough support from the villagers.

In Uncle Pema’s accounts of his queendom cause, he emphasizes Mr. 

Tashi’s “piracy” and “spurious” claim that Zhonglu is the locus of the 

queens’ palace. His sharp criticism and emotionally charged narration 

always evoke laughter and empathy from Suopo listeners. According to him, 

his solid evidence of the “authenticity” of his queendom-at-Suopo claim has 

oft en left  Mr. Tashi speechless. Uncle Pema’s proof is drawn mainly from 

popular legends, current place-names, existing relics, analysis of the geog-

raphy and topography, and historical accounts. He claims that legends and 

place-names that build direct connections with the queendom cannot be 

found in Zhonglu; the greater number of stone watchtowers in Suopo shows 

that it is a more strategically important location, while Zhonglu is topo-

graphically unfi t and arid; and various aspects of Suopo are more in accor-

dance with Chinese historical accounts of the Eastern Queendom from 

ancient times, such as the architecture, wide use of hide boats, and the girls’ 

puberty ritual.

Mr. Tashi, whom I have come to know well, argues that it is possible that 

the queens built their summer or winter palace in Zhonglu. Th us, Suopo 

and Zhonglu could band together to promote the queendom label. Uncle 

Pema fi rmly rejects this suggestion, arguing that Mr. Tashi has invested a 

lot of money in tourism and would benefi t greatly from a tourism boom. 

Uncle Pema convinced representatives of the county’s People’s Congress 

from Suopo, who are also village Party secretaries, to submit the proposal 

on the queendom (including the stone watchtowers) to the congress, but he 

is dissatisfi ed with the inaction of the congress and the county authorities 

at large. He suspects that Mr. Tashi and the Zhonglu clique in the county 

have set up a barrier to resolving this issue in favor of Suopo. Uncle Pema 

has considered posting a list of Mr. Tashi’s misdeeds on every corner in the 

county seat so that Danba residents can judge for themselves. His position 

may seem radical to some, but his uncompromising style has made him a 

grassroots leader in Suopo. 

Other village elites have played important roles in publicizing and popu-
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larizing the queendom discourse inside and outside of Suopo. Teacher Dorje 

and Teacher Namkha are two of these enthusiasts and proponents. Both are 

retired primary-school teachers with stable pensions. 

Teacher Dorje has hosted the girls’ puberty ritual several times since the 

late 1990s at so-called cultural festivals organized by the county. Due to his 

connections with county offi  cials and knowledge of local customs and tradi-

tions, he is oft en asked to guide and host the VIPs and media representatives 

who visit Suopo, and he uses these occasions to promote the queendom and 

local culture. According to him, Gyarong culture is distinguished from 

those of other Zangzu subgroups by its “women’s culture.” However, the 

evidence that he uses to sustain his claim is almost exclusively from Suopo. 

He maintains that the essence of women’s culture in Suopo is refl ected in 

legends and customs that revolve around the queen and women as well as 

in the prestige of women in family and social matters. Like Uncle Pema, he 

has collected many legends about the queendom. He also suggests that 

many current customs in Suopo, such as the girls’ puberty ritual, have been 

passed down from the queendom period. 

Th e girls’ puberty ritual used to be prepared for girls who reached the 

age of seventeen. During the New Year celebrations, villagers and relatives 

gathered together at the local monastery for this ceremony, and the girls 

wore their best clothes and fanciest jewelry. A poor family might borrow 

these things from relatives or neighbors. An important part of the ritual was 

that older women would help the girls style their hair in a unique way that 

few nowadays have mastered. It normally took half a day or more to arrange 

the hair in the shape of the two horns of the Khyung, the legendary bird in 

Tibetan tradition. According to Uncle Pema and Teacher Dorje, an ancient 

queendom tradition regarded the Khyung as its totem. Th is ritual was dis-

continued during the Cultural Revolution and was not revived until the late 

1990s. Th ese days, the primary purpose of the ritual is performance for 

tourists and media at the county’s cultural festivals. Due to the lack of eli-

gible girls, those who attend the ritual are not always seventeen-year-olds. 

In fact, some are married with children. Nevertheless, Teacher Dorje, 

among other local elites and some villagers, has declared to outsiders that 

this tradition was never diluted, that it is an essential part of local life, and 

that it represents a lineage connection with the ancient queens. Th is ritual 

has become the primary proof of the claim that local women are treated 

diff erently and more respectfully than in other cultures. 
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Teacher Dorje argues that in local tradition, women have enjoyed a 

prominent political position rarely seen in the Han and in other Zangzu 

regions. As every queendom advocate does, he cites the example of the three 

women who were received by Mao in recognition of their leadership skills, 

organizing capabilities, and working spirit. In Teacher Dorje’s view, these 

Suopo women’s achievements are inseparable from local cultural traditions 

that foster women’s leadership capabilities and political wisdom and show 

that only Suopo is qualifi ed to reclaim the queendom lineage. 

Teacher Dorje claims that the county has not taken Suopo seriously or 

promoted it wholeheartedly. Sometimes, the county has even used the cul-

tural resources and natural scenery of Suopo to advertise Zhonglu. In 2006, 

the Culture and Tourism Bureau asked him to guide a TV program team 

whose agenda was to shoot the site of the queendom in Suopo. Th e shoot 

lasted more than seven days. He had received the itinerary for the shoot but 

did not read it until the day he returned home. Only then did he realize that 

although the crew had shot footage in Suopo, the fi lm would be presented 

as showing Zhonglu. He was so angry that he hurried to the county seat to 

confront the head of the Culture and Tourism Bureau and the fi lm crew 

leader. Despite their claim that this was an accident, he assumed that county 

offi  cials from Zhonglu had planned to do this all along. He was outraged 

but relieved that he had discovered the deception and protested. As he said, 

“If I hadn’t seen this plan, I would have been thought of as a ‘malefactor’ 

[zuiren] to Suopo.” 

Teacher Namkha, another retired teacher, is a close friend of Uncle 

Pema’s. Whenever they meet, their conversation on the queendom is end-

less. Teacher Namkha has collected hundreds of books in Chinese, which 

is very unusual even at the Danba County seat, not to mention in the coun-

tryside. Th ose he loves most are on Tibetan and Chinese history and cul-

ture. He attempts to reconstruct the history of the queendom through his 

understanding of these books and has written several articles on the queen-

dom and local customs. His son, a dancer in the prefectural performing 

troupe, helps him type and edit his texts and post them on the Internet. A 

European specialist on stone watchtowers, who is engaged in the preserva-

tion of local cultural heritage, has asked Teacher Namkha to write on local 

tradition and also sent him a digital camera for shooting the scenery, folk 

customs, and anything else he thinks relevant. As he is a retired teacher 

with a good pension, purchasing a digital camera would not have been dif-
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fi cult for him; however, he cherishes this camera because it symbolizes 

international recognition of Suopo’s unique cultural heritage. He has grown 

more infatuated with exploring and promoting local culture, reasoning that 

if a foreign scholar can travel so far to study Suopo, there is no excuse for 

him, a literate local, not to be fully engaged. 

I befriended these three men and listened to their thoughts and ideas 

about the queendom, tourism development, cultural preservation, village 

politics, and so on. Common themes in their accounts are the uniqueness 

of Suopo traditions and the county government’s indiff erence. For them, 

what makes Suopo stand out in Danba, in Zangzu regions, and in all of 

China is its “women’s culture,” as phrased by Teacher Dorje. All of them 

continually reminded me of the three women village leaders from Suopo 

who were received by Chairman Mao. Th ey emphasized that only a most 

extraordinary person could be selected for such an honor, and it was 

remarkable that three people from the same township had received this 

opportunity. Even more unusual is that they were all women. Th ese elite 

men point out that Suopo has the right soil for nurturing extremely beauti-

ful, smart, and capable women who usually have the fi nal say in family and 

village matters. Th ey see this tradition as having come down from the 

ancient Eastern Queendom, not acknowledging the special circumstances 

of the 1950s and 1960s—the shortage of men in the village and the Party’s 

promotion of the gender-equality ideology that made women’s political 

prominence possible. 

Th ese three feel that the “glorious past” (represented by the above-men-

tioned women) has been ignored by the county government and have con-

cluded that modern media could publicize their cause. In their encounters 

with correspondents and photographers from newspapers, magazines, and 

television stations, Uncle Pema and Teacher Dorje came to realize that some 

media just want something sensational, not the truth. Even worse, some use 

the footage shot in Suopo to advertise Zhonglu. Th ey hope, however, to 

come across what they call “serious” media that can accurately present 

Suopo and its queendom. Th ey also hope that scholars doing in-depth 

research can help publicize their cause. Th ey all say that because they are 

not well educated, it is diffi  cult for them to write and promote their ideas, 

so the impartial scholars will write about and for Suopo. Aft er observing 

the popularity of the Internet at the Danba County seat in the past several 

years and its use by tourists, they have come to believe in its power. As 
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Teacher Namkha, whose son uploads his articles on the Internet, argued, 

there is much less “political check” on the Internet compared to other state-

owned media. Another advantage is its wide distribution. 

Many other elites are also actively involved in the queendom cause. As 

mentioned, two Suopo representatives in Danba County’s People’s Con-

gress, who are also Party secretaries in their respective villages, submitted 

their queendom proposal to the congress and went to the county seat with 

Uncle Pema to question authorities about their favoritism. Several other 

Party secretaries and village heads, as well as some other elites, joined in 

this endeavor. Th e reactions of village VIPs toward the “biased” county 

government have infl uenced how villagers view this controversy. Uncle 

Pema’s dramatic portrayal of his “battles” with Mr. Tashi and with the 

“dark” forces intent on marginalizing Suopo has won their sympathy. Th is 

is partially because elites tend to have social capital or resources—such as 

money, power, guanxi (communal kinship ties and networks of personal 

connections), and education—and/or are in respectable professions (lama, 

teacher, cadre) that privilege their words and actions. 

Nonetheless, the villagers’ judgments and decisions are not always 

guided by elites but based on their own evaluation of situations. Th eir par-

ticipation in the queendom eff ort is inseparable from their resentment 

toward the county and township governments for delays in resolving the 

Suopo Bridge issue and other concerns. Th e assumed unfairness and favor-

itism in the queendom issue just reconfi rms their marginalized status in 

Danba and their expectation of being neglected by county cadres. Th e vil-

lagers’ expressions of hostility or frustration are thus understandable and 

widely shared. 

Elites play a role in channeling these popular expressions, either moder-

ating or intensifying them. In certain circumstances, when elites feel it 

necessary to counter a deteriorating situation, they may take advantage of 

their social capital and direct others toward appeasement through coercion 

or other means; under other circumstances, they may choose to provoke 

others to heighten the tension. In Suopo, elites see the intensifi cation of the 

situation as an opportunity to reject the county government’s agenda and 

retrieve what had belonged to Suopo exclusively. What can elites gain from 

this? 

Uncle Pema declares that what he does has nothing to do with his per-

sonal interests, and he anticipates no rewards from tourism. He claims to 
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be working to benefi t the people of Suopo and to satisfy his pride in the local 

queendom heritage. However, other villagers drew my attention to the fact 

that his hostility toward Mr. Tashi is connected with disputes over the con-

struction of Uncle Pema’s eldest son’s new house in Moluo Village several 

years ago. Th eir old house was some twenty meters away from a stone watch-

tower, and they were going to build the new one at the original site. How-

ever, Mr. Tashi stopped them because, according to the county’s new 

regulations on watchtower protection and safety, new houses built in Moluo 

must be more than fi ft y meters away from watchtowers. Although Uncle 

Pema fi nally managed to have the new house built aft er persistently peti-

tioning the head of the Culture and Tourism Bureau, and aft er several 

clashes with Mr. Tashi, he lost the opportunity to collaborate with a Euro-

pean specialist who was said to have agreed to sponsor the construction 

because she wanted a room in which to live. As a consequence of Uncle 

Pema’s prolonged disputes with Mr. Tashi, she purchased a house in another 

village instead and is said to have invested ¥40,000 ($6,265) in building a 

new village road. Th at being so, Uncle Pema sees Mr. Tashi as the one who 

spoiled this golden chance. 

Uncle Pema’s other two children, a son and a daughter, expect that they 

will benefi t eventually from tourism development in Moluo. Th is son is a 

member of the newly founded tourism association in Moluo, and his wife 

sometimes sells local produce to tourists or serves as a guide. Uncle Pema’s 

daughter and her husband are building a huge house at the entrance to the 

village, hoping that it can be turned into a hostel when tourism increases. 

Teacher Dorje has invested in tourism, too. He opened one of the earliest 

hostels in Moluo and also plans to turn the newly fi nished house for his 

eldest son into a hostel when the time is ripe. It is expected that with the 

publicity of the queendom label and subsequent infl ow of tourists, locals 

will benefi t directly and the village Party secretary and village head, who 

endorse this cause, may be rewarded with the villagers’ trust and support. 

It is likely that some of them, if not all, will benefi t from tourism directly. 

For instance, one of the village leaders recently had a “mansion” built—the 

largest and most luxurious house in Suopo, which can accommodate more 

than a hundred tourists. 

Most Suopo elites are invested in the queendom cause in one way or 

another with the expectation of being rewarded for their dedication. To 

quote one villager, “Why wouldn’t they [elites] care about the Eastern Queen-
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dom? How could it be possible for them to do something that they will not 

benefi t from?” Th is is almost a standard belief among villagers as to the 

motives of these elites. Many villagers gave me examples of how village 

heads or other elites used their power, money, and social connections to 

serve their interests. Compared to elites, common villagers are at a disad-

vantage. To quote another villager: “Th ey [Uncle Pema and the two retired 

teachers] have nothing else to do. Th ey are cadres. Just sit there and get the 

money. Unlike them, we are peasants, no money, no guanxi . We have to toil 

very hard every day from morning till evening. How can we aff ord the time 

and energy for that [the queendom cause]?” As this villager claims, the 

unequal distribution of social resources between elites and villagers results 

in their diff erent degrees of dedication. Th ere are, however, villagers who 

are also very keen on the queendom cause.

Reward and possible benefi ts from the cause are more than economic 

and include prestige and status in the village. Uncle Pema takes pride in his 

rise to prominence as the “King of the Eastern Queendom.” Teacher Dorje 

said he almost would have “committed a crime” if he hadn’t discovered the 

TV program’s deceptive plan of substituting Zhonglu for Suopo. “How 

would I have the ‘face’ [courage] to live in the village? All the people would 

curse me for bringing these people here!” he exclaimed. 

Th en Teacher Namkha said, “We cannot leave the heritage of our ances-

tors unattended. I am getting old. How many more years can I live? I don’t 

know. I just want to make use of the time collecting folk stories and customs 

and taking photos. I will leave all these [writings] and all my books for later 

generations, whether they want them or not. Maybe one day when they see 

them by chance, they will be amazed at what a splendid culture our Suopo 

once had.”

Th e villagers’ concern for reputation and pride in their local heritage, 

oft en accompanied by anxiety over its possible disappearance, are signifi -

cant, as are their concerns about the queendom and pride in their collective 

identity as Suopowa who share “unique” traditions along with their mar-

ginalized status in Danba. Some say openly that if the county government 

does not treat them justly by restoring the queendom label, they will take 

extreme actions by demonstrating and appealing collectively to the prefec-

ture, province, and, fi nally, to Beijing if the issues are not resolved. As one 

villager alleged, “Th is is the sky of the Chinese Communist Party. Big blue 

sky! Th e county government cannot darken it. Th ere is always somewhere 
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we can appeal in order to get justice. I just don’t believe a little county like 

Danba would rebel [against the Party]!”

An important message conveyed here is the view that the center, Beijing, 

is an embodiment of absolute justice, while the periphery, Danba, is corrupt. 

Th is dynamism in the relationship between the center and the periphery is 

not unusual in a highly centralized state; in the Soviet Union as well, the 

people at the periphery oft en looked to the center (i.e., Moscow or a deifi ed 

national leader like Stalin) for fi nal justice (see, e.g., Brandenberger 2005).

 Two important factors contribute to this phenomenon: fi rst, turning to 

an omnipotent and merciful godlike ruler “high above” enables the mar-

ginalized to voice their pains in a highly centralized society where the outlet 

for accumulated grievances is limited; second, thanks to successful ideo-

logical inculcation campaigns, marginal peoples are convinced (or made to 

believe) that the center is their fi nal hope for a better future. In China, the 

themes “Only the Communist Party can save China” and “Th e Central Party 

Committee is the great savior that will rescue Han commoners and espe-

cially minorities from the hellish pre-Liberation feudalism or serfdom” rever-

berate in the media, textbooks, offi  cial documents, and political meetings. 

Th rough incessant propaganda, the central government has also impressed 

both the Han  minorities with its eff orts to crack down on local cadre cor-

ruption and delinquency, conveying the message that the problem is always 

local and the center is the savior. Th ese factors are instrumental in enlisting 

support for the central state from Suopo villagers and others. 

Nevertheless, it would be simplistic to assume that the central Party-state 

as the ultimate source of justice is merely imaginary. Th e past decade has 

seen notable improvements in traffi  c and communication, educational, and 

other basic facilities in Danba, and local farmers have benefi ted from sub-

stantial government subsidies and preferential policies oriented toward the 

development of Zangzu regions. Th us, Zangzu locals have “tasted the sweet-

ness,” and their support of the central Party-state is not an unexpected 

outcome. Although it is true that material gains won’t always engender 

loyalty among minorities, including the Zangzu and Uyghur, it is fair to say 

that economic and rural reforms do bring about positive change in the 

countryside, as millions of farmers in China acknowledge. Although these 

reforms have also caused increasing rural unrest, most collective actions 

target local state agencies, corporations, factories, and individuals, not the 

central government. 
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Why has the local state become the target of the villagers’ anger in Danba 

and other places in China? Local offi  cials and cadres are the ones who 

implement policies made by the central state and other higher authorities, 

and they must then interact directly with the grass roots. In the process of 

carrying out these policies, confl icts with villagers are inevitable. Th e opin-

ion of both Danba cadres and villagers that the policies of the central gov-

ernment are very good explains some of the contention in Danba. County 

and township cadres oft en complained to me that “too many” preferential 

policies for local villagers have made the latter accustomed to “free subsi-

dies.” Without the constant infl ow of fi nancial or material support, the vil-

lagers would blame the county or township for being irresponsible and not 

doing its job or even for corruption. Simultaneously, it was impossible to 

distribute these benefi ts equally among villagers due to the limited amounts 

available and governmental agendas of providing special aid to certain 

groups such as the elderly, the disabled, or the poor. As a result, many vil-

lagers protested the “uneven” or “unfair” distribution. Since the county and 

especially the township oversaw the distribution of most subsidies, they 

naturally became the targets of local ire. From the point of view of many 

villagers, the present cadres are diff erent from or the opposite of the pre-

1980s cadres, who were said to be conscientious, altruistic, responsible, 

hardworking, and sympathetic. 

Th e fact that confl icts have intensifi ed in the past decade, especially in 

the past fi ve years, as exemplifi ed by the frequency and scale of collective 

action in Danba, is consistent with an overall increase in discord in rural 

China.8 Most scholars agree that this has much to do with general political 

relaxation and the segmentation of offi  cialdom or the state.9 As is the case 

everywhere in China, Danba locals are fi nding more avenues for self-

expression. Th e opening of such avenues is partly the result of the shift  in 

the state-society relationship as societal sectors expand in scale and infl u-

ence in spite of the unshaken Party- and state-centric ruling approach in 

China (Perry 2010); it also derives from the fact that some state offi  cials and 

cadres “are disposed to champion popular demands” rather than invariably 

siding with the state (O’Brien 2002, 151). 

Uncle Pema himself is a state employee who has been able to get along 

with almost all the other township cadres, especially the Party secretary and 

township head. He has kept the Party secretary—the most important leader 

in the township—informed of his plans for the queendom, his confl icts with 
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Mr. Tashi, and his petitions to county authorities. According to Uncle Pema, 

his actions were approved by the Party secretary, who, however, warned him 

to be cautious. In my conversations with the township cadres, they all 

seemed in favor of Uncle Pema’s queendom project, though their support 

was most oft en merely verbal. I later learned that some didn’t really care 

much about this project, since it had little do with their work or political 

careers; however, they considered it “politically correct” to express their 

verbal support. Th is reserved support is based on their assessment of the 

situation: directly opposing the queendom project would invite criticism 

from Suopo villagers and off end their friendly colleague Uncle Pema, yet 

supporting the project publicly would likely invite negative ratings from 

county authorities who are oft en the target of the villagers’ extreme actions. 

Another important factor is that although township leaders did show 

interest in the queendom project and hoped to involve themselves even 

more, the lack of institutional and economic resources forestalled any 

action other than verbal support. Development of tourism and cultural 

heritage is always administered and monitored by the county’s Culture and 

Tourism Bureau, and oft entimes the township government is expected only 

to assist the bureau in its work. Th e township oft en feels a sense of power-

lessness as a result of its subordinate or supporting role in relation to county 

agencies. Th is aff ected its involvement in the queendom project. Suopo 

Township also had very limited administrative fees appropriated by the 

county government each year, which were used specifi cally for administra-

tive matters and receptions for visiting county cadres and others. Th us, it 

had no extra money for developing this or other projects. It must apply to 

various county agencies for funding. Th e guanxi between township heads 

and county offi  cials is sometimes an important factor in townships being 

funded. Th at is why even if Suopo Township leaders did want to support 

their villagers in the queendom dispute, they hesitated to fully endorse the 

Suopowa’s claim for fear of creating a strained relationship with county 

authorities. 

As a result, championing this popular demand verbally and prudently is 

the middle way and thus the best way for the township to follow. Th e reac-

tions of the township’s cadres to the queendom project also reveal that local 

state actors have their own agendas and interests; their decisions and choices 

are constrained by the concrete situation and are based on their thorough 

evaluation of the situation. 
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“EMBARRASSED” HAN ON THE MARGIN

Th e queendom cause is a collective battle of Suopo villagers against the “prej-

udiced” county government. In this process, the Suopowa identity is fortifi ed 

and invoked as a close-knit community that shares language, culture, terri-

tory, queendom lineage, and the common experience and destiny of being 

residents of an executive subdivision of Danba. In this way, the Suopowa are 

defi ned genealogically (blood and ancestry), culturally (language and cul-

ture), and administratively (under the jurisdiction of Suopo Township). Th en 

who are the “authentic” Suopowa? How is the boundary of this category 

marked? Th e answer involves diff erent degrees or scopes of internal identi-

fi cation. Originally, the term “Suopowa” referred only to the natives of the 

Suopo segment (the villages of Nongzhong and Gongbu), next to the Dazhai 

segment (the villages of Moluo, Zuobi, Basuo, and Laiyi) on the eastern side 

of the Dadu River. In 1950, a township named aft er the Suopo segment was 

founded in newly established Danba County to administer these two seg-

ments. Th e scope of the concept “Suopowa” was thus extended to Dazhai, 

which constitutes the second layer of the Suopowa identity. Aft er the Pujia-

oding segment with four villages on the western side of the Dadu River 

merged with Suopo Township in 1992, this concept expanded to include 

these four villages, making up the third layer of the Suopowa identity. Suopo 

Township’s eleventh village, Dongfeng, is normally referred to as a Suopo 

segment, but its people, most of whom are Han immigrants, are not classifi ed 

as Suopowa in most circumstances since they have no roots in Suopo. None-

theless, in some situations, they are recognized by other villagers as Suo-

powa, though in a very loose sense, which accounts for the fourth layer (see 

fi g. 4.1). Aft er all, as residents of the same township, Dongfeng villagers share 

some common experiences with local Zangzu villagers, such as enmity 

toward the township and county governments. Consequently, a question 

arises: Does the queendom-at-Suopo campaign concern them? 

Regarding the Dongfeng villagers’ status in Suopo Township, a county 

cadre once commented, “Others [Zangzu Suopo villagers] think of them as 

beggars.” “It is we who are really the minority here,” said a Dongfeng vil-

lager. According to one of my eldest informants, who was in her eighties, at 

the time of Liberation in Danba in 1950, there were only three Han house-

holds comprising about ten people. Driven by endless warfare and starva-
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tion, they had fl ed here from other parts of Sichuan. Aft er Liberation, more 

Han moved in, and now the Han population in Dongfeng is 215, accounting 

for roughly 6.5 percent of Suopo’s total population. Except for a few Zangzu 

villagers who married in, all are Han or mixed-blood persons who are usu-

ally identifi ed as “Zangzu” on their residence registration cards. In the other 

ten villages in Suopo Township, however, almost all residents are Zangzu. 

As a way of distinguishing themselves from the Donfengwa, the residents 

of the other ten villages normally refer to the Dongfeng villagers as the Han 

Gang, a term with negative connotations, designating these “rootless” peo-

ple who are “diff erent from us” in terms of their culture and mind-set and 

who do not belong to or own this land.10 In the 1960s, Dongfeng—with the 

most barren land in Suopo—merged with Moluo and became one “produc-

tion brigade” (shengchan dadui). Having grown more and more disgruntled 

with the fact that the Donfengwa would be sharing their fertile land and 

diluting their work points,11 the Moluowa persistently petitioned the town-

ship and county government for a split; three years later, they were able to 

banish all of the Han Gang except for two households.12 As Dongfeng’s 

population began to grow, the villagers started to expand their land down-

ward to Moluo and upward to Gongbu. People from these two villages com-

plained about this “shameless invasion.”

I oft en heard from Zangzu villagers that the Dongfengwa are clever in 

comparison to local Zangzu, meaning that the Donfengwa and Han at large 

are believed to have “economic minds” (jingji tounao): they, unlike the 

Zangzu, have learned how to make money. However, such words are not 

DONGFENG

PUJIAODING (DADU-WEST)

DAZHAI (DADU-EAST)

SUOPO

FIG. 4 .1 . Th e Suopowa identity
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always used as praise. On the contrary, they imply pragmatism, selfi shness, 

slyness, calculation, money hunger, and untrustworthiness. Some Zangzu 

villagers also believe that the Donfengwa do not possess virtues, such as 

caring for others or fi lial piety (xiao), since they assume that the Dong-

fengwa have no religion and thus do not worry about bad karma. However, 

many Zangzu villagers do recognize the Dongfengwa’s strength. I oft en 

hear from Zangzu villagers that the Donfengwa are more hardworking than 

they are, and they express their admiration for the importance the Han 

attach to education. Nevertheless, the Dongfengwa do not recognize these 

qualities as virtuous because they have no choice but to be strong. As one 

Dongfeng villager in his early sixties said, 

Th e policy toward Zangzu is very good. We [Dongfengwa] don’t have [the 

same policy] . . . we all do odd jobs at other places. Our land is very infer-

tile. For Zangzu, they just expect “the pie to fall from the sky” [tianshang 

diao xianbing]. What do they worry about? Th e state will take care of 

them. . . . I sent all three of my children to school, and they have all become 

cadres in other counties [of Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture]. What 

can we do? If they didn’t go to school, how would they feed themselves 

here? . . . I will labor here for a few more years. Th en I will leave for good. 

His impression of Zangzu villagers is shared by many other Dongfengwa, 

who feel that their Zangzu neighbors can simply wait for governmental 

support and do nothing. Th at is why they can be lazy. Some Dongfengwa 

also believe that many Zangzu locals are very dirty and stupid. “I am asked 

to plaster their new houses,” said a Dongfeng villager. “Zangzu just cannot 

do it. Th ey are unable to make the surface [of the wall] smooth. Th ey never 

learn.” 

With both sides inclined to distrust and even to despise each other, how 

can Zangzu villagers expect the Dongfengwa to contribute to the queendom 

cause? Indeed, most Dongfengwa simply don’t care about it. Th ey reside on 

this piece of land, but many don’t feel fully connected to it, so the legend 

about the queen that can be traced back more than a thousand years has 

nothing to do with them. Zangzu villagers don’t bother to engage the Don-

fengwa in the queendom cause because the Dongfengwa are not qualifi ed 

to claim any connection with the noble and elegant queens of the past.

Connection with the queendom is not, however, the only criterion for 
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being identifi ed as “Suopowa.” Despite the fact that most Zangzu villagers 

do not count their Han neighbors as “authentic” Suopowa, they do share 

common interests and experiences as residents of the same township and 

oft en need to work together. Th us, the Dongfengwa are also part of the 

Suopowa although they are at the most peripheral layer of this identifi ca-

tion. Th e Suopo Bridge issue is a common concern for the seven villages on 

the eastern side of the Dadu River, including Dongfeng. Like other villagers, 

the Dongfengwa condemn the ineffi  ciency and favoritism of county 

offi  cials. 

Th e Dongfengwa raised another common issue, the gold mine that has 

aff ected four neighboring villages (Dongfeng, Gongbu, Nongzhong, and 

Moluo), and inspired their Zangzu neighbors to follow suit. Th e situation 

became so intense and confrontational that it convulsed the whole county. 

One night in May 2007, a detonation at the gold mine nearby caused cracks 

in some houses in Dongfeng. Led by the village head, most of villagers, some 

140, stormed over to the gold mine to argue with its owner. Township cadres 

tried unsuccessfully to resolve the confl ict. Dongfeng villagers accused the 

township’s Party secretary and governmental heads of taking bribes from 

the gold mine’s owner. Tension with the township escalated to the extent that 

two villagers drove the Party secretary into the Dadu River.13 Not until the 

owner promised to compensate villagers for the damage did they back down. 

One former village head admired the Dongfengwa’s courage so much 

that he claimed that “we Zangzu are just like a pile of loose sand. Look at 

them [the Dongfengwa]. How united they are! We should learn from them.” 

Th en Zangzu villagers did learn. With Dongfeng as their model, villagers 

in Gongbu and Nongzhong organized two big protests involving more 

than a hundred participants. Th ey pressured the gold mine owner for more 

compensation by smashing machines and installations, and they demon-

strated at the county government intermittently for a month. Th at is why 

some cadres argue that the Suopowa are the “wildest” of Zangzu, yet this 

expression of opinion by Zangzu villagers in Suopo owes much to the Dong-

fengwa’s pioneering public display of outrage. With their actions, the Dong-

fengwa proved that they deserved to live there aft er all. 

In a narrow sense, the Dongfengwa are not dedicated to the queendom, 

but the queendom dispute is entangled with other issues. Th e primary issues 

concern how the Suopowa themselves think of and respond to social 

changes and political reforms as a way in which to highlight their own 
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identity as an internally bounded collective worthy of attention and respect, 

even at the cost of clashing with higher authorities. By virtue of this public 

demonstration of collective identity, Dongfeng villagers also contributed to 

the queendom cause by challenging the partisanship and nepotism of 

county authorities. Although a causal relationship between the Dongfeng-

wa’s protest and the ensuing protests of their Zangzu neighbors cannot be 

proved, it is fair to say that the Dongfengwa’s act of defying authority 

spurred Zangzu villagers to act. Many Zangzu villagers applaud the Dong-

fengwa’s daring and intrepidness. Most villagers believe that the county and 

township governments “bully the weak and fear the strong” (qiruan paying) 

and that if they continue to be as passive and obedient as in the past, they 

will never win respect from the county. Neither will they win back their 

queendom label. So some openly express the possibility of taking extreme 

actions if the county government continues to turn a deaf ear to their pleas. 

In this way, the Dongfengwa have been instrumental in infl aming the 

queendom dispute, which is not their direct concern. 

Nonetheless, the “embarrassed” status of the Dongfengwa in Suopo has 

been reinforced rather than ameliorated through the queendom cause. 

Although the Dongfengwa’s rebellious spirits serve as a model for their 

neighbors in the intensifying struggle with the county, the queendom iden-

tity leaves no place for the Dongfengwa. Roughly parallel to the diff erent 

layers of “Suopowa” identifi cation, the queendom identity has layers, too, 

which are defi ned by degrees of connection and proximity to the legendary 

queendom. Of the three segments of the township, the Suopo segment and 

the Dazhai segment are equally linked with the queendom. Although the 

claimed palace of the queens is located in the Suopo segment, these two 

segments have always been connected internally through kinship and mari-

tal exchange. Th us, both share a direct lineage with the queens. Th is is the 

fi rst layer of queendom identity. Th e four villages on the western side of the 

Dadu River seldom shared ritual or public space where religious activities 

or other public events such as weddings and funerals took place, nor did 

marital exchange occur. Th is is largely a result of the obstruction of the 

Dadu River. Aft er Liberation in 1950, these villages were fi rst affi  liated with 

another township before merging with Suopo Township. However, they 

share language and cultural traditions with the Suopo and Dazhai segments 

and thus are also assumed to be vaguely related to the queendom. Th is 

constitutes yet another layer of queendom identity. In contrast, the Zhon-
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gluwa, who share the same language and traditions and also have had fre-

quent interactions with the Suopo and Dazhai segments, are excluded from 

this identifi cation. Th e queendom identity appears to be a primary refl ec-

tion of Suopo localism, which stresses the exclusive connection of Suopo 

with the queendom. Since the Dongfengwa have diff erent blood and tradi-

tions, they are completely cut off  from this identifi cation (see fi g. 4.2). 

Queendom identity is thus a local, or township, identity that the Suo-

powa assert so that they can distinguish themselves from other townships, 

especially their rival, Zhonglu. It is also a compartmentalized internal iden-

tity in that it distinguishes between its fi rst and second layers based on their 

supposed degree of lineage and cultural purity in relation to the ancestral 

queens. Finally, it marks an unequivocal line between local Zangzu and the 

Han. Th us, the Zangzu-Han diff erence is crystallized in the queendom 

reconstruction process. As a consequence, the landscape of the queendom 

cause becomes more nuanced and convoluted (see fi g. 4.3). On the one hand, 

this cause calls for coordination among all villagers (including the Dong-

fengwa) in order to concentrate their strength in fi ghting against Zhonglu 

“thieves” and county authorities. On the other hand, this cause that under-

scores lineage and cultural purity and authenticity anticipates diff erent 

degrees of dedication from the two Zangzu wings, which are divided by the 

Dadu River. Th e Dongfengwa are further marked off  from Suopo’s cultural 

map and the queendom plan. 

However, the Dongfengwa may also benefi t from the queendom cause. 

With the development of tourism as a result of the queendom publicity, the 

DADU-WEST (PUJIAODING)

DADU-EAST (SUOPO + DAZHAI)

DADU-EAST (DONGFENG)

(EXCLUDED)

FIG. 4 .2 . Th e queendom identity
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Dongfengwa may turn to the tourism industry as well. Th is may lead to 

some confl ict: if tourists come and pay for the “unique” queendom culture 

of Suopo, what is the position of the Dongfengwa who are not affi  liated? 

Since the Dongfengwa can be very assertive and rebellious, how will they 

handle this situation? Will they acquiesce to taking on the status of a root-

less group in Suopo? Considering the fact that they have had increasing 

confl icts with other villagers over water, land, and other issues, it is likely 

that they will not easily give up their pursuits. Th at is why some cadres and 

Zangzu villagers maintain that “the Dongfengwa are too wild.” Since the 

Dongfengwa’s unusual wildness derives from their agitation over their 

peripheral status in Suopo, any action that further marginalizes them may 

provoke even wilder expressions of anxiety caused by their rootlessness. Th e 

interaction between the “wildest” Zangzu villagers and the “too wild” 

Dongfengwa problematizes the prospects of the queendom discourse and 

complicates the sociopolitical landscape of Suopo. 

In summary, the Suopowa’s struggle for the queendom label is embedded in 

the social and political transformation of Danba and China in general, which 

is characterized by increasing collective actions of rural sectors against the 

local state apparatus and other sectors. In this process, Suopo villagers are 

engaged in an identity politics that aims to defi ne their manifold identities 

along the lines of Chinese citizenship, interethnic and intraethnic sameness 

and diff erences, regional and local ties, professional and peasant status, 

marginality and majority perceptions, and other political stances such as 

 Suopo Township Zhonglu Township

 Dadu-East Dadu-West 

Segments Suopo Dazhai Dongfeng Pujiaoding

Suopowa  ◆◆◆◆ ◆◆◆ ◆ ◆◆ ×

 Identity

Queendom  ✴✴ ✴✴ × ✴ ×

 Identity

Higher number of ◆ = Stronger Suopowa identity

Higher number of ✴= Stronger queendom identity

× = Lack of Identity Link

FIG. 4 .3 . Th e combined Suopowa and queendom identity
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loyalty to the Party-state. Elites have played an important role in channeling 

the villagers’ perceptions of the queendom dispute and engaging them in 

the fi ght for “justice.” Th e township’s middle-way approach—verbally 

endorsing the queendom claim—is based largely on the cadres’ evaluation 

of their relations with both locals and the county, which exhibits intrastate 

variations and the diff erent interests and agendas of multiple state actors. 

Th e relationship between the Han Dongfengwa and Zangzu villagers, which 

is prominent in this struggle, reveals more than Han-Zangzu ethnic, cul-

tural, and genealogical diff erences, and their mutual relationships are 

informed by political goals and interests. Th e Zangzu villagers, like local 

state offi  cials, are far from being a homogenized whole. Th ey are internally 

united and/or divided by locality, queendom lineage, and other political 

interests. 
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Chapter 5

THE MOLUO TOURISM ASSOCIATION

How Far to Go? 

Th e Moluo Tourism Association is registered with the Civil Aff airs Bureau 

and the Culture and Tourism Bureau of Danba County as a state-certifi ed 

“popular association” (minjian shetuan). Although defi ned thus, it is not a 

purely voluntary or self-generating organization, since its founding was 

based on the “organizational will” (zuzhi yitu) of the local state in Danba, 

which expresses the intentions of the county bureaucracy. Its members are 

appointed or approved by the Party secretary of Suopo Township with the 

advice of his subordinate, Uncle Pema, the famous “King of the Eastern 

Queendom,” and its activities are to be performed under the jurisdiction of 

the village committee. Despite the state’s strong presence in the Moluo 

Tourism Association as well as the association’s semioffi  cial nature, it is also 

a popular association because of the voluntary participation of eight villag-

ers and the villagers’ recognition of its role in coordinating eff orts to develop 

tourism in Moluo. More than that, its members and some villagers use the 

tourism association as a legal mechanism for engaging in the queendom 

struggle and pressing other political claims. However, tourism association 

members have disparate positions on the association’s relationship with 

local government and divergent development agendas. Th ese diff erences are 

a continuation of everyday village tensions and negotiations. 
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Scholars point out that the concept of “civil society,” which originated in 

European traditions and practices, doesn’t translate easily into the sociopo-

litical, historical, and cultural contexts of China.1 In China, hierarchy and 

guanxi, or communal kinship ties and networks of personal connections, 

oft en characterize various organizations and social groups. Simultaneously, 

due to the omnipresent infl uence of the state, most offi  cially certifi ed civil 

associations or nongovernmental organizations have adopted a conciliatory 

or cooperative attitude toward the powerful state and are not concerned 

primarily with seeking autonomy (see, e.g., Sujian Guo 2000; Weller 2005). 

Th erefore, these organizations seem incompatible with the standard under-

standing of a civil society, which is thought to “(1) be voluntary, . . . based 

on the free choice of autonomous individuals; (2) act with civility, . . . accept 

the rights of others to disagree. . . . and (3) respect the legitimacy of the state 

while in turn enjoying a free space for action guaranteed by the state” (Weller 

1999, 15). Th us, with the penetration of state power into social sectors, these 

social organizations and associations are not always “civil” in the Western 

sense. Nevertheless, they not only play a role similar to that of a civil society 

in connecting the family, community, and private spheres with the state but 

also can facilitate political change and generate space for civil dissent.2 

Th e notion of the “state-led civil society” (Frolic 1997) has been suggested 

as a way of categorizing the “alternative” civil society in China, in which the 

Party-state exerts fi rm control over its societal sectors and the state takes 

advantage of its created civil society to “help it govern, co-opt and socialize 

potentially politically active elements in the population” (Saich 2004, 228). 

However, as evidenced by the Moluo Tourism Association, despite the 

imprint of state will, various associations in China may be able to secure a 

degree of free space and develop their own agendas, which consequently 

may pose a challenge to state agendas. In this way, the state and society 

display more nuanced interactions than mere opposition. 

POSITIONS OF TOURISM ASSOCIATION MEMBERS

Th e Moluo Tourism Association is the second and, at present, only offi  cially 

recognized tourism association in Danba County. Th e Jiaju Tourism Asso-

ciation in Niega Township was disbanded—though not offi  cially—aft er the 

2006 Gelindeya incident, in which increasing tourism led to social and 
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bureaucratic chaos. Th e founding of the Moluo Tourism Association in 

2008 was built upon the lesson the county authorities learned from the 

failed experiment of engaging elites and villagers in tourism development 

projects. Th ey feared that if the Party and the government allowed such a 

quasi–civil association to grow and defi ne its own agenda freely, the situa-

tion would spin out of their control. With this legacy in mind, Mr. Chen, 

the Party secretary of Suopo Township, was cautious about the membership 

and guidelines for the Moluo Tourism Association. In reality, however, the 

association seems to be more than the county’s or township’s puppet. Th e 

eight members include Teacher Th ubten, a well-respected retired teacher, 

who serves as the head; two vice-heads, Yeshe, a retired county cadre and 

successful businessman, and Tsering, a former accountant for the village 

committee who is known for his sophistication; Teacher Dorje, a retired 

schoolteacher and local cultural specialist; Lobsang, a retired cadre; and 

two young men and one middle-aged woman who are known for their sing-

ing and dancing talents.3 Although these members are offi  cially designated, 

they use the association as a legal framework that enables them to fi ght for 

their queendom cause, express their concerns about Moluo’s tourism pros-

pects, and explore the possibilities of promoting Moluo and Suopo to the 

outside world by going beyond the restrictions of local authorities. 

Th ese members take three diff erent positions—which may be described 

as cooperative, radical, and passive—on the association’s relationship with 

the township, publicizing their queendom discourse, and advertising Moluo’s 

and Suopo’s tourism resources. 

Th e cooperative position stresses the essential importance of keeping the 

township government and village committee (the administrative body at 

the village) informed about the association’s plans and activities while 

engaging villagers in the development of tourism in Moluo. Teacher Th ubten 

stressed that the association must follow the guidelines set by the township 

and the village committee and also highlighted the importance of villager 

participation as well as the association’s central tenet, which is to serve the 

villagers’ interests. 

Th e radical position is based on the incapability of and/or indiff erence of 

local authorities when it comes to promoting Suopo and thus advocates self-

promotion in order to enlist support from and cooperate with the media, 

scholars, and other interested groups and individuals. Yeshe and several other 

members advocated such a stance with varying degrees of intensity. Th ey 
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blamed local authorities for doing little to help Suopo and Moluo and even 

obstructing their advancement; instead of cooperating with the authorities, 

they sought help from external sources. Th e radicals asserted that if Moluo 

did become famous due to their persistent promotion, the county and town-

ship governments should not involve themselves or share the benefi ts. 

Finally, the passive position is characterized by a “nothing can be done 

about it” or “let it be” attitude, which is oft en accompanied by a sense of 

helplessness and a pessimistic view of the association’s limited role. Teacher 

Dorje became so frustrated with shortsighted villagers whose desire for 

quick money took precedence over their concern for the queendom cultural 

heritage that he began to think that challenging their mentality was a nearly 

impossible task. 

Nevertheless, some members shift  their positions as the situation changes 

or react diff erently in various contexts. For instance, Teacher Dorje some-

times held a cooperative position and at other times became radical, claim-

ing that the county and township governments should “leave Moluo alone” 

and that Moluowa would do whatever was best for themselves. From time to 

time, Teacher Th ubten expressed his desire to quit the post and have nothing 

further to do with the association because of its powerless and awkward 

state. Despite their diff erences, all of the members agreed that external sup-

port was essential for publicizing their queendom cause and establishing 

their village and township as a worthy tourist attraction. 

Th is association is also divided into two notable camps built on diff erent 

interests and agendas. Yeshe, one of the retired cadres, makes up one camp 

all by himself; he has won the support from one other association member, 

a small number of villagers, and his relatives, including his nephew—a for-

mer village head who plans to run for the position again. Th e other camp 

consists of all the other members and is concerned about whether Yeshe will 

take over the association and turn it into a profi t-making instrument for 

himself. Nonetheless, it is not a homogeneous collective. Everyone in this 

camp has his or her own ideas and plans for how the association should 

work. Th e opposition between the two camps is not derived wholly from the 

members’ diff erences of opinion; it is rooted in daily village lives and histo-

ries. Th erefore, the tourism association is just another fi eld for the continu-

ation or escalation of village confl icts. 

Who is Yeshe and why has he taken such a position? How can he be a 

camp largely by himself? Yeshe is also not on good terms with the township 
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cadres, who are accused of being irresponsible and incapable, while some 

cadres believe that he is too sly and complicated to deal with. If this is so, 

why did the township Party secretary make him the vice-head of the tour-

ism association in the fi rst place?

Th e majority of Moluo villagers have a negative view of Yeshe. Th e most 

frequent comment is that he is too selfi sh, yet all agree that he is smart 

enough to know how to make money. He used to work at the county’s “sci-

ence commission” (kewei). Aft er retirement, he turned the barren land beside 

his house into an apple orchard. He sells the young trees to other peasants 

or to other counties in Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture and also sells 

apples to fruit merchants. His other dealings include the sale of cattle, and 

some villagers claim that he might earn ¥100,000–200,000 (about $15,625–

31,250) every year—a sum equal to the yearly income of at least ten average 

households. In many villagers’ eyes, Yeshe cares only about money and not 

about the well-being of other villagers, nor does he seem interested in helping 

to lift  his fellow villagers out of poverty. His selfi sh image was reinforced 

when he evaded responsibility for damage to twelve houses located below his 

fruit orchard caused by his nonstop irrigation since 2003. Four households 

had to build new houses at other locations, and two rebuilt them on the 

original site because of the lack of alternatives. Yeshe argued that the damage 

had nothing to do with him and that, on the contrary, without his fruit 

orchards, the situation could have been even worse because his hundreds of 

fruit trees solidify the soil and protect the environment. Th is claim has 

estranged him from other villagers, but his unshakable status as the wealthi-

est man in the village and township, his wide connections with county cad-

res, and his forceful eloquence, literacy, and knowledge of Party policies and 

the outside world make him a strong and even intimidating presence in 

Moluo and Suopo. Few can take him for granted. Th at is also the reason he 

was “elected” vice-head of the tourism association.

MAKING THE MOLUO TOURISM ASSOCIATION

Most tourism association members say that they were elected by villagers. 

As a matter of fact, their nominations were approved by the township Party 

secretary, Mr. Chen, at the suggestion of Uncle Pema and Teacher Dorje 

aft er negotiations with fourteen seniors (over fi ft y years old), the village 
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head, and the Party secretary.4 By “elected,” they meant that their member-

ship was legitimate and supported by the masses and that they have the 

authority to speak for the villagers, whose interests they represent. 

As mentioned, the county and township governments wanted to make 

sure that the tourism association, like other village associations, would be 

securely under their control because of the Gelindeya incident in Jiaju in 

2006. Th e incident was caused by many problems that grew out of the 

increasing popularity of Jiaju, called “the most beautiful village in China,” 

in the Chinese tourist market and the skyrocketing number of tourists who 

have traveled there since the early 2000s. Confl icts included local guides 

and tourist reception households (family hostels) fi ghting over tourists, 

overcharging for accommodations and guide fees, improperly discharging 

excrement and polluting drinking water, children begging tourists for 

money, a growing income gap between tourist reception households and 

non-tourist-reception households, and intensifi ed disagreement between 

villagers, the township, and the county government over ticket income dis-

tribution. In 2006, CCTV (China Central Television Station), the most 

infl uential TV station in China, produced two episodes on the chaotic situ-

ation in Jiaju titled “Gelindeya.”5 As a result, the county heads were cen-

sured by prefectural offi  cials for the disorder in Jiaju and their inability to 

keep the situation in check. Th e Ganzi prefecture government took the 

matter so seriously that it ordered all counties to conduct sessions of self-

critique or self-examination so that they could learn from Danba’s failure 

at managing tourism and governing its people, and the Danba County gov-

ernment had to launch an intensive self-criticism campaign. Th e county 

government put the blame on the Jiaju Tourism Association, whose three 

major leaders, trustworthy retired cadres from county agencies, had been 

appointed by the county’s former Party secretary but were now accused of 

inciting villagers to defy the county government’s authority. Aft er this inci-

dent, the county and township governments marginalized the Jiaju Tourism 

Association by ceasing to involve it in Jiaju’s tourism projects, although they 

have not yet offi  cially disbanded the organization.

Construction of the tourism association in Moluo Village is part of the 

New Socialist Countryside Construction (Shehuizhuyi Xinnongcun Jian-

she) project, a nationwide initiative launched by the central government 

that aims to transform China’s rural areas mentally and materially.6 Moluo’s 

designation as one of the fi rst two experimental sites for this project in 
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Danba in 2008 was inseparable from its status as Danba’s only Famous 

Historical and Cultural Village of China. A claimed agenda of this rural 

development project is to promote democratic political construction at the 

grass roots—that is, within the legal framework of the Chinese state and 

under the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party, peasants are granted 

the rights of democratic elections (minzhu xuanju), democratic decision 

making (minzhu juece), democratic administration (minzhu guanli), and 

democratic superintendence (minzhu jiandu) as a way of involving them in 

the construction of the new countryside. Th e founding of the tourism asso-

ciation in Moluo was intended to make Moluo villagers take charge of their 

own tourism development. Th e Gelindeya incident cast a shadow over the 

newly founded tourism association, and the last thing the county and town-

ship governments wanted was for the association to turn against them by 

developing its own agendas and inciting villagers to protest. 

Uncle Pema was entrusted by Mr. Chen, his superior and the township’s 

Party secretary, with the task of nominating candidates for the tourism 

association, since it was assumed that Uncle Pema, a Suopo local, knew the 

people and local situation quite well. At fi rst, Mr. Chen and Uncle Pema 

wanted to appoint Teacher Dorje as the head. He was well connected with 

the county and had experience in tourism and knowledge of the queendom 

heritage, but Teacher Dorje declined the position because he thought it 

would be diffi  cult to work with the “practical” Moluo villagers. Th en Mr. 

Chen and Uncle Pema turned to Teacher Th ubten, who enjoyed prestige in 

the village thanks to his uprightness and easygoing character and would be 

able to help the township manage tourism and “diffi  cult” villagers in Moluo. 

He had the same concerns as Teacher Dorje, but Uncle Pema assured him 

that the position was temporary and someone else could take his place when 

everything was on the right track. Two village heads, the head of the village 

committee and the Party secretary of Moluo, and also the majority of 

seniors wanted him to take this post because they believed he was the only 

one who would be able to counteract Yeshe, who had expressed a strong 

desire for the position.

Yeshe ran for the post of village Party secretary in 2004 but did not win 

due to his negative image in the village. Although the head of the tourism 

association was not an offi  cial post, he was eager to take it, since it carried 

symbolic prestige and would give him a public stage for showcasing his 

talents and skills as a leader in front of “incompetent” village heads and 
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suspicious villagers. Few wanted to give him such a chance, including the 

township Party secretary, Mr. Chen, as it was generally believed that Yeshe 

wanted to benefi t only himself, not the whole village. His knowledge of 

Party policies, formidable eloquence, and confrontational style alienated 

him from Mr. Chen and other cadres who didn’t want to have the Jiaju 

Gelindeya incident repeat itself in Moluo. But the township was aware that 

Yeshe’s business acumen and creativity would contribute to tourism devel-

opment in Moluo, so aft er negotiations among the seniors whom Uncle 

Pema had gathered, Yeshe was appointed vice-head. His role, however, was 

limited by the veto power of his superior, Teacher Th ubten, and the presence 

of the other vice-head as well as the watchfulness of other members. 

Th e rest of the association members were selected based on age, kinship 

ties, guanxi, literacy, and knowledge of local history and talents. Of the eight 

members, six were older than fi ft y because, according to Uncle Pema and 

others, in local tradition, old age itself demands respect and elderly people 

are considered more altruistic and devoted. Uncle Pema also attached great 

importance to kinship and guanxi. As China scholars point out, kinship ties 

were and are oft en a natural cause or source of political alliance or dissen-

sion in rural China,7 and various forms of guanxi have also played an 

important part in reconfi guring social relations and power structures as 

well as remolding political goals and the interests of the actors concerned 

in socialist China (Mayfair Mei-Hui Yang 1994; Yan 1996). Th is is evident 

in Suopo, too: kinship ties and guanxi were a signifi cant variable in deciding 

the tourism association’s membership and shaping the power structure 

within it, since candidates with wider and stronger kinship ties and guanxi 

were expected to receive more support. As a result, all members except 

Yeshe share kin or guanxi, or both. 

In Uncle Pema’s view, since local culture and queendom traditions are 

major tourism resources in Moluo, the association must reserve seats for 

those with local knowledge. His son, a former monk, who is profi cient in 

written Tibetan language and queendom legends and also good at singing 

folk songs and performing traditional dances, was recruited into the asso-

ciation. Uncle Pema argued that since entertainment was of essential 

importance in tourism, people with musical, artistic, and performing tal-

ents should be admitted, too. As a result, the association took in several who 

had such gift s. Besides Uncle Pema’s son, who was in his early thirties, 

another man of similar age was also nominated due to his musical and 
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performing skills. Of the eight members, only one is a woman, in her early 

fi ft ies, who is very keen on singing and dancing.

In all, most of the candidates were nominated by Uncle Pema with the 

assistance of Teacher Dorje. Th ey fi rst reached consensus on the appropriate 

candidates and then persuaded some other seniors to nominate and vote for 

these candidates at the election meeting, which was attended by fourteen 

seniors and the two village heads. Next, the township gathered the Moluo 

villagers for a meeting, where a township cadre announced the names of 

the candidates and asked people to put up their hands if they approved 

of the slate of candidates. All attendees put up their hands as expected, so 

the nominations passed unanimously. Even if some villagers hadn’t wanted 

to vote for certain candidates, they would have hesitated to vote against the 

group. Voting by raising hands instead of with secret ballots also discour-

aged villagers from expressing disagreement in public. Villagers were used 

to this kind of “democratic election” process from village elections,8 so this 

procedure did not seem odd to them, and Uncle Pema’s careful consider-

ation of age, kinship, literacy, talents, and so on, seemed fair enough to 

most. In addition, many villagers didn’t care much. Th e tourism association 

was a new concept for them, and they didn’t fully understand what it was 

all about, nor did they expect much to change with its founding.

THE ROLE AND AGENDAS OF 
THE TOURISM ASSOCIATION

Th e assumed purpose of establishing the tourism association was to let vil-

lagers manage their own tourism resources as a way of cultivating their 

sense of being responsible and qualifi ed hosts for tourists, that is, hosts with 

“personal quality” (suzhi). Th e cadres like to say that the Suopowa “have 

very low personal quality” (suzhi taidi). Th is remark refl ects countrywide 

anxiety over the issue of personal quality in Chinese national discourse, in 

which China’s “low-quality” population, especially the peasants, are viewed 

by the Party-state and urban intellectuals as impediments to China’s moder-

nity and ascension to world power (Anagnost 2004). Many scholars point 

out that the Chinese state looks at tourism as a modern force that will trans-

form its “backward” and “uncivilized” populations, especially minorities 

in remote regions with less access to “modern ideas.”9 Th erefore, the Moluo 
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Tourism Association is expected to implement the state agenda of improv-

ing the personal quality of villagers in their interactions with tourists. 

For Danba and Suopo cadres, “low personal quality” involves lack of 

both literacy and civility, concepts that overlap and usually are indistin-

guishable from each other. It is normally assumed that literate people pos-

sess civility, and vice versa. “Literacy” is a delicate concept in Suopo as in 

many other Tibetan regions, while the term “civility” (wenming) is widely 

applied throughout China, referring to proper manners and speech as well 

as attention to sanitary conditions. People with a traditional Tibetan educa-

tion are oft en not counted by the state or by villagers themselves as literate 

or literate enough. Uncle Pema’s son, a member of the tourism association, 

oft en referred to himself as “illiterate,” although, as a former monk, he stud-

ied Tibetan scripture for some ten years. Th e idea of “literacy” thus centers 

upon profi ciency in Chinese and the cultivation of proper manners incul-

cated through the Chinese education system. It also demonstrates that, to 

some extent, some local Tibetans have internalized the dominant state-

imposed structure and discourse that has marginalized traditional means 

of education or non-Chinese education. 

Villagers are supposed to learn to use such polite words as “thank you” and 

“please” and avoid rough and dirty words. Many locals don’t bathe or change 

their clothes oft en, and some do not clean their houses regularly and are oft en 

accused by cadres of having a poor sense of sanitation. Because excrement 

from pigs, oxen, sheep, goats, and other livestock is visible in Moluo, the 

county and township governments oft en feel embarrassed in front of visi-

tors and tourists. An important task of the tourism association is therefore 

to prod villagers into positive change through propaganda and education. 

Th e tourism association is also expected to suggest to village heads and 

the township concrete means of developing tourism and disciplining villag-

ers in their interactions with tourists. Th e township government under-

scored the importance attached to the tourism association by allocating a 

room to the association in the newly completed offi  ce building for Moluo’s 

village committee. Most members, however, didn’t really have any idea of 

how to proceed. Toward the end of 2008, the township heads, the Party 

secretary, and the newly appointed township head took the tourism associa-

tion members to Jiaju to learn from the latter’s tourism experiences. Th e 

Moluo visitors were impressed with Jiaju’s cleanliness, the local guides’ 

standard Chinese and eloquence, the villagers’ “professional” manners, and 
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the hospitality of tourist reception households. Th ey also had the chance to 

listen to the former heads of the Jiaju Tourism Association, Bao and Zheng, 

talk about their experiences. Perhaps because of the presence of the Suopo 

cadres, Bao and Zheng talked as if the tourism association at Jiaju were still 

functioning, and they admonished the Suopo visitors that preserving cul-

tural heritage and exhibiting “authentic” local culture to tourists were cru-

cial to the success of tourism development, since tourists came to see the 

essence of traditional local Tibetan culture, not “modern” stuff . Both 

expressed admiration for Suopo’s distinctive queendom cultural heritage. 

Bao, who held the post of the Party secretary of Suopo Township in the 

1980s, even asserted that Suopo, with its queendom heritage, had much 

greater potential in the tourist market in China and even in the world. 

Th e members of the Moluo Tourism Association read Mr. Bao’s remarks 

as a reaffi  rmation of their cultural traditions. Like Bao and Zeng, most of 

these members were aware of the importance of cultural heritage as a tourist 

attraction. As Uncle Pema pointed out, both cultural learning and enter-

tainment are important in tourism, so a healthy way of developing tourism 

in Suopo and Moluo is to combine the two by entertaining tourists with 

“real” culture. Th e tourism association shared this concern and decided to 

set up a kordro (a circle dance popular among Tibetans and other ethnic 

groups) troupe, a bashe (another kind of circle dance popular in the Kham 

region) troupe, and a folk-music band. Th e association encouraged villager 

participation, promising that they would eventually benefi t economically 

when tourists came and paid for performances. Th is way of presenting or 

commercializing local culture had much to do with Yeshe. Every time the 

tourism association members met, he pushed his agenda of turning local 

resources into capital, indicating his disappointment with the incapacity, 

lack of imagination, and indiff erence of the local authorities. He insisted 

that the market was the only solution. He suggested inviting interested indi-

viduals and corporations from elsewhere in China to invest in Moluo, with 

the tourism association coordinating interactions with local authorities and 

villagers. Th e local authorities would play a smaller role in this ambitious 

project, and their interference with Moluo’s tourism agendas would be 

undesirable. Not everyone agreed with him. Proponents of the cooperative 

position expected direction and fi nancial as well as policy endorsements 

from the local authorities and preferred a safe and conventional develop-

ment mode. No one could say that Yeshe was wrong, however, because of 
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his success in business. Yeshe was frustrated with his “conservative” col-

leagues who were unable to understand his “modern” marketing plan and 

sometimes expressed the desire to quit. 

As mentioned, it was Uncle Pema who charted the membership of the 

Moluo Tourism Association on behalf of the township government, and 

the Party secretary also made him assist the township head in overseeing the 

association’s activities. Th erefore, Uncle Pema’s role in this association is 

signifi cant. As the “King of the Eastern Queendom,” he spares no eff ort in 

promoting the queendom cause and expects that the major task of the tour-

ism association is to thoroughly investigate and revive the culture of the 

ancient queendom. He has been collecting legends on the queens for years 

and has made every eff ort to integrate the local oral history of the queendom 

with related Chinese and Tibetan historical records and literary writings in 

order to reconstruct the history of the Eastern Queendom. Due to his illit-

eracy in Tibetan, the evidence he cited for the existence of the queendom 

and its connection to Suopo was based almost exclusively on his reading of 

Chinese literature. He is fully aware of this shortcoming, and, to compen-

sate, he oft en consulted his son, a former monk, and others who knew writ-

ten Tibetan on the meanings of place-names and expressions that he 

assumed were associated with the queendom.

In 2008, a new graduate, originally from Suopo, who had studied Tibetan 

at college, got a position in Suopo Township. Uncle Pema took the oppor-

tunity to educate this young man about the importance of preserving 

queendom traditions and converted him to the queendom cause. One cadre 

in the township joked about their relationship, referring to the new employee 

as Uncle Pema’s “disciple,” who, like Uncle Pema, was not interested in 

administrative aff airs and was concerned only with studying and promot-

ing the queendom. Uncle Pema began learning “standard” Tibetan from 

this man, and I was impressed with his creative use of his limited Tibetan-

language skills in the service of his goals. For instance, he argued that the 

Tibetan name of the Dadu River, which literally means “sweat of the queen,” 

actually means “the river in front of the queen[’s palace in Suopo].” In his 

view, since this river starts right in Suopo aft er its two major streams con-

verge, the name itself is informative and symbolic: it tells the exact location 

of the queendom palace. Both his son and his Tibetan-language teacher com-

mented that he would interpret many place-names or historical accounts 

imaginatively despite their corrections and protests. 
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Th e township Party secretary asked Uncle Pema to write a tour guide’s 

speech for the tourism association that local guides could use as a standard 

introduction to local conditions and culture. He consulted me on how to 

write a vivid speech that would attract the attention of tourists as I had been 

a part-time tour guide. As one might expect, the speech was exclusively 

about queendom legends and claimed that only Suopo could be the site of 

the queens’ palace. With the Party secretary’s instructions, he and the 

young cadre who taught him written Tibetan also worked on packaging the 

ancient trees in Moluo for tourists. Th e Party secretary suggested that trees 

with unusual shapes should be packaged as tourist attractions by giving them 

exotic names related to the queendom. For instance, a certain tree could be 

dubbed “Queen’s Horse-Tethering Tree” or “Queen’s Reposing Tree.” Since 

Uncle Pema is the authority on queendom issues, he was entrusted with 

embellishing the trees in Moluo with queendom cultural decorations. 

Both the tour guide’s speech and the tree-packaging project were autho-

rized by the Party secretary and the township head in an attempt to orient 

and engage the Moluo Tourism Association in the mission of making con-

crete plans for developing tourism in Moluo. Some tourism association 

members admitted that they haven’t done many “real” things yet. Th e asso-

ciation’s ambiguous role oft en left  its members puzzled about what they were 

supposed to accomplish. Th e principal task of the tourism association is to 

assist the township government and the village committee as well as the Cul-

ture and Tourism Bureau in coordinating the villagers’ eff orts to participate 

in and contribute to tourism development in Moluo. However, the actual 

responsibilities and functions of the tourism association were not clearly 

defi ned. Th is created a paradoxical impression of the position and role of 

the tourism association: on the one hand, it seemed that the association 

could do anything to promote tourism in Moluo as long as it didn’t chal-

lenge the hegemonic role of the township government and the village com-

mittee; on the other hand, the association seemed powerless to implement 

plans since its activities were overseen and checked by the authorities. 

From 2004 to 2007, the tension between Moluo villagers and the town-

ship on the distribution of tourist entrance fees was heating up, and in May 

2007, a few tourists complained to the prefecture about the poor attitude of 

township cadres who were collecting entrance fees at the Suopo Bridge. 

Realizing how diffi  cult it was to manage the villagers and deal with the 

tourists directly, the township government hoped that the tourism associa-
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tion would help ease this diffi  cult situation. Th e tourism association mem-

bers and some villagers believed that this was a “trick” and the township 

just wanted to shift  its responsibilities and burdens to the association. 

Some, however, saw it as a signal from the township that the tourism asso-

ciation should resolve the trouble on its own. Since the township had also 

designated the membership, it seemed that the association could be fully 

entrusted with resolving these issues for the township. However, tourism 

association members complained that they were not given power or money 

to carry out their duties and that their real job was to “off end people,” since 

disciplining the villagers and educating them about the proper behavior for 

soliciting tourism would provoke resentment. 

Th e tension between the two camps paralyzed the tourism association. 

Although every member recognized Yeshe’s creativity and business talent, 

most didn’t trust him. Th ey would not allow him to restructure the agenda 

in Moluo as he wished. His idea of corporatizing tourism by bringing in 

interested partners from all over China to manage tourism was simply too 

unconventional for most of the other members of the association and the 

villagers, and they had serious doubts about his “real” motives. Opposition 

from the association, villagers, and the township meant that there was little 

chance he would be able to realize his ambitious plans. Only one of the eight 

members supported him. According to this person, the other members’ 

main agenda was to stop Yeshe from succeeding rather than to make con-

certed eff orts so that the association would work. He sighed, “If the situation 

continues in this way, the tourism association will soon close down.” Th is 

member had a personal connection with Yeshe, but he argued that it was 

not important at all in his judgment of Yeshe’s character. He truly appreci-

ated Yeshe’s business gift s and believed that Yeshe was the only one who 

could lead Moluo in the right direction. In his opinion, what made Yeshe 

stand out from the “conservative” members and common villagers were his 

modern and innovative ideas, which they found unacceptable. According 

to this member, the villagers just wanted to make “small money” in the 

conventional way and had no idea of how the market worked. So, hindered 

by this strong conservative force, Yeshe could not apply his “advanced” 

ideas. Th is member blamed his fellow villagers for being “stupid” and not 

realizing that by preventing Yeshe from taking a more active role in the 

tourism association, they were harming only themselves, because without 

tourism development, he would still be the wealthiest man in the village. If 
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they followed his advice instead, everyone would benefi t eventually from 

the reinvigoration of tourism in Moluo. 

Th is inaction on the part of the tourism association coincided with a 

slowdown in tourism in Danba during 2008 and 2009. Tourism had been 

seriously aff ected by the Tibetan riots in March 2008 and the Sichuan earth-

quake in May 2008. Although no uprising took place in Danba, and most 

of the locals, like their Han compatriots, condemned the Tibetan rebels 

for demanding independence, many potential tourists still imagined that 

Danba was a dangerous place to visit, since most of them were unable to dis-

tinguish between “rebellious” and “peaceful” Tibetans as a result of wide-

spread Tibetophobia in China. At the same time, even though Danba was 

not severely aff ected by the earthquake, potential tourists from other parts 

of China still hesitated to explore it because of safety concerns. In the so-

called Golden Week of October in 2008—the countrywide seven-day break 

for National Day—Moluo received only about a hundred tourists, and the 

tourism association collected just ¥1,088 ($159) in entrance fees. One villager 

commented:

During the Golden Weeks in 2004, 2005, and 2006, we received so many 

tourists every day—as many as the ants. It was just like at the county seat. 

Th e path from the bridge to Moluo got so congested that it was almost 

impossible to get through. Last year, it was not bad. One or two thousand 

people came. Th is year, it was really horrible. Th e tourism association said 

it would distribute the money to each household. We have more than fi ft y 

households, so each one can get . . . how much? . . . A little over ¥10. I feel 

ashamed of accepting this money. What can such a small amount be used 

for? Buy a bag of salt? Haha.

Th e slowdown in Suopo continues through the writing of this book in 

2012. It is a complicated matter involving many factors—the construction 

of a viewpoint platform on the highway from which tourists may look at the 

Suopo landscape and watchtowers for free, the non-operation of the newly 

completed Suopo Bridge, the county’s tourism development agenda, which 

favors Jiaju and Zhonglu, and poor highway conditions from Chengdu to 

Danba. Th e lack of tourists contributed to the less active role of the tourism 

association. Th e association was expected to deal with problems in the 

locals’ interactions with tourists, but since not many tourists came, there 
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was little confl ict, and the association did not seem to be doing anything 

real in the eyes of some villagers. 

Several tourism association members reminded me that the association 

was “just a temporary phenomenon” and would complete its mission when 

tourism in Moluo and Suopo developed to the level of Jiaju. Th ey argued 

that when tourism in Moluo and Suopo was standardized and the personal 

quality of locals improved, the association’s original role of mediating and 

coordinating between tourists and villagers and between villagers and the 

township and county would diminish to the extent that it would become 

unnecessary. Th is idea originated with the newly elected township head, 

who used to be the vice-head of Niega Township (to which Jiaju belongs) in 

charge of tourism development in Jiaju. He took the post in Niega right aft er 

the Gelindeya incident, when Jiaju’s tourism association was unoffi  cially 

disbanded. His view of the destiny of the tourism association represents the 

offi  cial voice of the local state. When the county transferred him to the new 

post in Suopo, he began to publicize this ideology. Surprisingly (or maybe 

not), most of the Moluo Tourism Association members accepted this asser-

tion, an indication of their lack of interest in engaging with the villagers in 

tourism development. Th ey felt they didn’t have enough resources to publi-

cize Moluo and motivate villagers to participate, and they were aware that 

the villagers were diffi  cult to deal with when confl icts arose. Th eir accep-

tance of the township head’s opinion thus refl ected their own uncertain and 

pessimistic attitude toward the future of the tourism association. 

Jiaju’s success in the tourism market is oft en used as an inspiring model 

for Suopo by both its township cadres and its tourism association members. 

It generated a belief that Jiaju’s today is Suopo’s tomorrow, and that Suopo, 

with its unique queendom heritage and cultural features, can catch up with 

and even outdo Jiaju. However, whether the experiences of the Jiaju Tourism 

Association could also serve as a model was unclear. Th e heads of Suopo 

Township took the Moluo Tourism Association members to Jiaju to learn 

“advanced” techniques from the former heads of its tourism association, 

even though the Jiaju Tourism Association had been unoffi  cially dissolved. 

It was as if the Gelindeya incident had never happened. As the new head of 

Suopo Township and former vice-head of Niega claimed, since tourism at 

Jiaju had reached the mature stage and villagers were experienced and civi-

lized enough to do the right things, the tourism association was no longer 

necessary. However, most members of the Moluo Tourism Association 
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knew what had really happened to the Jiaju Tourism Association. Its demise 

reminded them of the limits of their role and subsequent counterstrategy: 

a safe role is the one that highlights their subordinate status vis-à-vis the 

village committee and the township. 

BEYOND STATE AGENDAS

In spite of the fact that Yeshe is a headache to the village and township, most 

members of the tourism association, especially Teacher Dorje and Teacher 

Namkha, are on good terms with the village heads and township cadres. 

Th e tourism association’s allegiance to the authorities seems unchallenged, 

but this doesn’t mean that the association is a mouthpiece of the local state. 

All members, including Yeshe, know exactly the importance of offi  cial sup-

port for their work. If they don’t cooperate with the local authorities, their 

actions could be restrained, checked, or even invalidated, as was the case in 

Jiaju. Th ey classify the tourism association as a grassroots association under 

the direct leadership of the village committee and township government. 

However, rather than always acting as the local authorities expected, the 

association became a public arena for the expression of diff erent, even oppo-

sitional opinions as well as concerns about the queendom cause and vanish-

ing cultural traditions.

A common topic of discussion among tourism association members was 

the county’s unfair treatment and the status quo of the queendom cause. 

Th ey unanimously attacked county offi  cials for neglecting Suopo and 

declared that they would fi nd their own way of rejuvenating and promoting 

their township. Several members expressed the following opinions:

Zhonglu said that the queendom was in their place. What evidence have 

they got so far? Th ey are lying. Several Zhonglu offi  cials at the county seat 

even want to take away our queendom label? No way!

If the tourism bureau doesn’t promote tourism for us, we will do it by 

ourselves without their involvement. . . . Th ere used to be so much public-

ity about Suopo, especially during the period when the Tibetan stone 

watchtowers were competing for World Cultural Heritage designation, 

but now what happened? . . . We must make use of our own excellent local 
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personnel to promote ourselves. . . . We have such rich cultural resources 

to excavate—Eastern Queendom culture, farm-plowing culture. . . . Th ey 

are all our intangible cultural heritage [feiwuzhi wenhua yichan].

Th is year [2008] the county is not advertising our stone watchtowers. . . . 

Th e offi  cials have almost forgotten our place. .  .  . Not many tourists are 

attracted here, but if you can help us invite some experienced experts to 

package Moluo, it will be a great boost to our work.

Some [village heads] lack a sense of responsibility. At fi rst they seemed to 

be eager to see the results [of developing tourism ]. But tourism couldn’t 

bring about immediate benefi ts [as they expected]. Th en in the end, they 

didn’t show much interest.

Th e county always criticizes us for being fi lthy, disorderly, and indecent 

[zang, luan, cha]. Th is is a typical example of subjectivism [zhuguan 

zhuyi]. . . . Th e famers have to raise livestock [and the animals excrete]. If 

they want cleanliness, too, how can they survive? Th ey have to rely on the 

brown fi elds for a living.

We are renowned for the label “One-Th ousand-Watchtower Kingdom” 

[Qiandiao Zhiguo], but we [Suopo] have become the largest garbage 

dumping site in Danba. Th e county built a garbage disposal site opposite 

our temple. From time to time, they would burn the garbage. It was so foul 

smelling that some women even fainted.

Th ese remarks express dissatisfaction toward local offi  cials for what are 

deemed to be nepotism, subjectivism, irresponsibility, dereliction of duty, 

and shortsightedness, but at the same time, tourism association members 

sought opportunities to change the status quo based on their sincere convic-

tion that their queendom heritage and other cultural entities in Moluo and 

Suopo are truly exceptional and unrivaled. As mentioned, Yeshe would like 

to sell his idea of corporatizing Moluo. One proposal is that management 

be left  to investors and each household would become a shareholder; the 

other scheme suggests welcoming other kinds of partnerships with inter-

ested individuals and groups. Although Yeshe’s plans were too radical for 

most people, his insightful ideas on stimulating tourism in Moluo had an 

impact on the tourism association and the villagers. For instance, his sug-

gestion that they rediscover queendom traditions, folk songs, and customs 
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and establish a museum to exhibit traditional farming tools was well 

received by other members of the tourism association and some villagers. 

Although other association members take pride in the queendom heritage 

and attach importance to preserving vanishing cultural traditions, Yeshe is 

one of the few who knows how to turn queendom traditions and other cul-

tural resources into commodities. For reasons already specifi ed, it is diffi  -

cult or nearly impossible for all of Yeshe’s plans, especially the unconventional 

one of corporatizing Moluo, to be carried out in reality, but his strong pres-

ence as the most successful businessman and resourceful individual in the 

village and township solidifi es his position at the tourism association. 

Tourism association members oft en make use of guanxi in implementing 

their agendas.10 One member made his brother-in-law’s friend, the vice-

head of the Culture and Tourism Bureau, promise at a new year’s party 

where both got drunk to give the association ¥15,000 in “activities fees” (huo-

dongfei) to fund its folk music and dance development project. Although 

this funding was from an offi  cial source, the association didn’t obtain it 

through the regular process of requests and petitions. A former student of 

Teacher Dorje’s, a department chair at a university who initiated several 

cultural preservation programs in Danba County, entrusted Teacher Dorje 

and Teacher Th ubten with collecting disappearing folk songs and legends 

and donated ¥30,000 to build an activity center for the elderly and children 

in Moluo Village, which was in the charge of Teacher Dorje. Unlike other 

villages, where grassroots “seniors associations” (laonian xiehui) operate 

under the supervision of the county and township governments,11 Moluo 

doesn’t have such an association yet; however, the tourism association ful-

fi lls this role, as most of its members are respected village seniors. 

As a result, the tourism association was given the activity center project 

with the approval of the township government and the village committee. 

Aft er discussions among the members, the association selected a site right 

in front of the Berotsana pagoda, based on both practical and symbolic 

considerations.12 With the increase in population, land has become more 

valuable and hard to obtain, but this small plot in the pagoda compound 

wasn’t privately owned and thus could be used for the center. And since the 

pagoda compound is the ritual, religious, and social center of Moluo Vil-

lage, Teacher Dorje and other members expected that the activities center 

would also serve as an educational center, which would pass on traditional 

culture and religious values to the younger generation, and a cultural 
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museum, where tourists could catch a glimpse of the richness and unique-

ness of local culture and the queendom traditions. 

Th e Moluo Tourism Association may be seen as a “state-led civil society” 

(Frolic 1997), as its membership and agendas exhibit the strong organiza-

tional will of Suopo Township.13 Th e association is expected to assist the 

township in managing diffi  cult villagers and is allowed to come up with its 

own tourism development agenda consistent with that of the township. Th e 

township does not want to see villagers incited to take action against the 

township and county, as occurred in Jiaju. Th e township Party secretary 

therefore appointed eight tourism association members at the suggestion of 

his subordinate, Uncle Pema. He also admitted Yeshe into the association 

due to Yeshe’s business talents and connections. Th e wide acceptance among 

tourism association members of the new township head’s claim that the 

association is just a temporary phenomenon best exemplifi es the imprint of 

the state’s will. Although most members take a cooperative position vis-à-

vis the township, the association managed to carve out a space for express-

ing negative opinions toward local authorities, pursuing the queendom 

cause, and implementing its own agendas. 

Th e relationship between the tourism association and the township 

shows that it would be simplistic to dichotomize the state-society relation-

ship or stress the hegemonic role of the Chinese state and the resistance/

passivity of societal sectors.14 Th e Moluo Tourism Association is both a 

quasi–state agency and a quasi–civil society. It is authorized and regulated 

by the local state but plays a role in connecting the local society and the state 

and in creating free space in which marginalized townspeople can voice 

grievances and press various political claims. State-society relations in 

Danba, as in China, should be seen as dynamic and multivalent. Th e diff er-

ing positions of the eight tourism association members regarding the asso-

ciation’s relationship with the local state, the existence of two camps 

representing divergent interests and mutual grudges, and the contrast 

between “conventional” and “modern” development models demonstrate 

that society itself is internally diff erentiated and is composed of sectors or 

individuals with diff erent goals and concerns.
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CONCLUSION

Th e Suopowa are ethnically Zangzu, but they, along with other Gyarongwa, 

are marginalized by many other Zangzu, who claim that the Gyarongwa 

speak non-Tibetan languages/dialects and/or are culturally close to the 

Han. Th e Suopowa are unique among subgroups of Gyarong, as they speak 

a Khampa dialect, which they claim to be solid evidence of their “authentic” 

Tibetan origin in comparison to other Gyarongwa of “impure blood.” How-

ever, other Khampa people do not usually count the Suopowa’s language as 

Tibetan because they have diffi  culty communicating in that dialect. Th e 

Suopowa’s belief in the Tibetan indigenous religion—Bon—has also oft en 

placed them in a disadvantaged position in respect to Tibetanness as con-

ceived by the dominant Tibetan Buddhists. As a result, the Suopowa have 

developed a Tibetan identity that is insecure but also fl exible and open. In 

response to their marginalized status in the Zangzu family, they have 

appropriated the image of the Eastern Queendom to highlight their unique 

status among Zangzu and in China. Th e Suopowa’s queendom discourse 

also derives from their politically marginalized status in Danba. Accusing 

the county of practicing favoritism and nepotism, the Suopowa represent 

themselves as neglected townspeople. Th is self-representation is instrumen-

tal in pressing their queendom and other claims, since the assertion of mar-
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ginality justifi es their struggle for the queendom label and other political 

rights and benefi ts. 

Th e Suopowa’s queendom struggle encompasses local (i.e., Suopo Town-

ship and Danba County) sociopolitical and cultural contexts, the political 

marginality of the Suopowa, Zangzu identity and the Gyarongwa marginal-

ity, China’s ethnic and Zangzu politics, ethnic representations in China, the 

lure of tourism, China’s political reforms and social transformations, rural 

politics and grassroots unrest, and changing state-society interactions, as 

well as the Suopowa’s responses to these situations and their self-represen-

tations. Th erefore, the Suopowa’s queendom struggle delineates a complex 

picture in which marginalities, real or imagined, inform and shape their 

multiple identities. Th eir modernist pursuit of a better politics and a better 

life as Danba inhabitants, as the Gyarongwa and Tibetans, as citizens and 

peasants of China, and also as objects of tourist exoticization and consump-

tion demonstrates that treating them as marginalized or rebellious minority 

members, or as provincial and inward-looking peasants in an out-of-the-

way place, obscures the intricacy and broader implications of the queendom 

discourse. 

THE CONVOLUTED LANDSCAPE 
OF THE QUEENDOM DISCOURSE

Who and what are the Suopowa? Th is seemingly simple question has no 

single, easy answer. Th e Suopowa’s queendom discourse not only refl ects 

the particular ethnic, cultural, and social contexts of the local society but 

also involves a much broader macroscopic environment—China’s political 

transition, modernization agendas, rural reforms and grassroots unrest, 

ethnic representations, and Zangzu and minority politics. Th erefore, the 

category “Suopowa” has diff erent connotations in these diff erent sociopo-

litical settings and embodies actors’ dissimilar roles, responses, and identi-

ties in various contexts. Accordingly, the queendom discourse unpacks 

itself in each of these situations. 

First, the term “Suopowa” refers to the residents of Suopo Township. Th e 

queendom struggle is rooted in this collective’s common interests vis-à-vis 

those of other townships, especially their closest competitor, Zhonglu. Th eir 

shared destiny as bullied and marginalized townspeople in Danba County 
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serves as an in-group and out-group boundary marker. Th us, people with 

diff erent social backgrounds, agendas, and statuses are united against 

Zhonglu “thieves,” other rivals (e.g., Jiaju), and especially the county in 

defense of their collective rights. Th e Han-Zangzu distinction is ignored in 

this context, and Dongfengwa, or the Han Gang, are considered the outer 

layer of the Suopowa category. Although the Suopowa are offi  cially recog-

nized members of the Tibetan ethnic group, their insecure Tibetan identity 

has prompted their desire to shun or drop the connection with Gyarong and 

accentuate their indispensable status among Tibetans through the queen-

dom discourse. 

As Chinese citizens, the Suopowa also congratulate themselves on the 

achievements of the Chinese government in combating poverty, improving 

living conditions for millions, and elevating China to the position of a for-

midable world power. Th ey also declare their political allegiance to the 

Party by blaming Tibetan rioters for disturbing social stability and harming 

the common interests of the Zangzu public. Th erefore, they assume that 

their political rights should be safeguarded by the state, especially the pow-

erful, “pure” central state, and have every confi dence in justice and the 

success of their queendom and other political claims. Regardless of their 

Chinese citizenship, their minority status as Zangzu registers their diff er-

ence from the Han and from other “peaceful” or less “colorful” minorities. 

As an ethnic minority in China, they are subject to China’s ethnic politics 

and representations. Qualities popularly associated with Tibetans, such as 

primitiveness, masculinity, wildness, religiousness, simplicity, innocence, 

and rebelliousness, as well as China’s ethnic policy, specifi cally toward 

Zangzu, inform and shape the Suopowa’s self-representations. Th e queen-

dom discourse is more than a political struggle against the “corrupt” local 

state; it is also a challenge to negative portrayals and a simultaneous justi-

fi cation and substantiation of local Tibetans’ positive images in the Chinese 

offi  cial and popular discourses. Th ey advocate this agenda through their 

announced allegiance to the Party-state as well as their assumed superior 

morality and civility. As expressed in the queendom discourse, only Suopo 

males know how to treat women properly on account of their self-presenta-

tion as real gentlemen and “authentic” men who are morally superior to the 

Han and other men in a male-chauvinist world that has unjustly rendered 

women subordinate to men. 

Furthermore, as mountain peasants, the Suopowa, together with mil-
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lions of Chinese peasants in other less developed provinces and regions, are 

oft en assumed by the state and urban population to have very low personal 

quality, as indicated by limited sanitation, low literacy, and “conservative” 

outlooks (e.g., clinging to “feudal” traditions such as male privilege, folk 

religious rituals, etc.). Th erefore, Suopo must be modernized materially and 

spiritually by accommodating itself to rapid social transformations through 

such means as tourism development and implementation of the country-

wide New Socialist Countryside Construction project. Th e queendom dis-

course is embedded in local responses to this modernist agenda and is 

inseparable from local anticipation of a profi table tourism industry and a 

modern way of life, and the Suopowa use various modern means such as the 

media and the Internet to promote their queendom agenda and tourism. 

Th e Suopowa also present an image of “civility,” namely, high moral stan-

dards and women’s status in local society, as a subtle challenge to the state’s 

modern personal-quality discourse. Th e queendom struggle is an example 

of the rural unrest and peasants’ collective action that have become com-

mon in China as a consequence of intensifi ed reforms and the unprece-

dented sociopolitical transformation of rural society.

Th e complexity of the queendom discourse is also revealed through the 

internal heterogeneity of both Suopo societal sectors and the state as well as 

through dynamic ongoing state-society interactions. Even though Suopo is 

only a small administrative unit in Danba County, issues related to who are 

the real Suopowa and who are authentic descendants of the queens exhibit 

conspicuous village-based nepotism, various degrees of lineage and cultural 

purity in relation to the ancestral queens, crystallization of Han-Tibetan 

dissimilarities, and divergence of political goals. Elites and common villag-

ers show diff erent concerns and interests in the queendom dispute, and the 

Suopowa show varying degrees of awareness of the implications of negative 

or sexualized images associated with the queendom and local women. Th e 

members of the Moluo Tourism Association also have divergent opinions 

on the association’s relationship with the township and on development 

models. Th ese are, to some extent, an extension of everyday intravillage 

disagreements. Likewise, the state is far from being a homogeneous whole. 

Many Suopowa speak highly of the “great” policies and “purity” of the 

Chinese central government while blaming local state offi  cials for their irre-

sponsibility or corruption even though the majority of county and township 

offi  cials are Zangzu. Th is shows that the Suopowa don’t see the state as a 
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monolithic unit and that they have developed a hierarchical preference for 

diff erent levels of the state, imagining that the closer a certain level of the 

bureaucracy is to the central state, the better and less corrupted it is. Th is 

also indicates that although the local state is in the hands of Zangzu, the 

Suopowa are inclined to judge the state based not on its ethnicity but on its 

performance, even if many locals are skeptical about Han practices and 

morality in general. In Suopo Township, four out of six offi  cials are listed as 

Zangzu on their IDs. Most Suopowa don’t have a clear idea about whether 

these four offi  cials are “real” Zangzu or not.1 At the county level, more than 

two-thirds of the leading offi  cials are ethnically Zangzu, too—most Suopo 

locals neither know nor care about this. My Suopo informants declare that 

the ethnicity of these offi  cials is not their concern, and what really matters 

is whether they take their work and the people seriously. 

Suopo Township’s ambivalent attitude toward the queendom dispute 

suggests that the township has its own agenda and interests. Th e township 

cadres’ middle-way approach of neither expressing public support nor cut-

ting the debate short is their most pragmatic choice, allowing them to avoid 

resentment from Suopo villagers and censure from county authorities. In 

similar fashion, the county government also takes an ambiguous attitude 

toward the queendom dispute. Th e Suopowa’s claim has already been 

approved by an important leader from the prefecture; thus, county leaders 

chose not to dismiss the claim, but they do not endorse it, either. Th ese cases 

indicate that although the Chinese state is known for its authoritarian and 

top-down ruling style, various levels of the local state have room for pursu-

ing their own objectives and concerns or, at the very least, a chance to abdi-

cate responsibility and let a situation play itself out more or less free of 

external intervention. 

Th e way of engagement between the Moluo Tourism Association and 

the local state exemplifi es the dynamic relationship between these two 

sectors. Th e tourism association is both a quasi–state agency, due to the 

penetration of state power and local state regulations, and a quasi–civil 

society, thanks to its role in linking local society with the local state and 

generating free space for political claims. Th us the relationship between the 

tourism association and local state is neither oppositional nor simply coop-

erative. It is a much more complex interrelation that needs to be contextual-

ized and deconstructed. 

Th e Suopowa’s manipulation of their marginal status in China and 
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among Zangzu contributes to the convolution of the queendom landscape. 

Th is tactic stems from their assessment of the power structure and overall 

situation that have placed them on the periphery. Th ey have worked to turn 

the disadvantage of marginality into an advantage and fi nd a proper niche 

for themselves in the existing social and political system. 

STRATEGIC MARGINALITY 
AND THE CONVERGENCE ZONE

Th e Suopowa are situated on the periphery in both the Chinese sociopoliti-

cal landscape and the Tibetan ethno-national terrain. Nevertheless, mar-

ginality need not constitute merely a constraint or circumscription that 

confi nes actors on the damned and dismal periphery; it can be an opportu-

nity to act for benefi ts. Th e Suopowa not only take advantage of their mar-

ginal status for the vigorous promotion of their political goals but also 

advertise their assumed marginality with the anticipation of rewards and 

compensation.2 

Marginality can be a rare resource in some situations. Although the 

Suopowa may be looked down upon by other Tibetans as “impure” or “fake” 

Tibetans, their linguistic, cultural, and historical distinctiveness can 

become an important source of attraction or pride. Th e multiplicity of mag-

nifi cent stone watchtowers and the fl ourishing of the queendom heritage 

have elevated Suopo in the local discourse as an unmatched place in Zangzu 

regions and in China. Th e Suopowa take delight in the assumption that 

their stone watchtowers are probably the oldest and are among the most 

historically signifi cant structures throughout Zangzu areas. Some of them, 

especially local elites, promote the intact queendom tradition of valuing 

women over men as evidence of their unrivaled nobleness and civility 

among Zangzu and in relation to the Han and others and propose that their 

religious marginality as Bon followers in a predominantly Tibetan Buddhist 

world illustrates their incomparable broad-mindedness and tolerance. As a 

result, the Suopowa have earned enough social capital to support their 

advertising of Suopo as a truly exceptional and touristically peerless desti-

nation in the Chinese tourist market.

Th e Suopowa also make use of their asserted political marginality in 

Danba as justifi cation for their queendom struggle and other claims. Th e 
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Suopo Bridge and queendom issues are said to demonstrate the county’s 

unfair treatment of them. A similar claim is made by people from Moluo 

Village, one of the fi rst two villages in Danba selected in 2008 for the 

government-funded New Socialist Countryside Construction development 

project. Moluo is also the only village in Danba County that has been offi  -

cially granted the prestigious and valuable label “Famous Historical and 

Cultural Village of China.” Construction of the big new Suopo Bridge, 

which will allow buses and cars to enter Moluo, was initiated in 2008 and 

completed in 2011; a new road from the bridge to Moluo Village was fi nished 

in 2009 and will be extended to connect another six villages on the eastern 

bank of the Dadu River over the next few years. Th e county is also promot-

ing Suopo’s stone watchtowers to the media and tourists in the hope that 

this ancient architecture will be formally placed on the World Cultural 

Heritage list. If this does occur, Suopo, especially Moluo Village, is expected 

to become a more important tourist destination. Nonetheless, the Suopowa, 

including Moluo villagers, still loudly complain that they are treated “badly” 

by the county. How can one make sense of this?

To a large extent, this phenomenon originates in the bureaucratic dys-

functions and falsifi cations prevalent in the Chinese political system. Vari-

ous government agencies in Danba—as in other Zangzu regions and all 

parts of China—prepare diff erent statistics and reports on the same issue 

that are delivered to diff erent departments of the higher state. When 

required to display their achievements, they will present a version of the 

statistics that shows progress. When they need to demonstrate their diffi  cul-

ties and harsh working conditions, they will present a diff erent version, 

highlighting their tough situation and highly motivated working spirit. In 

doing so, local offi  cials hope to receive fi nancial support or preferential 

treatment from their superiors. Suopo villagers have learned this trick, too, 

knowing that if they complain to offi  cials and outsiders, they may be com-

pensated or rewarded later in one way or another. With the increasing 

investment and fi nancial support available for the development of Zangzu 

and other regions in the past decade, this strategy has become increasingly 

common. Th ey also hoped that outsiders like me, as well as other scholars 

or intellectuals, will help voice local grievances in a way that could pressure 

the county government so that the Suopowa could keep what they’ve gained 

and even improve their prospects.

Suopo males’ self-feminization is another prominent case of strategic 
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marginality, although this has a diff erent focal point and evokes diff erent 

impressions from that of political marginality. With political marginality, 

the Suopowa construct and publicize the pitiful image of townspeople who 

are unjustifi ably neglected in Danba, while with self-feminization, local 

men design a somewhat atypical but desirable picture of women’s queenly 

superiority in local society. In both cases, the Suopowa strategically choose 

to ignore or renounce the possibility of identifying with the dominant 

group or discourses, instead placing themselves on the far margin in 

exchange for benefi ts. An inevitable consequence of propagating the queen-

dom discourse is that Suopo men have to abandon the symbolically domi-

nant virile Khampa image—at least for the time being—and embrace an 

emasculated self-representation. Th is seemingly degrading act is not, how-

ever, equal to the repudiation or sacrifi ce of their virility. On the contrary, 

it is a pronounced declaration of their unmatched manliness as evidenced 

by their recognition and advancement of women’s status. 

Although their marginal status may have brought the Suopowa various 

advantages, most of the time they claim to be either part of both the Han/

state and the Tibetan centers or part of one or the other. Th e justifi cation 

for this assertion has everything to do with the obscurity and ambiguity of 

their historical and cultural traits and hence ethnic identity. Just as they are 

able to foreground their diff erence, they have no diffi  culty underlining 

sameness and swearing allegiance to these two centers. Th e Suopowa 

approvingly identify with the central state and proclaim their legitimacy as 

Chinese citizens just as do the Han. Th ey choose to centralize themselves 

as people who are as deserving of equal rights as the Han, but many Suo-

powa believe that Tibetans, including themselves, are more “civilized” than 

the Han in general because of their religious beliefs and unique traditions. 

In contrast, the Han are oft en portrayed as money-hungry, dishonest, 

untrustworthy, and of comparatively lower moral standards. Th e Suopowa 

thus propagate their Tibetanness and highlight their Tibetan centrality, 

positioning themselves at the Tibetan core and placing the Dongfengwa at 

the margin. Th ey authenticate this claim by specifi cally stressing their 

ancestral, linguistic, and cultural connections with the Tibetan mainstream 

while dismissing ambiguities.

Although the Suopowa have recognized the dominant position of both 

the Han and Tibetan centers and aligned themselves with these two centers, 

this alliance stems precisely from their political marginality in China as 
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well as the ethno-national periphery of the pan-Tibetan or Zangzu identity. 

Th e Suopowa also endeavor to construct Gyarong and Suopo as another 

dynamic center. Gyarong was a relatively independent political and cultural 

entity vis-à-vis Tibetans and the Han before 1950. Despite the fact that 

Gyarong has been increasingly integrated into the Zangzu family and the 

Han/state since Liberation, its historical particularity, linguistic-cultural 

singularity, and sociopolitical specifi city still inform a separate identity. 

Consequently, in local discourse, Gyarong constitutes a vital center in and 

for itself and thus interacts with both the Tibetan and Han centers as a rela-

tively self-suffi  cient and autonomous political and cultural entity. Th e mes-

sage conveyed in the queendom cause that the Suopowa are morally 

“superior” to other Tibetans, the Han, and even Westerners thanks to the 

claimed dominant position of women in the local society is not surprising. 

Th is is another example of the Suopowa’s attempt to demonstrate their cen-

trality, but rather than being a validation of closeness to Tibetan or Han 

centers, it is an unreserved demonstration of the Suopowa’s supremacy and 

thus their attempt to set an example for both the Han and Tibetans. 

Th e center and periphery are not absolute but are elastic, situational, 

negotiable, and even reversible in certain circumstances. Th erefore, always 

placing the Suopowa on the periphery of the dominant Han and Tibetan 

realms is not justifi able. Th e Suopowa may in fact sometimes reverse this 

structure by placing the Han and other Tibetans on the margin instead. Th e 

notions of both hybridity (Bhabha 1994) and creolization (Hannerz 1992) 

spotlight this dialectic center-periphery paradigm, but their focus on the 

inherently “impure” and “bastard” quality of peripheral populations and 

cultures prevents them from fully depicting and grasping the distinctive 

identities of marginal societies and their capacity for counteracting the 

powerful centers. Th erefore, the idea of a convergence zone is more useful 

for conceptualizing the Suopowa’s dynamic interplay with the two centers 

and their eff ort to strategize their marginal status and centralize themselves 

as an independent party interacting with both centers. 

In this convergence zone, the Suopowa can move relatively freely between 

the Han and the Tibetan centers or choose to safeguard their own social and 

cultural territory. Nevertheless, there is no absolute freedom in their choices 

and actions. Th eir decision is based on the evaluation of the status quo and 

available conditions. Th ere is no way for them to display their centrality all 

the time. Th e ubiquitous presence of the Han/state and Tibetan infl uence 
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makes it sensible for them to identify with these two centers, but this choice 

is not made by rationally assessing all possible consequences. Oft entimes 

the choice is infl uenced by historical and cultural bonds, and especially the 

state’s ruling system and ethnic and Zangzu policies. Th eir alignment with 

the state and the Tibetan ethnic group doesn’t necessarily originate from 

calculation of potential benefi ts and rewards; instead, it is inseparable from 

the ineradicable impacts of historical, political, and cultural convergences 

between the centers and local society and the subsequent attachment of the 

latter to the former. Th is situation illustrates the complications of a conver-

gence zone.

In intensive encounters, interactions, competitions, or confl icts with 

powerful centers, a local society that acts as a convergence zone has absorbed 

various elements from dominant societies and cultures. Nevertheless, natives 

are not necessarily integrated into the centers, and in some circumstances, 

they even choose to escape from the state and other powerful sociopolitical 

entities, as is illustrated in James Scott’s portrayal of the Zomian case (2009). 

In Zomia—an interstate zone linking a number of mostly Southeast Asian 

countries—people choose to become fugitives from the state and “moder-

nity.” Although the Suopowa have taken a diff erent approach in their inter-

actions with the state and “mainstream” Tibetans, from time to time, they 

may invoke their separate identity and even moral centrality in order to 

distinguish themselves from the Han and Tibetans. Th e idea of a conver-

gence zone similarly illuminates the impacts and constraints of powerful 

centers as well as local agency in building local centrality. 

Suopo, Danba, and Gyarong are not situated at the end of Tibetan or Han 

cultural and political territories but in the convergence zone where these 

two sociopolitical and cultural worlds encounter each other, contest, and 

converge, where local identities as the Suopowa, the Danbawa, and the 

Gyarongwa negotiate with their Tibetan identity, their relationship to the 

Han, and their status as Chinese citizens. It is a space where border ambigu-

ity or marginality can be appropriated as a rare resource and opportunity. 

Th is convergence zone is characterized by dynamic interactions between 

sameness and diff erence as well as bursts of creativity and innovation that 

have emerged out of constant reconfi gurations. Various degrees of sameness 

and diff erence in the Suopowa in relation to the Han and Tibetans have 

placed them in a unique context: they can claim both Tibetan identity and, 
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like the Han, the identity of Chinese citizens, and they can also assert their 

distinctiveness, exclusivity, and superiority vis-à-vis both the Han and 

Tibetans. Th us, in Suopo, Danba, and Gyarong, we see not only how the 

Han and Tibetan worlds converge or hybridize but how an indigenous soci-

ety on the borders encounters and negotiates with these two powerful socio-

political and cultural centers as well as how a new people, identity, and 

center have been born out of these multiple convergences. Vicissitudes of 

individual and group variation also are evident within this contested and 

transformative space. Th e Suopowa’s attempt to claim the queendom label 

exemplifi es this complicated process. Th rough the lens of the queendom 

struggle, one can see personal, social, political, and cultural transformation 

and reconfi gurations of Zangzu society as well as the multiple contradic-

tions and ambivalences of Chinese society at the levels of both governmen-

tal and personal identity. Simultaneously, it is obvious that the Suopowa’s 

responses to such changes are deeply rooted in their own local cultural and 

political contexts. Th e queendom discourse thus engenders and represents 

an unusually rich and nuanced sociopolitical landscape.
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NOTES

INTRODUCTION

1 See Pratt 1991; Tsing 1993; Ortner 1999; Mueggler 2001.
2 See Hannerz 1992, 265. See also Korom 1994; Spitzer 2003.

1 . SETTING FOOT IN THE QUEEN’S LAND

1 As has been pointed out by Janet Gyatso in “Down with the Demoness: 
Refl ections on a Feminine Ground in Tibet,” Tibet Journal 12(4): 38–53, 
some Western scholars have also identifi ed the existence of probably two 
women’s countries in an area bordering Tibet, based on both Chinese and 
Indian sources. See, for example, William Woodville Rockhill, Th e Land 

of the Lamas (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1891); Giuseppe Tucci, 
Preliminary Report on Two Scientifi c Expeditions in Nepal (Rome: Istituto 
Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1956); Frederick William 
Th omas, Ancient Folk-Literature from North-Eastern Tibet (Berlin: Abhan-
dlungen der Deutschen Akademie der Wissenschaft en zu Berlin, 1957); and 
Rolf Alfred Stein, Tibetan Civilization (Stanford, CA: Stanford University 
Press, 1972). Erik Haarh, Th e Yar-Lun Dynasty (Copenhagen: GEC Gad’s 
Forlag, 1969), and Th omas, Ancient Folk-Literature from North-Eastern 

Tibet, suggest that there were certain signifi cant elements of women’s lin-
eage and even political dominance in ancient Tibet. 
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2 Th e Book of Sui, compiled in the seventh century, is the offi  cial history of 
the Sui dynasty (581–618). Th e History of Northern Dynasties, also compiled 
in the seventh century, covers the period 386–618. Th e Old Tang History, 
completed in the tenth century, is the earliest existing systematic historical 
record of the Tang dynasty (618–907). Th e New Tang History, compiled in 
the eleventh century, is a revised version of the Old Tang History. 

3 See Xueniu 2003; Lin Junhua  2006a; Ma Chengfu 2006; Wang Huailin  
2006. 

4 Gyarong extends to Hongyuan County (T: Khyung Mchu or Rka Khog 
Rdzong) in Aba Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture (T: Rnga Ba 
Bod Rigs Dang Chang Rigs Rang Skyong Khul) to the north; Rangtang 
County (T: ‘Dzam Th ang Rdzong) in Aba prefecture and Seda County (T: 
Gser Rta Rdzong) in Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture (T: Dkar 
Mdzes Bod Rigs Rang Skyong Khul) to the northwest; Luhuo County (T: 
Brag Mgo Rdzong) and Yajiang County (T: Nyag Chu Kha Rdzong) in 
Ganzi prefecture to the west; Mianning County in Liangshan Yi Autono-
mous Prefecture to the south; Shimian County, Tianquan County, and 
Baoxing County of Ya’an City to the southeast; and Wenchuan County in 
Aba prefecture and Dujiangyan (City) of Chengdu City to the east.

5 Th e Gyarong region does not have a clearly defi ned border. Th e map shows 
a “broad” Gyarong or Gyarong in its historical context. Today, what people 
refer to as “Gyarong” is much smaller in size, and thus many places that 
may be part of Gyarong historically are no longer recognized as Gyarong 
by either local residents or the “authentic” Gyarongwa. As mentioned, the 
majority of the Gyarong region lies in today’s Aba prefecture. 

6 Th e tusi system was an administrative tactic applied to minority regions 
in northwestern, southwestern, and southern China. It started in the Mon-
gols’ Yuan dynasty (1271–1368), fl ourished in the Ming dynasty (1368–1644), 
and declined in the Manchus’ Qing dynasty (1644–1911). Th rough confer-
ring the tusi title upon the local chiefs, the imperial court ruled these 
regions indirectly through these offi  cially recognized posts. At the same 
time, the tusi were obliged to pay tribute to the court, fulfi lling certain 
political, economic, and military duties. According to Jia Xiaofeng (2007), 
in all Tibetan regions including Gyarong, there were 849 tusi, of whom 795, 
or roughly 94 percent, were Tibetans. 

7 According to Quedan (1995), the total population of the Gyarongwa by 1995 
was 370,000. Th is number is questionable, since he seemed to count other 
Zangzu populations in this region as the Gyarongwa, too. So it suggests 
that in practice, the category of “Gyarongwa” is oft en ambiguous.
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8 For instance, when the Gyarongwa meet with Tibetans in other regions 
and are asked about their origin, some Gyarongwa mention only the 
names of bigger places like Aba and Ganzi prefectures, since the popular 
impression of many Tibetans outside these two prefectures is that Aba 
prefecture is dominated by Amdo Tibetans and Ganzi prefecture by 
Khampa. 

9 Th e consensus among historians  is that ancient records on Gyarong in 
both Chinese and Tibetan are seriously lacking, so it is tremendously hard, 
if not impossible, to delineate a clear historical landscape of Gyarong.

10 See, e.g., Ma Changshou 1944; Li Shaoming 1980; Deng 1986; Gele 1988; Shi 
2001; Guo Shengbo 2002; Yang and Yang 2004; Zeng 2004. 

11 See Wang Yao 1987; Li Xingyou 1995; Btsan Lha 1999, 2004. 
12 See Sun Hongkai 1983; Jackson Sun 2000; Jacques 2008.
13 Tea, yak butter, and tsampa oft en serve as the marker that defi nes essential 

Tibetanness. In my interactions with Tibetans all over the Tibetan regions, 
many emphasize that this food constitutes the essence of Tibetan identity. 
A popular belief is that other peoples—particularly Han—cannot get used 
to yak butter and tsampa. Th erefore, sometimes Tibetan youth who don’t 
consume much yak butter and tsampa are accused of being Sinicized. Th is 
is not the self-image only of “traditional” Tibetans, however; the Han and 
other peoples tend to associate this food with Tibetanness, too.

14 Wuhouci is a district with the largest number of Tibetan stores and restau-
rants in Chengdu City, which also has a large Tibetan population that is 
composed mainly of businessmen, salespeople, migrant workers, monks, 
college students, and other Tibetan visitors and tourists.

15 Since the late eighteenth century, more and more Han have immigrated 
to Gyarong. Today, the Gyarongwa and the Han live next to each other in 
many villages. Th e Gyarongwa have adopted substantial Han cultural ele-
ments such as various festivals. Han infl uence is now much more pro-
nounced in language, food, education, popular culture, and everyday 
aspects of life. In terms of religious belief, some Gyarongwa also resort to 
Han Daoist priests due largely to the lack of great Tibetan priests and lamas. 
Th is has had a certain eff ect on Gyarongwa’s religious and/or Tibetan iden-
tity. Th e place of the Han in Gyarong will be discussed in more detail in 
chapter 4 of this volume. 

16 Some reincarnate lamas have a number of Han and Western followers, who 
have donated a great deal to these projects.

17 Th e following cases illustrate the infl uence a well-reputed lama can exert 
on a local community. In the fi rst, a friend of mine who is a very learned 
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Gelugpa lama returned to his hometown several years ago with the pres-
tigious geshe degree. Since his return, his infl uence in this region has been 
signifi cant. For instance, he admonished locals not to accumulate bad 
karma by killing wild animals, and this activity has almost disappeared. I 
launched an opera revival project and a Tibetan-language training pro-
gram through him because I knew that the villagers listen to him and 
would devote themselves to both if their beloved lama directed them to do 
so. No other lama from the local monastery has had such infl uence. All the 
other monks were trained in the same monastery, but on the whole they 
haven’t acquired the same advanced knowledge of scripture and Buddhist 
philosophy. Another example is that locals in Suopo greatly respect a learned 
Bon lama for his sophisticated training in Bon and Tibetan medicine as well 
as his compassion for others. Sometimes the locals refer to him as the “rein-
carnate lama,” although he is not formally recognized as such by any temple. 
According to one Suopo villager, this lama was a “real lama,” diff erent from 
most other monks who “don’t know much.” His kindness and compassion 
are also unparalleled in Suopo. Th is villager thus concluded, “If Suopowa 
don’t want to do certain things, the township cadres cannot do anything 
about it. Even if the county head came, nothing would change. [However,] if 
he [this lama] says we should do it, then all of us will listen.”

18 Samten Karmay (1996) also points out that the relatively harmonious rela-
tionship between Bon and Buddhism in Danba and Gyarong is rarely seen 
in Tibetan regions (1996). 

19 UNESCO’s World Heritage website describes the architecture as follows: 

Th e shapes of old Diaolou Buildings in Danba are diversifi ed, with 
quadrangular, pentagonal, octagonal and tridecanal towers. Th e 
majority of them are quadrangular Diaolou Buildings. . . . 

Th e old watchtower takes up an area of 25~120 m², with a height 
varying from 10 to 60 m. Mountain rocks and slates, yellow mud 
and timber are adopted as the main building materials. With a 
relatively bigger base, the Diaolou Buildings narrow upward to the 
top. Th e towers were built with rocks and slates of various sizes. As 
many walls were built with rocks weighing over several hundred 
kilos, the walls prove fi rm, thick and solid. Th ey are built with 
well-leveled surfaces and pointed corners, making the tower stand 
straight and upright. Th e function of the old Diaolou Buildings 
varies, combining military and residential purposes. Th ey fall 
mainly into two categories: folk towers and residential towers. By 
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its own particular function, they can be further labeled as war 
fl ame tower, strategic pass tower, offi  cial village tower, boundary 
tower, scripture tower, and tower in houses, etc. Th e old Diaolou 
Buildings in Danba have survived wars, weather, and earthquakes. 
With a long history, they rise straight from the land, towering loft -
ily, solid and strong as usual. Some of them stand as bows, forming 
quite marvelous spectacle, making one amazed at its refi ned and 
intricate arts of building. In 2006, the old Diaolou Buildings in 
Danba were enlisted as the Cultural Relics of National Importance 
by the State Department. 

 From “Diaolou Buildings and Villages for Tibetan and Qiang Ethnic 
Groups,” UNESCO, http://whc.unesco.org/en/tentativelists/5343/. Accessed 
2009.

2 . MASCULINE AND FEMININE INTERNAL OTHERS IN CHINA

1 See, e.g., Stoler 1989; Sinha 1995; Young 1995; Cooper and Stoler 1997; Cath-
erine Hall 2000; Nagel 2003. 

2 See Spence 1981; Kinkley 1987; Oakes 2007.
3 See Ding Chunlian 2002; Li and Huang 2004; Han 2007; Wang Haiying 

2007; Wu Wenyu 2008. 
4 See Tobin, Wu, and Davidson 1989; Wang Xianhua 2003; Liang, Li, and 

Huang 2006. 
5 However, the popular conception oft en makes a distinction between urban 

and rural boys. Usually urban boys are said to be much soft er than rural 
ones, since the country boys, especially those from poverty-stricken or 
mountainous regions, are able to “eat bitterness” (chiku), meaning they 
develop the capacity to endure diffi  culties, thereby engendering strong and 
virile personalities.

6 Th is phrase is oft en used to identify bookish and eff ete male students and 
scholars who become “pallid-faced” because of the lack of outdoor physical 
exercise. 

7 Sinha 1995; Clancy-Smith and Gouda 1998; Catherine Hall 2000; Nagel 
2003; Ghosh 2004; Teng 2004; Ballantyne and Burton 2005. 

8 For instance, Western-educated, middle-class Bengali Hindu males were 
depicted as the opposite of manly and chivalrous Englishmen and were 
believed to be “eff eminate, bookish, over-serious, languorous, lustful and 
lacking in self-discipline” (John MacKenzie, quoted in Sinha 1995, vii). Its 
ultimate purpose was to spotlight the exclusive privilege of the Britons in 
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India: “the charge of ‘eff eminacy’ to isolate certain native groups check-
mated the demand to extend political rights to Indians; and the ‘unnatu-
ralness’ in the claims for political and legal equality of these groups 
extended the rationale for continued Anglo-Indian racial domination” 
(Sinha 1995, 63). As a result, British prerogatives and “inalienable” rights 
as the chosen people were legitimized and fortifi ed as being for the Indians’ 
good. In other words, the damned status of Indians was determined by 
their own incompetency and eff eminacy, which necessitated the colonial 
rule of the powerful and benevolent British Empire, which “took great 
troubles” to “take care of” them. 

9 See Gladney 1991; Litzinger 2000; Schein 2000; Harrell 1995, 2001.
10 Th e rulers of the last Chinese dynastic empire, the Qing, were Manchu, but 

they spared no eff ort in promoting Confucian ideals and modeled them-
selves aft er the court system, ruling practices, and political doctrines of the 
Han-based Ming dynasty. From the very beginning, the Qing rulers looked 
up to the Han culture and adopted assimilation policies by and for them-
selves, thus legitimizing their claim to being the true holders and defenders 
of Chinese culture. Toward the end of the nineteenth and the beginning 
of the twentieth century, Manchu rulers were very much Sinicized. So 
together with the Han, in some ways the Manchus were also civilizers who 
occupied the center of the “central kingdom” and carried out the “civiliz-
ing project” to moralize or “humanize” other minorities. Like the Manchus, 
some other peoples, such as the Naxi and the Bai, were on the list of the 
most “civilized” and Sinicized minorities.

11 Th e term “strange barbarians” refers to those whose cultural practices are 
still very “primitive” and distant from the Han civilization, while “familiar 
barbarians” describes peoples who are much more Sinicized and thus more 
“civilized.” Th e same minority group may be subdivided into “strange” and 
“familiar” as well, depending on how much they were integrated into the 
Chinese culture. For instance, Miao in southern and southwestern China 
were classifi ed as either “familiar” or “strange”: “familiar Miao” lived 
closer to Han settlements in sedentary communities where they were 
under some kind of governance, paid taxes, did corvée labor, and mani-
fested a modicum of Chinese cultural infl uence; “strange Miao” were 
unruled, paid no taxes, were not required to perform service, and lived in 
terrain that, from the Han point of view, was more rugged and isolated 
(Schein 2000, 7).

12 At fi rst, more than four hundred groups self-registered as independent 
ethnic groups, but only fi ft y-six ethnic groups including the Han were 
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recognized. Th e criteria for identifi cation were based on Stalin’s four 
“golden rules”—“a common language, a common territory, a common eco-
nomic life, and a common psychological make-up manifested in common 
specifi c features of national culture” (Gladney 1991, 66). 

13 According to Chuan-Kang Shih, toward the end of the Cultural Revolu-
tion, a dramatic campaign against “primitive” walking marriage, the One-
Wife-One-Husband Movement, was launched to force sexual partners to 
get married. As a result, 424 couples in the Yongning area were forced into 
registered marriages (Shih 2010, 4). 

14 See Wagner 1975; MacCannell 1976; Hanson 1989; Linnekin 1990; Dietler 
1994; Hobsbawm 1994; Lindholm 2008.

15 See, e.g., Louie 2002; Khan 1996; Hillman and Henfry 2006. 
16 Th e search for romantic encounters has become a signifi cant component 

of ethnic tourism in many parts of the world and has engendered a number 
of internationally acclaimed ethnosexual tourism destinations such as 
Th ailand, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Belize, Jamaica, Brazil, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, and Kenya (see, e.g., Graburn 1983; Truong 1990; C. M. Hall 1994; 
Pruitt and LaFont 1995; Ryan and Kinder 1996; Enloe 2000; Ryan and Hall 
2001). Male and female sex workers use their ethnic bodies to satisfy the 
tourists’ desires for authentic sexual experiences, which may be scarce back 
home.

17 Th e Mosuo have a population of about forty thousand, live on the south-
eastern fringe of the Tibetan Plateau, and speak a Tibeto-Burman language. 
Mosuo territory straddles the border of Yunnan and Sichuan provinces and 
includes Ninglang, Muli, Yanyuan, and Yanbian Counties. One of its pri-
mary geographical features is Lugu Lake. Promoted as the cultural center 
of Mosuo territory, Lugu Lake has become a major tourist attraction in 
northwestern Yunnan. Th e Chinese government does not recognize the 
Mosuo as an ethnic group; instead, it offi  cially classifi es the Mosuo in Yun-
nan as a subgroup of the Naxizu and those in Sichuan as Mongolian. In 
the late 1980s, the Mosuo’s attempts to gain state recognition won them the 
right to call themselves “Mosuo people” (Mosuo ren). Th e Mosuo practice 
Bon and Tibetan Buddhism as well as dabaism, their own form of shaman-
ism. Before 1956, the tusi, or local chiefs or kings, had controlled the area 
for more than six hundred years (Walsh 2005, 451–52). 

18 Many female tourists are eager to fi nd out what is going on there. Some are 
drawn by the appeal of Mosuo men, who are also romanticized as “great 
lovers.” 

19 However, as Eileen Rose Walsh points out, many of these popular repre-
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sentations of the Mosuo are not true. According to her, in the rural villages 
of Yongning Township, Ninglang County, Yunnan, almost one-third of 
households are headed by males, and even in the households with women 
as heads, major decisions concerning property are oft en made by the senior 
or most economically productive man (Walsh 2005, 453). In love relations, 
control by women is exaggerated. Both women and men exercise autonomy 
in their mutual relations. Men can choose to stay or terminate their rela-
tionships, as can women. Moreover, the relative autonomy of both women 
and men in selecting partners is not equal to free love, which has the con-
notation of promiscuity, a concept imposed by ethnocentric outsiders. 
Locals have their own principles and rules for this kind of relationship (see 
Cai Hua 2001, 231–32, 251–52), and furthermore, other modalities of sexual 
life, such as cohabitation and marriage, do exist in this society. As for the 
enviable familial harmony, discord and disputes among family members 
do occur, as in other societies, and thus sometimes separation is unavoid-
able (see, e.g., ibid, 160–64). With the increase in tourism, tensions among 
villagers, between diff erent villages, and between villagers and the govern-
ment have become common due to competition, asymmetrical wealth dis-
tribution, and diff erent agendas for tourism development, as will be seen 
in the parallel cases of Suopo and Danba. 

20 Tami Blumenfi eld (2010) delineates a very nuanced picture of how Mosuo 
people and practices are represented in the media, not only from the out-
side but also from within by locals themselves.

3 . FROM THE VALLEY OF BEAUTIES TO THE EASTERN QUEENDOM

1 Of all the Zangzu regions, Danba has the fi nest weather, and it produces 
various kinds of fruits, among which guava is the most common. As a 
result, the guava fl ower is oft en referred to as the County Flower. 

2 Aft er the Xixia Kingdom established by Dangxiang Qiang in northwest 
China was destroyed, the Mongol court didn’t order the compilation of 
Xixia history, and most of Xixia’s historical documents were either 
destroyed in the war or disappeared. Consequently, Xixia’s history is full 
of ambiguity. One mystery is the whereabouts of Xixia descendants. A 
celebrated scholar on Xixia, Li Fanwen, has found linguistic similarities 
between Ergong, one of the dialects in Danba and neighboring towns, and 
the dead Xixia language. Extrapolating from Li’s fi ndings, the media sug-
gest that the concubines of the king and nobles fl ed to Danba and produced 
off spring there.

3 Aft er the national policy of nine years of obligatory education was imple-
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mented in Danba, girls receive much more education than they did ten 
years ago. An increasing number of young women go to other places in 
Tibetan and Han regions for various jobs and contribute to their families’ 
incomes equally or even more than their male siblings do. Some women in 
Moluo also get involved in tourism as tour guides, peddlers, and hostesses. 
However, the eff ect of these changes on local gender relations and the 
political status of women remains to be seen. 

4 See Nandy 1988; Sinha 1995; Clancy-Smith and Gouda 1998; Glenn 1998; 
Catherine Hall 2000; Nagel 2003; Ghosh 2004; Ballantyne and Burton 2005. 

4 . THE QUEENDOM AND GRASSROOTS POLITICS

1 See Wasserstrom and Perry 1992; Bianco 2001; O’Brien 2002, 2008; Perry 
2002, 2007; Unger 2002; Bernstein and Lü 2003; O’Brien and Li 2006.

2 When asked how they knew these principles, they identifi ed several major 
sources: TV reports, township and village cadres, other villagers, their 
literate family members or children. In my observations, however, most 
villagers don’t really understand policies very well. Some of them pointed 
out that the county and township offi  cials didn’t “come down to the vil-
lage” that much, and even when they came, they would not interact directly 
with common villagers, nor did they have any intention of propagandizing 
and explaining the policies. Th is had to do with the “attitude” issue in the 
sense that cadres were believed by some villagers not to care much about 
the peasants’ welfare. Older villagers compare present cadres with older 
ones, and according to them, cadres before the 1980s would spare no eff ort 
in propagandizing policies, which kept villagers updated about what was 
going on at diff erent levels of the state. Th e lack of connection is also due 
to language. Most cadres are either Han or Zangzu from other regions who 
speak diff erent dialects, which makes it diffi  cult for them to convey their 
ideas to the villagers.

3 Th e rapid development of Danba County and the province of Sichuan 
proper has much to do with the Western Development Project initiated by 
the Chinese government at the turn of the twenty-fi rst century. As a 
Zangzu region with strategic importance, Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous 
Prefecture, of which Danba is a part, has received more and more invest-
ment in its construction of facilities as well as its economic, and educa-
tional development.

4 Suopo Township is composed of three parts or segments: Suopo and 
Dazhai, both of which are located on the eastern side of the Dadu River, 
and Pujiaoding on the western side. 
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5 Th e old Suopo Bridge has been blocked against automobile and tractor use 
because of damage from fl oods in 2004. Th e county and township govern-
ments promised villagers that a new bridge would soon be constructed, but 
the project did not start until 2008. Construction was slow, and most vil-
lagers grew very unhappy about the protracted delay. A rumor spread that 
the county government had transferred the money for the bridge elsewhere 
and thus was just performing a show for the villagers because it was con-
cerned about the possibility of “extreme actions.”

6 For instance, one villager I know well is famous in Suopo because he has 
defi ed local authority, including village heads. He is a fearsome person to 
many villagers, including elites, because he will not hesitate to take revenge 
if his interests are threatened. As another example, one village head was a 
common villager like most others and was elected to this position due to 
extended kinship ties and his personality: he is patient with and kind to all 
villagers even though many think he is incompetent. One informant com-
mented, “He is elected . . . he doesn’t off end anyone, smiling at everyone all 
the time . . . villagers feel ashamed if they don’t vote for him.”

7 For instance, when Magic Discovery, a Sichuan TV station program, came 
to fi lm the relics of the queendom, they designed the scenario of a “big” 
discovery of the palace remains, presenting it as a chance fi nd by a local 
herdsman who was looking for his lost livestock, yet all the locals know 
that the site used to be the queen’s palace. Th is scene became a laughing-
stock among locals, and the Suopo native who played the role of the herds-
man on TV was ridiculed.

8 As is shown here, the Danba case is not unique in China. In other Tibetan 
areas, confl icts have intensifi ed as well, though sometimes in a subtler and 
more inconspicuous way. Th e tension between many Tibetans, especially 
monks, and the state has to do with the latter’s tightening control over 
religious and political aff airs. Th e 2008 Tibetan riots were not an accident 
but were embedded in accumulated enmity and distrust on both sides.

9 See, e.g., Bianco 2001; Perry 2010; O’Brien 2002; Bernstein and Lü 2003.
10 Like Zangzu villagers, the Donfengwa have the right to use or simply 

“own” their land as a result of the household contract responsibility system, 
a signifi cant reform of land ownership and use rights initiated in the early 
1980s in rural China. In spite of this, the Donfengwa’s Zangzu neighbors 
argue that the Donfengwa are plowing the Zangzu’s land instead. As one 
Zangzu villager asserted, “Th e Donfengwa are from outside. Where do 
they get the land?” meaning that the Donfengwa don’t have a historical 
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connection with the land in Suopo and thus their ownership of the land is 
questionable and unjustifi able. 

11 Th is system refers to the yearly earning distribution principle based on the 
amount of labor contributed to the collective during the 1950s to the 1970s. 

12 Th e head of one household is a Zangzu cadre in the commune who married 
a woman from the Han Gang. As a commune cadre, he had a certain 
amount of infl uence so that his family was able to stay. Th e head of another 
household was running a mill, which Moluo badly needed, and was also 
allowed to stay with his family. 

13 Dongfeng villagers came to the township, threatening to appeal to the 
county government if the township didn’t resolve this issue. Th e Party 
secretary answered, “If you want to go, just go. It is none of my business.” 
Th is angered the villagers, who chased him, intending to beat him. While 
he was trying to run away, he fell into the river. Many villagers believed 
that he didn’t slip accidentally and that he had no choice but to jump into 
the river to escape the villagers. Fortunately, he was not injured.

5 . THE MOLUO TOURISM ASSOCIATION

1 See, e.g., Perry 1994; Forges 1997; Weller 1999, 2005.
2 See White 1993; Weller 1999, 2005; Yijiang Ding 2002; Zheng and Fewsmith 

2008.
3 Although Uncle Pema played a major role in building the tourism associa-

tion, he didn’t want to be part of the association directly. According to him, 
villagers were diffi  cult to deal with, so it was better for him to keep his 
distance. Moreover, because this association was a “popular association” 
(minjian shetuan) in name, he, as a township cadre, was not supposed to 
become affi  liated. 

4 On behalf of the township Party secretary, Uncle Pema gathered the four-
teen seniors and two village heads for a discussion of the issues involved 
in founding a tourism association in Moluo, including membership. 
According to him, seniors were respected in local culture and also had 
more public spirit, meaning concern for the welfare of the village. Th ere-
fore, they were able to represent the whole village. However, not all seniors 
were called for the meeting. Th e fourteen participants were supposedly 
more keen on village aff airs than their peers, most of whom were women. 

5 It is said that “Gelindeya” is a name of a local household (in most Tibetan 
regions, people don’t have surnames, but in the rural areas, there is usually 
a specifi c name for each household). According to the TV report, 
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“Gelindeya” literally means “be upright, fair, and amiable.” Surprisingly, 
however, not a single Jiaju local I met had heard of this household name or 
knew what it meant.

6 In 2005, the Fift h Plenary Session of the Sixteenth Central Committee of 
the Chinese Communist Party pointed out that in the next fi ve years 
(2006–10), the New Socialist Countryside Construction project would take 
on the Party’s most important task, enhancing rural reforms in China. 
Th is project has fi ve goals: production development (shengchan fazhan), 
prosperous life (shenghuo fuyu), folk ethos and civility (xiangfeng wenmin), 
neat and clean village (cunrong zhengjie), and democratic management 
(guanli minzhu). 

7 See Perry 1985, 1994; Siu 1989; Kelliher 1992; Shu-Min Huang 1998; Weller 
1999; Chan, Madsen, and Unger 2009.

8 A great number of works have touched upon the implications of village 
elections for political participation of the peasants, grassroots democracy 
and China’s democracy as a whole, state-society relations, village power 
structures, peasant-cadre relationships, and the like (Burns 1988; Weixing 
Chen 1999; Yijiang Ding 2002; Xiaoqin Guo 2003; Saich 2004; O’Brien and 
Li 2006; Tan 2006; O’Brien and Han 2009). 

9 See Oakes 1998; Davis 2005; Notar 2006; Nyíri 2006; Kolas 2008.
10 I was oft en impressed with the villagers’ emphasis on the importance of 

guanxi. Many villagers are almost superstitious about the power of guanxi 

and argued that one could easily get just about whatever one desired when 
there was guanxi. Th is obsession with guanxi is not very diff erent from the 
situation in other parts of China (see Mayfair Mei-Hui Yang 1994, Yan 
1996).

11 Seniors associations are fl ourishing in every part of China, including in 
Danba. Th is phenomenon is the result of so-called democratic politics in 
China. On the one hand, it exhibits the increased openness of the Chinese 
Communist Party, but on the other hand, it shows that the Party favors 
such quasi–civil associations as seniors associations because of their apo-
litical nature.

12 Th is pagoda was said to have been built by Berotsana (Bai Ro Tsa Na), who 
was dispatched to the Gyarong region in the eighth century due to politico-
religious strife at the Tibetan court between supporters of Bon, the indig-
enous Tibetan religion, and advocates of Buddhism, which was newly 
introduced from India. According to local legends, Berotsana arrived at 
Suopo to chase a most powerful but vicious demoness and was fi nally able 
to subdue her. As mentioned earlier, the Suopowa’s belief in Berotsana is 
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puzzling in that he was a Buddhist monk who was persecuted by Bon sup-
porters, yet most Suopowa believe in Bon. 

13 Th is is in line with scholars’ stance on the hegemonic role of the Chinese 
state in shaping the agendas and overseeing the activities of civil associa-
tions (Weller 1999, 2005; Sujian Guo 2000; Saich 2004).

14 Th e dynamic relationship between state and society has been foregrounded 
by some China scholars (see, e.g., Weller 1999, 2005; Zheng and Fewsmith 
2008; Perry 2010).

CONCLUSION

1 I myself was a little surprised by their response. Th e Suopowa oft en have a 
strong Zangzu identity and tend to extol the “greatness” of “Our Zangzu” 
as opposed to the “hardheaded” Han or other “impure” Gyarongwa. How-
ever, when asked about the ethnicity of the township offi  cials—the Party 
secretary, the township head, the Party vice-secretary, and three vice-
heads—most Suopowa would say “I don’t know” or “I am not sure.” 
According to some of them, four of these six township offi  cials might be 
Zangzu due to their local connections (natives of Danba County), but they 
look like the Han in terms of their behavior or appearance. 

2 A parallel example from South Africa is the landless urban San’s struggle 
for identifi cation as indigenous people in order to gain the right to land 
and other resources. Th e majority of San who were displaced as a conse-
quence of colonialism and apartheid do not satisfy international organiza-
tions’ criteria for being considered “authentic” indigenous people and so 
must adopt an essentialist discourse to “present themselves as largely 
uncorrupted by historical and political economic context” (Sylvain 2001, 
1079) in order to win international and governmental support for their 
claims. Likewise, in the United States, some claim to be Native Americans 
in order to obtain certain compensations and benefi ts. 
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GLOSSARY

ABBREVIATIONS 

C: Chinese

T: Tibetan

S: Sanskrit

Aba: Aba Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture, Sichuan 

Ganzi: Ganzi Tibetan Autonomous Prefecture, Sichuan 

Ya’an: Ya’an Prefecture, Sichuan 

Aba Zangzu Qiangzu Zizhizhou 
(C) / Rnga Ba Bod Rigs Dang 
Chang Rigs Rang Skyong Khul 
(T) 阿坝藏族羌族自治州 Aba 
Tibetan and Qiang Autono-
mous Prefecture 

baimian shusheng (C) 白面书生 

pallid-faced scholars 

baoshou (C) 保守 conservative
Baoxing (C) 宝兴县 county in 

Ya’an 
bashe (T) a circle dance popular 

in the Kham region 
Beishi (C) 北史 History of the 

Northern Dynasty (386–581), 
compiled in the seventh century 
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diaolou (C) 碉楼 stone watchtow-
ers widespread in Danba and 
Gyarong

diaomin (C) 刁民 rogue civilians
difang minzu zhuyi (C) 地方民族

主义 local ethno-nationalism
Dongfeng (C) 东风村 village in 

Suopo Township
Dongnü Gudu (C) 东女故都 

Ancient Capital of the Eastern 
Queendom

Dongnüguo (C) 东女国 a histori-
cally recorded kingdom ruled 
by women in the Sui and Tang 
periods 

“Dongnüguo guodu fuchu shui-
mian” (C) 东女国国都浮出水

面 “Th e Capital of the Eastern 
Queendom Comes to Light,” 
a newspaper article

Dujiangyan (C) 都江堰 county-
level city in Chengdu, Sichuan

duo minzu de tongyi guojia (C) 
多民族的统一国家 a unifi ed 
country of diverse ethnic groups

duoyuan yiti geju (C) 多元一体格

局 “a single unity with multiple 
cells,” an expression coined by 
Fei Xiaotong, meaning that as 
indispensable members of mul-
tiethnic China, both Han and 
minorities contribute equally 
to its unity and diversity 

Fei Xiaotong (C) 费孝通 (1910–
2005) leading Chinese soci-
ologist-anthropologist of the 
twentieth century

Berotsana (S) / Bai Ro Tsa Na (T) 
(8th century) one of the fi rst 
ordained monks in Tibetan 
Buddhism 

Bon / Bon po (T) 苯教（苯波教）

an indigenous religion in Tibet
Chamdo (T) / Changdu (C) 昌都 

prefecture in the Tibet Autono-
mous Region 

Chen Duxiu (C) 陈独秀 (1879–
1942) a leading fi gure in the 
New Culture Movement and 
cofounder of the Chinese Com-
munity Party

Chengdu (C) 成都 capital of 
Sichuan

chiku (C) 吃苦 “eat bitterness”; 
endure suff ering

Cong Ling (C) 葱岭 ancient name 
of the Pamir Mountains in 
western China and southeast-
ern Central Asia

cun tianli mie renyu (C) 存天理,
灭人欲 maintaining the heav-
enly principle and eradicating 
the human desire 

cunrong zhengjie (C) 村容整洁 
neat and clean village 

Dadu (C) 大渡河 major river in 
Gyarong 

Dajinchuan (C) 大金川 historical 
kingdom in Gyarong; today’s 
Jinchuan County, Aba 

Danba (C) 丹巴县 county in Ganzi
Dazhai (C) 大寨片区 one of the 

three segments of Suopo 
Township
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Jiaju (C) 甲居 village in Danba 
Jialiangyi (C) 嘉良夷 tribe in 

northwestern Sichuan in the 
Sui dynasty, sixth to seventh 
century 

Jiarong Fengqingjie (C) 嘉绒风情

节 Gyarong Charm Festival 
jiben guoce (C) 基本国策 basic 

national policy
jingji tounao (C) 经济头脑 eco-

nomic minds 
jiti shangfang (C) 集体上访 group 

appeals to higher authority 
Jiu tangshu (C) 旧唐书 Old Tang 

History, the earliest extant sys-
tematic historical record of the 
Tang dynasty (618–907), com-
pleted in the tenth century

kaifang (C) 开放 open
Kangding (C) 康定 capital 

of Ganzi 
kewei (C) 科委 science 

commission
Khyung (T) a legendary bird 

in Tibetan tradition
kordro (T) a circle dance popular 

among Tibetans and other 
ethnic groups 

Lang tuteng (C) 狼图腾 Wolf 

Totem, a novel by Jiang Rong
laonian xiehui (C) 老年协会 

seniors association 
li (C) 礼 proper rites
Lu Xun (C) 鲁迅 (1881–1936) one 

of the most infl uential writers 
of the twentieth century in 
China

feiwuzhi wenhua yichan (C) 非物

质文化遗产 intangible cultural 
heritage

Ganzi Zangzu Zizhizhou (C) / 
Dkar Mdzes Bod Rigs Rang 
Skyong Khul (T) 甘孜藏族羌

族自治州 Ganzi Tibetan Auton-
omous Prefecture

Gelugpa (T) 格鲁派 a major 
school of Tibetan Buddhism

geshe (T) 格西 a prestigious 
degree in the Gelupa School 
of Tibetan Buddhism

guanjingtai (C) 观景台 viewpoint 
platform 

guanli minzhu (C) 管理民主 

democratic management 
Gyarong / rGyalrong / Rgyal 

Rong / Shar Rgyal Mo Tsa Ba 
Rong (T) 嘉绒 the temperate 
agricultural area ruled by the 
queen in the east, or the tem-
perate agricultural area around 
Mount Murdu in the east 

Gyarongwa (T) 嘉绒娃 people 
from Gyarong

Hantuan (C) 汉团 Han Gang 
hefa quanyi (C) 合法权益 lawful 

rights and interests
Heishui (C) 黑水县 county in Aba
Hongyuan (C) / Khyung Mchu 

(T) / Rka Khog Rdzong (T) 
红原县 county in Aba

huinong zhengce (C) 惠农政策 

preferential policies for peasants
huodongfei (C) 活动费 activity 

fees
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Mosuo (C) 摩梭人 a people with a 
matrilineal culture residing 
at Lugu Lake on the Sichuan-
Yunnan border 

Murdu / Rgyal Mo Dmu Rdo (T) 
墨尔多 the most sacred moun-
tain in Gyarong 

muxi shizu (C) 母系氏族 matri-
lineal clan

Naxizu (C) 纳西族 offi  cially iden-
tifi ed ethnic group residing in 
Yunnan

Ninglang (C) 宁蒗县 county in 
Lijiang prefecture, Yunnan

nongmin (C) 农民 peasants
Nüerguo (C) 女儿国 Women’s 

Country; queendom 
Pujiaoding (C) 蒲角顶（片区） 

one of the three segments 
of Suopo Township

Qiandiao Zhiguo (C) 千碉之国 
One-Th ousand-Watchtower 
Kingdom

Qiangzu (C) 羌族 offi  cially identi-
fi ed ethnic group residing in 
northwestern Sichuan

Qianlong (C) 乾隆 (1711–1799) 
Qing dynasty emperor 

qiruan paying (C) 欺软怕硬 bully 
the weak and fear the strong 

Rangtang (C) / ‘Dzam Th ang 
Rdzong (T) 壤塘县 county 
in Aba

Ranmang (C) 冉駹 tribe in north-
western Sichuan during the 
Han dynasty (206 BCE–220 CE)

luan gao (C) 乱搞 casual sexual 
intercourse

Luhuo (C) / Brag Mgo Rdzong 
(T) 炉霍 county in Ganzi

Maerkang (C) / ‘Bar Khams (T) 
马尔康 capital of Aba

Meirengu (C) 美人谷 Valley of 
Beauties 

Mianning (C) 冕宁县 county 
in Liangshan Yi Autonomous 
Prefecture, Sichuan

minjian shetuan (C) 民间社团 

popular association
Minzhu Gaige (C) 民主改革 

Democratic Reform; a political 
movement oriented toward eth-
nic minority regions, particu-
larly Tibetan areas, in the late 
1950s, that aimed to eradicate 
feudalism and theocracy, carry 
out land reforms, and establish 
the so-called people’s demo-
cratic regime

minzhu guanli (C) 民主管理 

democratic administration 
minzhu jiandu (C) 民主监督 

democratic superintendence 
minzhu juece (C) 民主决策 dem-

ocratic decision making 
minzhu xuanju (C) 民主选举 

democratic elections 
Moluo (C) 莫洛 village in Suopo 

Township, Danba 
Moluo lüyou xiehui (C) 莫洛旅游

协会 Moluo Tourism 
Association
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Suishu (C) 隋书 Book of Sui, 
the offi  cial history of the Sui 
dynasty (581–618), compiled 
in the seventh century

Suopo (C) / Sog Po (T) 梭坡乡／

梭坡片区 township in Danba, 
Sichuan, as well as one of 
the three segments of Suopo 
Township

Suopowa (C/T) 梭坡娃 people 
from Suopo

suzhi (C) 素质 personal quality
suzhi taidi (C) 素质太低 having 

very low personal quality
Tianquan (C) 天全县 county 

in Ya’an
Tianranlin Ziyuan Baohu Gong-

cheng (C) 天然林资源保护工程 
Natural Forest Resources Pres-
ervation Project 

tianshang diao xianbing (C) 天上

掉馅饼 lit., “pie dropping from 
the sky”; something obtained 
by a stroke of luck, usually 
without eff ort 

tianxing (C) 天性 nature; natural 
instinct

tinghua (C) 听话 obedience
Trisong Detsen (T) 赤松德赞 

eighth-century Tibetan king
tsampa (T) 糌粑 roasted barley 

fl our; a Tibetan staple food
Tsanlha Ngawang (T) 赞拉 · 阿旺 

(b. 1930) scholar of classical 
Tibetan and Gyarong language 
and history

rgyal mo (T) queen 
Rgyal Rong Rgyal Khab Bco 

Brgyad (T) Eighteen Kingdoms 
of Gyarong

Rgyal Rong skad (T) / Jiarong 
guanhua (C) 嘉绒官话 
“offi  cial” language of 
Gyarong 

Seda (C) / Gser Rta Rdzong (T) 
色达县 county in Ganzi

shar mo rje(?) rgyal po (T) queen 
of (or from) the East

Shehuizhuyi Xinnongcun 
Jianshe (C) 社会主义新农村

建设 New Socialist Countryside 
Construction

sheng fan (C) 生番 “strange bar-
barians”; “primitive” minority 
groups whose cultural practices 
place them at a great remove 
from the Han civilization

shengchan dadui (C) 生产大队 
production brigade

shengchan fazhan (C) 生产发展 

production development 
shenghuo fuyu (C) 生活富裕 

prosperous life
Shimian (C) 石棉县 county in 

Ya’an
shu fan (C) 熟番 “familiar barbar-

ians”; minority groups whose 
cultural practices are more “civi-
lized” compared to those of 
“strange barbarians” (sheng fan) 

sixiang guannian (C) 思想观念 

mentality; outlook 
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western China, eleventh to 
thirteenth century

Ya’an (C) 雅安地区 prefecture-
level city in Sichuan 

Yajiang (C) / Nyag Chu Kha 
Rdzong (T) 雅江县 county 
in Ganzi

yiyizhiyi (C) 以夷制夷 playing 
off  the barbarians against each 
other 

Yongning (C) 永宁镇 town in 
Ninglang County, Yunnan

Yuanfang youge nüerguo (C) 
Th e Remote Country of Women 

by Bai Hua (b. 1929) 
zang, luan, cha (C) 脏、乱、差 

fi lthy, disorderly, indecent 
zangmao (C) “藏猫” Tibetan 

whore
Zangzu (C) 藏族 offi  cially identi-

fi ed Tibetan ethnic group
zhishi qingnian / zhiqing (C) 

知识青年 “intellectual youth”; 
youth who were sent down to 
the countryside to receive an 
education from poor peasants 
during the Cultural Revolution

Zhongguo Lishi Wenhua Ming-
cun (C) 中国历史文化名村 

Famous Historical and Cultural 
Village of China

Zhongguo Zui Meili de Xiang-
cun (C) 中国最美丽的乡村 

Most Beautiful Countryside 
in China

Zhonglu (C) 中路 township 
in Danba, Sichuan 

tusi (C) 土司 offi  cial title conferred 
on minority chiefs by the court

weiwen (C) 维稳 stability 
maintenance

Wen Yiduo (C) 闻一多 (1899–
1946) an infl uential and out-
spoken poet of the New 
Cultural Movement 

Wenchuan (C) 汶川县 county 
in Aba

wenming (C) 文明 civility; 
manners

wenrou (C) 温柔 gentle and soft 
Wuhouci (C) 武侯祠 district in 

Chengdu
xiangfeng wenmin (C) 乡风文明 

folk ethos and civility 
xiangzhang (C) 乡长 head of 

a township 
xiao (C) 孝 fi lial piety
Xiaojinchuan (C) 小金川 king-

dom in Gyarong; today’s Xiao-
jin County, Aba 

xiaonong yishi (C) 小农意识 
petty peasant mentality

xiaoxifu (C) 小媳妇 “small wife” 
xiejiao (C) 邪教 vicious cult
Xin Tangshu (C) 新唐书 New 

Tang History, revised and mod-
ifi ed version of Old Tang His-

tory, compiled in the eleventh 
century 

Xishan Zhuqiang (C) 西山诸羌 

Qiang tribes in northwestern 
Sichuan in the seventh and 
eighth centuries

Xixia (C) 西夏kingdom in north-
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zhongwen qingwu (C) 重文轻武 
esteem literacy and despise 
martiality

zhuguan zhuyi (C) 主观主义 
subjectivism

ziguyilai (C) 自古以来 since 
antiquity

ziyou (C) 自由 free; autonomous
zouhun (C) 走婚 lit., “walking 

marriage”; informal marriage 
system among the Mosuo

zuiren (C) 罪人 malefactor
zuzhi yitu (C) 组织意图 organiza-

tional will
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